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Abstract
The main purpose of this project is to construct finite homomorphic images of 
infinite semi-direct products. We will construct two finite homomorphic images, T2(8) 
and PGL2(9) of the infinite semi-direct product 2* 3 : S3. The main part of this project 
is to construct the double cover 2 • M22 : 2 and the automorphism group M22 : 2 of the 
Mathieu sporadic group M22 as a homomorphic image of the progenitor 2* 7 : L3(2). The 
by hand constructions given in this thesis, up to our knowledge, have not been proved 
elsewhere.
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Permutations and matrices are two methods for working with groups but they 
are inconvenient or unmanageable for large finite groups and in particular for the larger 
sporadic groups. The main purpose of this paper is to give an alternative and more 
efficient method for working with groups, which is symmetric presentation. Symmetric 
presentation provides a uniform way of constructing finite groups. We are particularly 
interested in symmetric presentations of finite simple groups, since all finite groups can 
be constructed from these. Double coset enumeration of a finite simple group G over 
a group of permutation on n letters, N, provides a method of conveniently representing 
G as a group of permutations. Double coset enumeration can be performed on groups 
that possess generating sets of involutions and any finite group generated by a conjugacy 
class of involutions. All finite non-abelian simple groups have symmetric generating sets 
of involutions (see [Bra97]). It is this technique of double coset enumeration that allows 
us to write elements in a much more concise manner. For example, the smallest Janko 
group J\ has a maximal subgroup, £2(11), of lowest index 266. Thus J\ is represented as 
a permutation group on 266 letters. Double coset enumeration of J\ over L2(ll) enables 
us to represent every element of Ji as a permutation of £2(11) on H letters followed by 
a word of length at most 4 in the symmetric generators (see [CH96]).
1.1 Symmetric Generation of a Group
Consider a group G and T = {ti, t2> • • • , tn} Q G. Define T = {Ti, T2,..., Tn}, 
where 3} = (tfl, i = 1,2,..., n, which is the cyclic subgroup generated by if. Let N = 
2
Ng(T), a subgroup of G called the control subgroup. T is a symmetric generating set for 
G if and only if
(i) G = (T), and
(ii) N acts transitively on T.
(i) and (ii) imply that G is a homomorphic image of the (infinite) progenitor m* n : TV, 
where m* n represents a free product of n copies of the cyclic group Cm, m being the order 
of ti, and TV is a group of automorphisms of m* n which permutes the n cyclic subgroups 
by conjugation. If m = 2 then N will simply act by conjugation as permutation of the 
n involutory symmetric generators. Thus, elements of N can be gathered on the left and 
every element of the progenitor can be represented as pw, where p G TV and w is a word in 
the symmetric generators. This representation is unique provided that w is simplified so 
that adjacent symmetric generators are distinct. Thus, any additional relation by which 
we factor the progenitor to obtain G must have the form pw(ti,t2, ••itn).
Let TV be a group of permutations on n letters. Then 2* n : TV means 2* n extended 
by TV acting as automorphism (by conjugation). The objective here is to factor 2* n : TV 
by relations that equate elements of TV to the product of t/s that give finite homomorphic 
images. For example, the progenitor 2* 6 : Sq is the free product of 6 copies of the cyclic 
group C2 of order 2 extended by Sg, the symmetric group of order 6. As mentioned above, 
in order to find finite homomorphic images of the infinite progenitor 2* 6 : Sq, we must 
divide by suitable relations.
1.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration
Since we are only concerned with involutory symmetric generators, we restrict 
our attention to the case m = 2 Therefore, we seek homomorphic images of the progenitor 
2* n : TV. In order to construct the factor group G by hand, we use the method called 
manual double coset enumeration. By constructing G with this method we can determine 
the index of TV in G and also the order of G, which is the number of distinct right cosets 
of TV in G. The procedure for manual double coset enumeration involves the following 
steps:
1. First consider the double coset TVeTV denoted by [*]  which is characterized by a 
word wq = e of length zero. The number of distinct right cosets of TV in G in [*]  is 
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given by |N : A'+'+|. Since wq is a word of length zero, the number of right cosets 
in [*]  is equal to |7V : _/V| = 1.
2. Next, we determine the orbits of N on T. Since N is transitive on T =
{t0,ti,t2,. ■ • ,tn}, we take a representative tj from each orbit and multiply TV on 
the right by it,to get the right coset Ntj. Using the relations that we factored G by, 
we determine whether the double coset NtjN is new or not. If NtJV is new, then 
we proceed to the next step.
3. Next, we consider the double coset NtjN denoted by [i], characterized by a reduced
word wi = ti of length one. The number of right cosets in [i] is equal to |N : 
where G N\Nt^ = Ntj} is the coset stabilizer. Then, we determine the
orbits of N® on T and we take one representative from each of the orbits, say 
tj, th and so on, and we multiply Ntj on the right by it, to get the right cosets 
Ntitj, Ntjth and so on. Again using the relators that we factor G by, we determine 
whether the double cosets NtjtjN, NtifaN and so on, are new or not. If any of 
this double cosets are new, we proceed to the next step.'
4. We now consider the double cosets characterized by the reduced words of length 
two and we repeat the step (3) for each one of the distinct double coset NtjtjN, 
NtjthN and so on. We keep repeating the process until we get to the point where 
the relations indicate that there are no new double cosets and we conclude that 
right multiplication on the right cosets of N in G is closed. At this time our manual 
double coset enumeration is complete.
Tn addition to constructing G using the method of manual double coset enumeration we 
also need to determine the permutation representation of the generators of G and finally, 
show that G is isomorphic to a group generated by these permutation representations.
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Chapter 2
£2(8) as a Homomorphic Image of 
the Progenitor 2* 3 : S3
2.1 Introduction
Consider the progenitor 2* 3 : S3 which is given by
(s, y, t|rc3 = y2 = (xy)2 = e = t2 = [t, y]), where x ~ (0,1,2), y ~ (1,2), and t ~ to- We 
factor the progenitor by the following relations: [(0,1,2)to]7 — e and [(0, l)to]9 = e. The 
first relation [vrio]7 = e, where 7r = (0,1,2), implies
7Ttot2t]tot2t]to = G
=>■ (0, 1, 2)tot2tlto = toAA




(0, l)totitotito — totitoti (2-2)
Let G denote the progenitor factored by the above relations, that is 
G = and we sk°w ^at G is ^sornorphic to £2(8)-
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2.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration of G Over S3
Now we will perforin manual double coset enumeration of G over N == S3 to 
find the index of N in G. In fact we will show that |Gj is at most 6 x 84 = 504.
We start with the double coset NeN denoted by [*].  [*]  consists of the single 
coset N. Now N is transitive on T = {0,1,2}, so we consider the double coset A:MV 
denoted by [0]. Since > TV0 = {e, (1,2)}, the number of single cosets in [0] is equal 
to |Ar|/|2V<°)| < 6/2 = 3.
Since has orbits {0} and {1,2}, we must consider the double cosets Nt^N 
and TViotiN. However, NtotoN = NeN = [*],  but NtotjN denoted by [01] is a new double 
coset. The number of single cosets in [01] equals to |N|/|M01)| = 6/1 = 6, since M01) 
= {4-
The orbits of A^01) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets AVoMoA, NtotitiN, and Ntotit2N. However, NtotitiN = NtoN = [0]. But 
NtotitoN and NtQtit2N are new. Now = yv(012) = {e}} s0 the number of single
cosets in [010] and [012] equals to |AT|/|Arf010^ | = 6/1 = 6.
The orbits of A^010) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets NtaiittfaN, NtotitotiN, and NtotiitfaN. However, NtotitotoN = = [01].
But A+oU Wi-V and NtQtitot2N are new double cosets.
The orbits of A’(012) on T are {0}, {!}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets Ntotit2tQN, Ntotit2tiN} and NtQtit2t2N. However, NtQtit2t2N = NtotiN = [01]. 
Also, from the relation (0, l,2)tot2ti<o = we have:
[(0,1,2)tot2tito](1’2) = [totit2](1’2)
=> (0,2, l)io^i^2^o = M2 6
=> N(0,2, l)MiMo = Ntot2ti
=> NtQtit2toN = NtQt2tiN
Thus, [0120] = [012] and the only new double coset is
The number of single cosets in NtotitotiN is |N|/|.M0101)| = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(oioi) —jyt01) — {e}. The orbits of A/^0101) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must 
consider the double cosets NtotitotitoN, NtotitotitiN, and NtotitotifyN. However, 
= AVoMqA =[010]. From the relation (0, l)MiMFo = M1M1, we have 
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NtotitotitoN — NtotitotiN = [0101]. So the only new double coset is 
denoted by [01012].
The number of single cosets in Ntotitot2N is |7V|/|7V(O1O2)| = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(oiQ2) _jy(oi2) orbitg of ;y(0102) on j, .u.e £0}, {jj, ancj {2}. We must
consider the double cosets Ntotitot2toN, Ntotitot2tiN, and Ntotitgt2t2N. However, 
NtotitQt2t2N = NtotitoN =[010]. From the relation (0,1,2)tot2tito = toM'2, we have
[(0,1,2)tot2tlto](O’1,2) = [4o«it2](O’1’2)
=> (l,2,0)iitot2ii = trf2io
=> (0,2,l)t2Wo = (0,2, l)t2(l,2,0)tiWi
=> (0, 2, 1)424i424q = totitot2ti
=^> NtQtitfJzh = JV(O,2, l)t24i42to
=> NtQtitot2tiN = Nt2tit2toN = [0102].
So the only new double coset is Ntotitot2toN denoted by [01020].
The number of single cosets in Ntotit2tiN is ]JV|/1| = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(oi2i) _jy(oi2) = |ej orbits of iv(0121) on gg ^g {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must
consider the double cosets Ntotit2titoN, Ntotit2titiN, and Ntotit2tit2N. However, 
Ntgt^titiN = Ntotit2N =[012]. But [01210]’and [01212] are new double cosets.
The number of single cosets in Ntotitotit2N is |W|/|JVt01012^ | = 6/1 = 6, since 
yy(oioi2) _=jy(oi2). _ The orbits of 7V(01012) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must 
consider the double cosets Ntotitotit2toN, Ntotitotit2tiN, and Ntotitotit2t2N. How­




=> (0,1,2)tit2tot2ti = (0,1,2)tit2(0y 2,I)to4i424o
=> (0,1, 2)4i424o424i = totitotit2to
Ntotitotit2to = N(0,1,2)4i424ot24i
=> Ntotitotit2toN = Ntit2tot2tiN = [01210].
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Thus, [010120] = [01210] and the only new double coset is NtotitQtit2tiN = [010121].
The number of single cosets in NtotitohtoN is |ZV]/|2V^01020^ | = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(0i020) _jy(0i2) _ {ej The orbfts of jy(01020) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must 
consider the double cosets NtotitotztotoN, NtotitQt2totiNt and NtQtitot2tot2N. How­




=^> (l,2)t2tot2tit2tQ =■ (l,2)t2tQt2(l,2,0)titot2ti
(f2)t2tQt2tit2to = (l,2)(l,2,0)toAMiM2A
=> (l,2)i2toMiMo = (1,0)MiMiM2* i
=> (1,2)t2tot2tit2to = totitotJrti (2.3)
=> N(l,2)t2tot2tit2tQ = NtQtitQtit2ti
=> Nt2tQt2tit2to = Ntotitotit2ti.
Now, Nhtohhhto E [010201] and M0AMiMi € [010121] => [010201] = [010121], 
Thus, the only new double coset is Ntotitot2tot2N = [010202].
The number of single cosets in Ntotit2titoN is |ZV|/|tv/01210)| = 6/1 — 6, since 
2y(oioio) _yy(oi2) _ |ejt The orbits of N’t01210) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must 
consider the double cosets NtJ\t2t\lQti)N, NtQtit2titotiN, and Ntotit2titQt2N. How­
ever, Ntot1t2tltQtoN = NtQtit2tiN =[0121]. From the relation (0,l,2)iot2iiio = Mik 
we have:
[(O.l^toigtito)'0’2’15 = [iotii2](O’2’1)
=> (2,0, l)t2tiM2 = t2tQti
=^> (0,2, l)t2tQt2toti = (0,2, l)t2to(2,0, 1)M1M2
=> (0,2, l)t2M2Mi = (0,2,1)(2,0,1)M1M1M2
=3- (0,2, l)kM2Ml = M1M1M2
=> N(0,2, l)t2M2Mi = NtQtit2titQt2
Ntotit2titot2N — Nt2tQt2tQtiN — [01012].
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From the relation (0,1,2)4ot24i4o = 4oti<2 we have:
[(0,1,2)4o424i4o](0’2’1) = [ioii^0,2’1)
=> (2,0,1)424i4o42 = 424o4i
==> (0,'l)424otito42io = (0) 1)(2,0, 1)424i4q424o424o
=+ (0, l)42toti4ot24o — (0; 2)424i4ot24o42to
=> (0, l)t2tQtitot2to = (0,2)424i40(2, Q)t2tot2tot2 by relation(2.2).
=> (0, l)t2toiitoi2io — (0,2) (2, Q)totit2t2tot2tot2
=> (0, l)t2tQtitQt2to = ioiiio^o^ (2.4)
==> Ar(0; 1)424o4i4o424o = lVtQiito^2io^2
=> Nt2iQtitot2tQ — Ntotitot2tot2-
But, A72404i/0Mo G [012101] and Ntofatfatffa G [010202], thus [012101] = [010202]
The number of single cosets in Ntotii^tihN is |Ar |/| A^01212'11 = 6/1 = 6, since 
^(01212) —77(012) _ orbits of 77(01.212) on y are |qj, {fj, anj {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets Ntotit^tifatoN, Ntot^hfatiN, and NtotitztitztzN. However, 
NtotifatitzfyN = NtotifatiN =[0121]. From the relation (2.2) we have:
[(0,I)4o4i4o4i4o]^0,1’2^ — kotitoii]^0’1’2) 
=> (l,2)tit2tit2ti = tit2tit2
=> (1,2)4041424142 = (1,2)40(1,2)4142414241
=> (1,2)4oti424i42 = 4o4i42ti424i
=> 7V(1, 2)4o4i424i42 = N4o4i424i424i
=^> AT4o4i424i424i7V = Af4o4i424i42A4 = [01212].
Thus, the only new double coset is AT4o4i424i424oAr = [012120].
The number of single cosets in 7V4o4i4o4i424i N is |Aj/| A^010121) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
77(010121) —77(012) _ -phe orbits of 77<010121) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets NtQtitotitititQN, 7Vr4o4i4o4i424i4i7V, and Ar4o4i4o4i424i42Ar. How­
ever, 7V4otito4i424i4iN‘ = Ntotifat^N =[01012]. Also, from (2.3) we have
4o4i4o4i424i4o = (1,2)t24o^i^2io^o
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=> totltotl^Mo — (I,2)t2toi2tlt2
=> Ntotitgi^tito = N(l, 2)t2tQt2tit2
=^- N’tQt1totit2tito — Nt2tQt2tit2 G [01020].
Thus the only new double coset is Ntotitotit2tit2N.
The number of single cosets in Aftotitot2iot2^ is |7V|/[7V(010202) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
77(010202) _jy(oi2j __ orbits of jV^010202) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets NtQtitot2tot2tQN, NtQtitQt2tot2tiN, and NtQtitQt2tat2t2N. How­
ever, NtQtitQt2tQt2t2N = NtQtitQt2tgN =[01020]. Also, from (2.4) we get
totit()t2tot2tQ = (0,1)t2totltot2toto 
==> totitot2ioi2to ” (0) I)i2ioiitot2
=> NtQtltQt2tQt2tQ = A^O, l)t2tQtltot2
=> TVtotitot2toi2io = Nt2tQtitQt2 G [01210].
Thus the only new double coset is NtQtitQt2tQt2t]N.
Consider the double coset [012120] and note that tQtit2tit2tQ = * 
t0tit2(l,2,0)tiWi = (l)2,0)tit2totitot2ti = (l,2,0)(l,2,0)titoi2tot2ti = 
(0,2, l)titot2toi2ti => TVtotii2tit2to = TV(0,2, l)tit0t2tot2ti = Similarly,
tVtoi2tit2tito = Aft2tatitoilt2 and Ntit2tGt2toti = Nt2tit0titQt2. Thus, the number of 
single cosets in [012120] is 3. We now consider the double cosets Atotit2tit2totoAr, 
and Ntotit2tit2tot2N. However, = Nt0tit2tit2N =
[01212]. From the relation (2.1) we get:
[(O,l,2)tot2tito](0,1) = [ioiii2]tO,li
=> (1,0,2)tit2toti = titot2
=> (0,2, l)iitot2tot2 = (0,2,1)(1,0,2)tit2totitot2
==> (0,2, l)titot2tot2 = (0,1,2)tjt2totitot2
(0,2, l)titot2toi2 = (0) 1) 2)tit2to(l) 0,2)tit2ioii
=> (0,2,l)titot2tot2 = (0,1,2)(1,0,2)totit2tit2toti
=> (0,2, l)titoi2tot2 = toht2tit2tQti
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=4*  — NAAAAA e [01212].
From (2.2) we have:
[(0, l)toiiiotifo](0’2) = [Wo<i](0,2>
=> (2, 1)AAAAA = AAAA
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAA = AAAAA(2, 1) AAAA AAAA =
(2, 1)AAAAAAAAAAAAA — (2, l)AAA(0» 2, 1)AAAAAAAAA =
(2, l)(0,2, 1)AAAAAAAAAAAA = (2,1) (0,2,1)(2, 1)AAAA AAA AAAA =
(2,0, 1)AAAA(O> 2,1)AAAAAA — (2,0,1) (0,2, 1)A AAAAAAA — e AAAAAAA — 
AAAAAAA =*-  NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA*  Since NAAAAAAA E [0102021] 
and NAAAAAAA E [0121202], we have [0102021]=[0121202].
Consider the double coset [0102021] in which we have the following: AAAAAAA 
= AAAA(0,2,1)AAAA ~ (0,2,1)A AAA AAAA — (0,2, l)A(0,2, 1)AAAAAA = 
(0,1,2)AAAAAAA => NAAAAAAA = N(0,l,2)AAAAAAA => NAAAAAAA = 
NAAAAAAA- By conjugation of the above relation we get NA A A Ail A A — 
NAAAAAAA and NAAAAAAA — NAAAAAAA- Thus in the double coset [0102021] 
are three distinct single cosets. We must consider the double cosets NtotiAAAAAAN, 
NtoAAAAAAAW, and NtoAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAiiA-^ = 
NtoiiAi2ioAN =[010202]. Also,
(0,1,2) AAA AAA = (0,1,2)A(0,1,2)AAAAAA
=> (0,1,2)A AAAAA = (0,2, 1)AAAAAAA
=> (0,1,2)AAAAAA = (0,2, l)AAAA(0,1,2)toAAA
=> (0,1,2)AAAA*iA  = AAAAAAAA
=^> NA^iAAAAAA = Ntj AAAAA E [010202]
=> NAAit^AAAAN = [010202].
Now,
AAAAAAAAAAAAAA — AAAAA(2,1)AAAAAAAA
=> AiiAAioAiiAAAAAAA = (2,1)AAAA AAAAA AAAA
=^- AAAAAAAAAAAAAA = (2, l)AA(0,2,1)A A AAA A AAA A
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=> 4Qtito42to42ti424i424o42to4i = (2, O)t2^1t2il^2^oi2itl^O^2ioU
> 4o4i4o424q424i424x424q424o4i = (2, 0)(2, I)424i424i4o424i4o424oti 
to4i4o424o42ti424it24ot24o4i = (0,1) 2)t2tit2^i (Oj 2> 1)4o4x42424o4i
=> 4o4x4ot24o424i424i424o424o4i = (0,1> 2)(0,2, l^itoUio^oUA^i
totltot2tot2tlt2tlt2tot2totl = &
4o4i4ot24o424i42 — iito^to^i
=> 4V4o4x4ot2to424i42 = ATtlto^O^l € [012120]
=> Ntotitot2tot2tit2^ = [012120].
Consider the double coset [0101212] and we note:
• tQtitotit2tit2 = (0, l)totitQtitQt2tit2 = (0, I)4o4x4o4x(0,2, 1)4q4x424o42 =
(1, 2)t24o424o4otit24o42 = (1, 2)424o424i424o42 = (l,2)42(0, 2, I)4o4i424ot2to42 =
(0,2)4x4o4it24o424o42 = (0,2)4i4o4x(2, 0)424o424o — tit2tit2tQt2tQ
=> NtotitQtit2tit2 = Ntit2tit2tot2to-
• 4x424x424o424o — (1,2)4x424i424x4o424o = (1,2)4x424x42(0,2,I)4x424o4x4o =
(0, 2)4o4i4o4i4i424o4i4o = (0,2)4o4x4o424o4i4o = (0,2)4o(l, 0,2)4i424o4i4o4i4o =
(0,1)424x424o4i4o4i4o = (0, l)424x42(0,I)4o4x4o4x = 424of24o4i4o4i
=> 774x4241424oi24o ~ -N424o424o7i4o4i.
Thus, 7V4o4x4o4i424i42 = = 7/424o424o4i4o4i. Similarly, NtffatfatMA =
774x4o4i4o424o42 = N‘424i424i4o4i4o. Therefore, [0101212] has only two distinct single cosets. 
Now we must consider the double cosets Ntotitot^t^toN, NtQtitQt&tititiN, and 
N’4o4x4o4i424i4242N'. However, 7V4o4i4o4i424i42421V = Ntotitot-fatiN — [010121]. Also,
4o4i4o4it24i424ot24o42ti424i = 4o4x4o4i424i(2,0)t24o424o4i424x 
=> 4o4i4o4i42ti424o424o424i424i = (2,0)424i424i4o4i424o424o4i42ti
> 4o4x4o4i424i424o424o424i424i = (2,0)424x424x(0,1,2)4o424i424o4i424i
> 4o4x4o4i424i424o424ot24i42ti = (2,0)(0,1,2)4o424o42to42ti424o4x424i
4o4i4o4i424i424o424o424i424i = (2,0)(0,1,2)(0,2)4o424o42424i424o4i424x 
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==> M1M1M1M0M0M1M1 = (0,2, l)iot2Mit2MiMi 
ioflMlMlMoMoMlMl = (0, 2, l)io^2(0, 1, 2)toMlZlMl
> ioilto^l^2^1^2^O^2^O^2^1^2^1 ~ (0,2, l)(0, 1, 2)£i£oM2M1
=> MlMlMlMoMoMlMl = e 
=> M1M1M1M0 = M2M2M2
=+ = Ntit2tit2tQt2 G [010121]
=> NtQtitQtit2tit2t()N = [010121],
And,
totltotlt2tlt2tltQtltQt2tQt2 = totltQ{l,2)tlt2tlt2tQtltQt2tQt2
=> M1M1M1M1M1M2M2 — (1,2)iQt2MiMiMoiiM2M2
M1M1M1M1M1M2M2 = (1) 2)toMoM2(0,1,2)titQt2tQt2tat2
=> totitQtit2tit2titQtitQt2tQt2 — (0, l)tiMF2Mi^oMoMo^2
M1M1M1M1M1M2M2 ~ (0,l)iiMiMoiiio(2,0)i2M2io
” totltQtlt2tlt2tltQtltQt2tQt2 = (0,1, 2)tlt2tltQt2tlt2t2tQt2tQ
=> totitQtit2tit2titQtitot2tot2 = (0,1,2)tii2titoMiioMo
W1M1M1M1M1M2M2 = (0,1,2)ti t2ti (0,2, 1)£oM2Mo
£otiMiZ2tit2iiMi*o2M2  = M1M0M2M0
M1M1M1M1W1M2M2 = e 
=> M1M1M1M1 = MoMoMo
=$■ NtQtltQtlt2tlt2tl = Nt2tot2tQtltQ G [010121]
NtQt]totit2tit2ti = [010121].
Therefore, we have found all double cosets, and the result of the double coset 





2.3 Action of the Symmetric Generators and the Genera­
tors of S3 on the Right Cosets of G Over S3
We found that |G| < 6 x 84 = 504. We now show that |(7| = 504.
Let X denote the set of all (84) distinct right cosets of N in G that we have 
found in the previous section and we consider G as a subgroup of the symmetric group 
on 84 symbols, where the 84 symbols are the elements of X. The following is the labeling
of the 84 right cosets:
1 N 25 NtitoAto 49 NAAi^A
2 Nto 26 Nt]t2tit2 50 Ntit2titoA
3 Nt! 27 Nt2tot2tQ 51 Nt2tot2tit2
4 Nt2 28 Nt2tit2ti 52 Nt2tit2tot2
5 NtQti 29 Ntotitot2 53 NAAi2AA
6 Ntot2 30 Ntot2toti 54 Ntot2tii2to
7 Ntit0 31 Nti to A t2 55 NAAtzAA
8 Nt]t2 32 7Vt1t2tito 56 Ntit2tot2ti
9 Nt2tg 33 Nt2tQt2tl 57 Nt2totitot2
10 Nt2ti 34 Nt2tit2to 58 NAAAAA
11 Ntgtito 35 NtoAAA 59 NAAAAA
12 Ntot2to 36 NtQt2tlt2 60 Ntot2tit2ti
13 Nil toil 37 NtitoAto 61 NAAi2AA
14 Ntit2ii 38 Ntit2tot2 62 Ntit2AAA
15 Nt2tot2 39 Nt2totito 63 Nt2toAAA
16 Nt2tit2 40 Nt2iitoti 64 Nt2titoAA
17 Ntotit2 41 NtotitoiiA 65 NtotitotiAtj
18 Ntot2ti 42 Ntot2tot2ti 66 Ntot2tot2iiA
19 Ntit0t2 43 NA AAAA 67 NtiAAAAA
20 Ntit2to 44 Ntit2tit2to 68 Ntit2tit2tot2
21 Nt2t0ti 45 Nt2AAAA 69 Nt2t()t2tQtlt()
22 Nt2tito 46 Nt2tit2AA 70 Nt2tit2titoti
23 NtoAtoA 47 NtotitQt2to 71 Ntotitot2tot2






77 Ntotl^it2io = NtitQt2tQt2ti
78 A44o424it24i4o = 4V424o4ito4i42
79 7V4i424o424o4i = N42414o4i4o42
80 1Wo4i4o4i424i42 = 7V4i424i424o424o = Nt2tot2totitQti
81 JV4o424o424i424i = Nt2tit2titQtito = Ar4i4o4iio424oi2
82 7V4o4i4o424q424i = AT4i4o4i42ti424o
83 AI4i424i4o4i4o42 = A4424i424o424o4i
84 AT4o424q4i4o4i42 = Nt2tQt2tit2tito
The action of N and the action of t’s is as follows: G x X —> X defined by 
(g,x) (-> gx, and a : G Sx-
x = (0,1,2)
re = 2(a;):(l)(2,3,4)(5,8,9)(6,7,10)(ll,14,15)(12,13,16)(17,20,21)(18,19,22)(23,26,27)




y = a(2/):(l)(2)(3,4)(5,6)(7,9)(8,10)(ll112)(13,15)(14,16)(17,18)(19,21)(20,22)(23,24) 
(25,27) (26,28) (29,30) (31,33) (32,34) (35,36) (37,39) (38,40) (41,42) (43,45) (44,46) 
(47,48) (49,51) (50,52) (53,54) (55,57) (56,58) (59,60) (61,63) (62,64) (65,66) (67,69)
(68.70) (71,72)(73,75)(74,76)(77,78)(79)(80,81)(82,84)(83)
40 = 2(to):(l,2)(3,7)(4,9)(5,ll)(6,12)(8,20)(10,22)(13,25)(14,32)(15,27)(16,34)(17,18)
(19,37) (21,39) (23) (24) (26,44) (28,46) (29,47) (30,48) (31,33) (35,53) (36,54) (38,62)
(40,64)1 56 (42,58)(43,67)(45,69)(49,66)(50,74)(51,65)(52,76)(55,72)(57,71)  
(59,77)(60,78)(61)(63)(68,80)(70,81)(73,82) (75,84) (79,83)
It is readily verified that |(x, y, to) | = 504. Note that ig has exactly three conjugates under 





i, = a(ti) = [a(t0)]s<x)
=(l,3)(4,10)(2,5)(8,14)(7,13)(9,21)(6,18)(16,28)(15,33)(U,23)(12,30)(20,19) 
(22,40)(17,35)(26)(25)(27,45)(24,42)(32,50)(31,49)(34,29)(38,56)(37,55)(39,63)
(36.60) (44,57)(43,54)(46,70)(41,65)(52,67)(51,75)(47,68)(48,72)(58,73)(53,74)  
(62,79) (61,77) (64) (59) (69,80) (66,81) (76,83) (71,82) (78,84)




(63,78) (64,79) (60) (62) (65,80) (67,81) (72,84) (74,83) (77,82)
Now we need to check the additional relations. First we need to check if 2(0,1,2) =2(rr)= 
totjbztotifato-
W2*oWo  = (l)(2,354)(55819)(6,7,10)(ll,14,li5)(12,13,16)(17,20,21) 
(18,19,22)(23,26,27)(24,25,28)(29,32,33)(30,31,34)(35,38,39)(36,37,40)  
(41,44,45) (42,43,46) (47,50,51) (48,49,52) (53,56,57) (54,55,58) (59,62,63)
(60.61.64) (65,68,69) (66,67,70) (71,74,75) (72,73,76) (77,79,78) (80) (81)
(82,83,84)
Next we check if 2(0,1) =
2(0,1) = (l)(2,3)(4)(5,7)(6,8)(9,10)(ll,13)(12,14)(15,16)(17,19)
(18,20)(21,22) (23,25) (24,26) (27,28) (29,31) (30,32) (33,34) (35,37) (36,38) (39,40) 
(41,43)(42,44)(45,46)(47,49)(48,50)(51,52)(53,55)(54,56)(57,58)(59,61)(60,62)
(63.64) (65,67)(66,68)(69,70)(71,73)(72,74)(75,76)(77)(78,79)(80,81)(82)(83,84)  
—tQtltQtltotltQtltQ.
We now have that G/Kera = {x,y,tG) => |G?| > 504. But earlier we found that 
|C?| < 504, so we conclude that |G| = 504. In fact, in this case it is easy to show that 
G * £2(8).
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2.4 Proof of the Isomorphism between G and 7/2(8)
We start by constructing a homomorphism $ from the progenitor 2* 3 : S3 to 
£2(8) by defining 
£(z) = BS = (b 2,0)(3,6, oo)(4,5,7) and £(y) = = (1,2)(3,5)(4,6)(7,00), since
the orders of <&(y), and are 3, 2 and 2 respectively, N = ($(£), £(y)) = S3.
We now let 4>(t0) = (7m ~ (M)(2,6)(3,oo)(5,7). It is readily verified that 
L2(8) = (&(£), £(y), 3? (to)). Next we show that $ preserves the operation of 2* 3 : S3. 
We find that |<>(t0)N| = 3 and £(t0) = #(t) = (l,4)(2,6)(3,oo)(5,7), $(ti) = S(tg) = 
(2,5)(0,00)(6,3)(7,4), <&(t2) = $(ig2) ~ (0,7) (1,3) (00,6) (4,5), and that N permutes the 
three images of to by conjugation as the group S3 does. <&(a;) : (<&(to), $(ti),&(t2)) and 
$(y) : (^(to))($(ti)^(t2))- Thus, $(2* 3 : S3> L2(8).
Now the additional relation given by/.a;t0]7 = e tot2titot2tito = (0,2,1) is 
satisfied in L2(8) because $(to)^(t2)$(ti)$(to)^(t2)^(ii)$(to) = (1,0,2)(3,00,6)(4,7,5) 
acts as (#(ti)j $(to), $(k)) by conjugation on the images of the three symmetric gener­
ators. This shows that P2(8) is an image of G. Thus, |G| > |L2(8)|; but |G| < 504 =
I
|£2(8)|, and so the equality holds and G = L2(8).
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Chapter 3
PGLz(9) as a Homomorphic Image 
of the Progenitor 2* 3 : S3
3.1 Introduction
Consider the progenitor 2* 3 : S3. We factor this by [(0, l,2)4o]8 = e and 
[(0, l)to42]5 = e. The progenitor 2* 3 : S3 is given by
(k, y,4|z3 = y2 = (xy)2 ~e = t2 = [4, J), where x ~ (0,1,2), y~ (1,2), and 4 ~40.




7T 4i4o424i4q424i4o = e 
(0,2, 1)4i4q424i = 4q4i424o
The second relation [tt4o42]5 = e, where tf = (0,1), implies
7r4o427r4o427r4o427r4o427r4o42 = e
=> Tr5(4042)7r4(4042)7r3 (fots/ttot,)^ = e
7TtQt2tlt2tQt2tli2tot2 — e
=> (0, 1)4q424i424o = 424o424i42
(3.1)
(3-2)
Let G denote the progenitor factored by the above relations, that is 
G = k0 12)to)5=e=f(oT)tot2]5' an^ we show that G is isomorphic to PG£2(9).
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3.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration of G Over S3
Now we will perform manual double coset enumeration of G over N = Sg to 
find the index of N in G. In fact we will show that |G| is at most 6 x 120 = 720.
We start with the double coset NeN denoted by [*].  [*]  consists of the single 
coset N. Now, N is transitive on T = {0,1,2}, so we consider the double coset NtoN 
denoted by [0]. Since N^ > N° = {e, (1,2)}, the number of single cosets in [0] is equal 
to |2V|/|M°)| <6/2 = 3.
Since TV(°) has orbits {0} and {1,2} on T, we must consider the double cosets 
NtotoN and IVtotiAT. However, NtotoN = NeN = [*],  but AAqTiA' denoted by [01] is a 
new double coset. The number of single cosets in [01] equals to 17V|/|A'1-01)] — 6/1 = 6 
since A^01-1 = {e}.
The orbits of on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets AAotAo-V, NtohtiN, and Ntotit2N. However, ~ NtoN = [0]. But
NtotitoN and Ntotit2N are new. Now A^010'1 = A;(012) = {e}, so the number of single 
cosets in [010] and [012] equals to |7Vj/|Af(010)| — 6/1 = 6.
The orbits of 7V(010) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets NtotitotoN, NtotitotiN, and Ntotitot2N. However, NtotitgtoN = NtgtiN = [01]. 
But NloMoiiN and Ntotitot2N are new double cosets.
The orbits of A^012) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider the double 
cosets NtotitztoN, Ntotit2t]N, and Ntot]t2t2N. However, Ntotit2t2N = NtotoN = [01], 
but Ntotit2toN' = [0120] and Ntotit2tiN = [0121] are new double cosets.
The number of single cosets in NtotiiobA’ is |Aj/|A^0101) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
7^(01.01) —77(01) _ orbits of 7V(0101) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider
the double cosets NtotitotitoN, Ntot^totitiN, and NtotitotifyN. However, NtotitotitiN 
= NtotitoN =[010], but NtotitotitoN — [01010] and Ntotitotit2N = [01012] are new.
The number of single cosets in Ntotitot2N is {N|/|N^0102^ | = 6/1 = 6, since 
77(0102) —77(012) „ The orbits of A^0102) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We 'must 
consider the double cosets Ntotitot2toN, NtQtitot2tiN, and Ntot]tot2t2N. However, 
Ntohtot2t2N = NtotjtoN =[010], but NtotM^toN = [01020] and Ntotitot2tiN = 
[01021] are new.
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The number of single cosets in [0120] is 3 since we have the relation:
(0,2, l)*i 0*2i  = *oi2
==> 77(0,2,1)4140*241  = 77* o*i*2 o
=> 7741*021  = 77* o*i*2 o-
Also, from the same relation (3.1) and by conjugation with (0,2) and (1,0,2), we get 
77* i*2*o*i = 77*210  and 77* o*2*i*o = 77*201  respectively. Thus, there are only three 
distinct single cosets in[0120]. 77(0120) ={e, (0,1)}, and the orbits of 77(0120) are {0,1} 
and {2}. We must consider the double cosets NtotytJotoN and 77*oi2 7.  However, 
Ntotit^totoN = 77*012 7  = [012] and the only new double coset is 77*oi *20 77 = 
[01202].
The number of single cosets in 77* o*i*2*i77 is |77|/|77(0121) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(0121) _jy(012) _ |ej <11]^ orbi£s of jy(0121), on y are {q}, and {2}. We must 
consider the double cosets 77* 0*i  *210^,  77*012 7,  and 77* o*i*2*i*277.  However, 
77*01241 77 = 77^0*12 7  =[012]. From (3.2) conjugated by (1,2) we get
(0, 2)* o*i*2*i*o = *10  *21
=> 7V(0,2)*oi *210  = *Vio2
=> 7V*oi2  = 77*i4 0*i2  € [01020].
So, A+o*i  *210  = [01210] = [01020] and the only new double coset is Ntot^titzN = 
[01212].
The number of single cosets in 77* o*i*o*i*o77 is |jVj/|M01010)| = 6/2 = 3, since 
jy(oioio) _ {g}(o, 1)}. The orbits of A7/01010) on T are {0,1} and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets 77*o4i4o4i4 o4o77, A70* 1*0  1*077,  and 77* o*i*o*i*o*277.  However, 
2V*oi 7f  = 77*01 7  =[0101] and the only new double coset is A7* q*i*o*i*o*2*V  
= [010102].
The number of single cosets in A7* o*i*o*i*27*  is |77|/|77(01012)| = 6/1 = 6, since 
^(01012) _^y(oi2) = {eJ, The orbits of Ad01012) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets 77*oi  1*2077,  77*oi  *2177,  and 77* o*i*o*i*2*277. However, 
77*0122̂  = *̂0177  =[0101] but A+o*i  *01  *2  *o77  = [010120] and 77*01  *01  *2177  
= [010121] are new.
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The number of single cosets in NtotitffatoN is |N\/|7VR01020) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
N(01020) >-^(012) _ |ej The orbits of A^01020) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets Ntot1tQt2tQtoN, TVtotitokMiN’, and NtotitQt2tQt2N. However, 
Ntotitot2tQtoN = NtQtitot2N — [0102]. From the relation (3.2) conjugated by (0,1,2) we 
have:
(1,2)titot2toii =totitot2to
=> (1,2)titot2to — M1M2M1
=> 7Vtotitot2toti = Ntitot2tQ G [0121]
Ntotitot^ohN = [010201] = [0121],
Also, •
(0,2)tot2toMiM2M2Mifo — (0,2)tot2(0,1,
=> (0,2)tot2toMiM2M2Mito — (A 2)titokMiM2totito
=> (0,2)tot2tQt2titQt2tot2tQtito = MikkMokMik
■— z (0,2)tot2tot2titot2t6t2totito — ®
==> (0,2)tot2tot2tito — totitot2tot2
==> A^otitoMok — NtoMokMo £ [010120]
=> NtotitQt2tQt2N = [010202] = [010120].
The number of single cosets in Ntotitot2tiN is |JV|/]iV1^01021^ | = 6/2 = 3, since 
AT(01021) _ (os 1)}. The orbits of A'^01021) ,on T are {0,1} and {2}. We must con­
sider the. double cosets NtQtitffatitiN and NtQt1tQt2tit2N. However, Ntotitot2titiN ~ 
Ntotitot2N =[0102], but NtQtitot2tihN — [010212] is a new double coset.
The number of single cosets in Ntotit2tot2N is |AT|/1A^01202)! = 6/2 = 3, since 
yy(oi2O2) _ (0,1)}. The orbits of A^01202) on T are {0,1} and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets NtQtit2tot2toN and Ntotit2tJ2t2N. However, Ntotit2tot2t2N — 
NtQtit2toN =[0120]. Also,
(0,2)toMoMikM2M2Mo == (0,2)tot2(0, l)t2tot2tit2t2tQt2tito
(0,2)tot2toktit2iot2tot2tito — (0,2,1)tit2t2tot2titot2tito
> (O,2)tQt2tQt2tit2tot2tQt2titQ = (0,2, l)titot2titot2tito
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(0,2)A AAAA A AAAAA A — (0,2, 1)A AAA(0,1,2)AAAA
=> (0,2)A AAAA AAAAAA A = AAAAAAAA
=> (0,2)AAAAiiAAAAAAA = e
=> (0,2)AAAAAA = AAAAAA
=> NAAAAAA — Ntohtotztih E [010121]
=*>  NAAAAAAA = [012020] = [010121].
The number of single cosets in NAAAAAN is |N|/|M01212) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(01212) _.jy(oi2) _ |ej q^ie orbits of JV^01212) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets NAAAAAAA NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN. However, 
NAAAAAAN = NAAAAN —[0121]. Also we have
(1,2JAAAAA AAAA AAA = (1,2)AA(0,2)AAAAAAAAAA 
=> (1,2)AAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,2, 1)A AAAAAAA
=> (1,2)tjAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,2, l)(0,1,2)AAAAAAAA
=> (1,2)AAAAAAAAAAAA — e
=^> (l,2)tit2AAAA =AAAAAA
=> NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA E [010102]
=> NAAAAAAA = [012121] = [010102].
Thus, the only new double coset is NA AAAAAN =[012120].
The number of single cosets in NAAAAAAN is |N|/|Nt°10102) | = 6/2 = 6, since 
yy(oioi02) _ (q, -QJ The orbits of yyt010102) on T are {0,1} and {2}. We must consider
the double cosets NAAAAAAAN and NAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAAN = 
NA AAhAN =[01010]. Also we have:
(0, 1)AAA AAAAAA AAA = (0, 1)AAAAA(U2)AAAAAAA
=> (0,1)AAA AAAAAA AAA = (0,2, IjA AAAAA AAAAA A
=+ (0,1)AAA AAAAAA AAA = (0,2,1)A AAA AAA A
=> (0, 1)AAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,2,1)A (0,1,2)t2AAAAAA
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(0, I^MiMAoMoMoMo = t2t2
>■ (0, l)t2MiMiM2MiMFo — e
=> (0, IX2M1M1 — MlMFoMo
=> Nt$tit$titQt2tQ = Nt2totttQt\ € [01212] 
=> A+0M0M0M0A = [0101020] = [01212].
The number of single cosets in is |N|/| jV^010120) | = 6/1 = 6, since
jy(oioi2o) _jy(oi2) _ {e}. The orf,its of Ar(010120) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets A+0M0M2M0-V, NtQtit^tit2totiN, and TVMiMiMo^-V. How­
ever, A+0M0M2W0A’ = Ntotit^tyt^N =[01012]. We also have:
(0, l^oMoMoMoMiMifo — (0) 1)M2MiMi(0? 1» ^)t2tot iMi^o
=+ (0, l)tQt2tQtitotitQt2titotitQ — (0, 2)£iM1M1M2M1M1Zo
(0, 1)M2MiMiM2MoMo — (0> 2)£iMiMiMiMMo
=> (0, l^tot^otitotitot-^titotito — (0,2)iitoiiMi(0,2)iito^iMi
J
=> (0, l^oMoMoMoMlMlZo = tlMlZoMlMlMl
=> (0, l)tot2MiMitoMiMi^o — e 
=4*  (0, 1)£oMoMo = M1M1Z2M1
=> NtotitQtit2toti = Nt()t2tQtitQ G [01020]
=> MOW1W1# = [0101201] = [01020].
Thus, the only new double coset is NtotitQtit2tot2N = [0101202].
The number of single cosets in Ntotitotit2tiN is |AT|/| A^010121) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(oioi2i) =jy(oi2) _ The or|jjts of yy(oioi2i) on 71 are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets NtotitQtit2titoN, NMiMiMiii-V, and NtQtitotit2tit2N. How­
ever, NtQtitotit2titiN = NtQtitQtit2N =[01012]. Also,
(0, 1)^oMiMiMiMiMi^o = (0, l)ioMFo^i(0)2)tiMiMi^i^o
=> (0, l)toMiMiMiMiMi£o - (0, l,2)t2MiMi£iMiMiMo
=> (0, l)toMiMiMiMiMiA) = (0, l,2)t2toiiMo^iMo
24
=> (0,1)toi2iitoiiioiii2iiioiiio ~ (0,1, 2)424oti42(0,2, 1)4i4o424i
=> (0, l)tot2htotitQtit2titQtito = 4i424oMi*oMi
=> (0,1)toi2iiioiiioiii2iitoiiio = e
■ '=> (0, l)ioi2iiioii = toMoAteMo
Ntotitotit2tito = JV4o424itoti £ [01202]
=> NtotJot^titoN = [0101210] = [01202].
Thus, the only new double coset is Ntotitot^t-faN = [0101212].
The number of single cosets in N'totitotifatiN is \N\/1 jy/010212) | = 6/2 = 3, since 
jy(oi0212) = {e, (0,1)}. The orbits of Art010212) on T are {0,1} and {2}. We must consider 
the double cosets Ntotitot2tit2tQN and Ntotitffatii^N. However, ArioMoMi^^-N = 
NtQtitot2tiN' =[01021], but Ntotitot2tit2toN = [0102120] is new.
The number of single cosets in [012120] is |1V|/|?3O1212O)| — 6/1 = 6, since 
yy(0i2i20) _ The orbits of /y/012120) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider 
the double cosets Ntotit2tit2tQtQNy Ntgt^t^totiN, and However,
Ntotit2tit2toto^ = Ntotit2tit2N =[01212]. We also have:
(I,2)ioiiioiii2iii2tiioi2tii2iiio  = (1,2)4oii4o4i424i(0,l,2)4it2MiM2tiio
(1, 2)tQtitQtit2tlt2tltot2tit2tlto = (0) 1)41424142^0^241^2^0^2^1^0
(1,2)ioZi4oZi.424i424i4o424i42iiio  — (0,I)4i424i42ioi2(l) 0)424i42ioi24o
(1,2)4o4i4o4i4 24i42ii4ot2iii2iito = to424o424i42424i42toi2io
(1,2)4oii4o4ii2iii2iiioi24ii24i4o  = e
(1, 2)4o4i4o4i424i42 = totititititoti
Ntotit2tit2tQti = NtotitQtit2tit2 G [0101212]
N404i424i42404i1V = [0121201] = [0101212].
And
(0, l)titQtit2tot2tlt2tQt2tlt2tlto ~ (o, I)4i4oili2ioi2(0) I)t2tlt2tot2t2tlto
;=> (0,1)ti4oti424o424i42to424i424i4o = 4o4iio424i42424i424o4242ti4o
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=> (0, 1)41*02  = 6
=> (0,1)41*012  — *0l2
=>■ A^*oi *21  *20  = 77*̂io2  G [0102120]
=}> *V o*i*2 i*2 o*277 = [0121202] = [0102120].
The number of single cosets in [0101202] is |77|/|77(0101202) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
yy(oioi2O2) __ The orbits of A^0101202> on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider 
the double cosets 77*oi 2*o277,  77* o*i*o*i*2 o*2 i77, and 77*oi2 277. How­
ever, 7^* o*i*o*i*2 o*277  = ?7*oi *2 o77 =[010120], but 7V*oi277  = 
[01012020] and 77*oi 2*02i77  =[01012021] are new double cosets.
The number of single cosets in [0101212] is |77|/|JZ\7^0101212I | = 6/1 = 6, since 
^(0101212) _ The orbits of Aft0101212) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets 77*oi2 7 , 77*oi 2*i277,  and 77* o*i*o*i*2*i*2*2N. 
However, 77* o*i*o*i*2 i*277  = 77* o*io 1*277  =[010121]. Also we have:
*0l02  — *0l2Oo(0, 1, 2)* o*i*2*o*2*1
*0102  = (0, 1, 2)*i 2*i 2*02l  
*0102  = (0, 1, 2)* i*2*i*2*o*2 o(2, O)* 2*i*o*12O
*0l02  — (0, l)*02  
*O1O2  = (0, l)*02
*0102  — (0, l)*io(l,  2)*olO
*0l02  — (0, 2, l)*20  
*0102  ~ (0, 2, l)* 2*i02l
*0102  — (0,2, l)*2(0,  1, 2)* 2*ol2
*0l02  = *02l
*0l02  — e 
*0l02  — *l20  
77*oi2  — 7V*i 2*i 2*oi  G [01012020]
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Ntotifat^trfatoN = [01012120] •= [01012020].
And
(1, 2)4o4i424i424o4i424i424i4q4i4o = (1,2)4o4i424i(0,2, 1)4o424i4o4i424i4o4i4o
:> (1, 2)4o4i424i424o4i424i424i4o4i4o = (0, 2)424o4ito4ot24i4o4i42tito4ito 
(1, 2)4o41t24i424o4i424it24itotito = (0, 2)424o41424ito4it24i4o4ito
(1,2)4o4it2ti424o4i424it24i4o4ito — (0,2)^2^o^i (0? 2)tit2titotititotitQ
(1, 2)tQtit2tit2tQtlt2tit2tltotitQ = tot2tltlt2tQ
(1, 2)tQtit2tit2totit2tlt2tltotltQ — e 
(1, 2)totlt2tlt2tQ = tQtltQtlt2tlt2tl
jVtQtitotit2tit2ti — Ntotit^titito G [012120]
=H> W4o4i4o4i424i424iAr = [01012121] = [012120].
The number of single cosets in [0102120] is |AT|/1 jV(0102120) | = 6/1 = 6, since 
jy(oi02i20) _ |ej_ The orbits of yvf0102120) On T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must con­
sider the double cosets N4o4i4o424i424o4oN, 7V4oti4o424i424o4i7Vand 7V4o4i4o424i424o42N. 
However, 7V4o4i4o424i424o4oAr = JV4o4ito424i42N =[010212]. Also we have:
(0, I)424it24i4o42to424i4o424i42totl4o = (0, l)t2^l^2tl'fo^2W2itl(0, l)t2io^2^1^2tl^o
(0, l)i2^1^2^1io^2io^2ilio^2^1t2to^l^o = 42to42to4i424i424ot2to424i424i4o
(0, l)i2^1^2^1^0^2^0^2^1^0^2^1^2^0^1^0 = 424q(0, 2, l)tot2tltotit2tQt2tot2tlt2tlto
(0, l)t2^1^2^1^0^2^0^2^1^0^2^1^2^0^1^0 = (0,2, l)iii2^0^2^1^0^1^2^0^0^2^1^2^1^0
(0, I)t24i424i4o42to424ito424i42to4i4o = (0,2, l)(0, 1)424i424o424o4i424o424o424i424i4o
(0, l)t2tlt2tlM2M2<l<oi2tlt2Mlio = (0, 2)t2tit2to(0, 2, l)t0t2*l<oM2<oMl<2<lto
=> (0, l)t2tlt2titQt2tot2tltQt2tlt2totitQ — (0, I)4i4o4i424o424i4o4o424o424i424i4o
(0, 1)424i424i4q424o424i4o424i424o4i4o = (0, 1)4i4q(O, I)424i424o42424o42ti424i4o
(0, I)42tl424i4o424o424i4o424i424o4i4o “ to^l^l^o
(0, I)424i424i4o424o424i4o424i424o4i4o = e
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(0, I)t2tit2titot2t()t2 = totitot2tlt2totl
NtotitQt2t]t2toti — Nt2tit2titot2tQt2 C. [01012020]
Ntoh^t^totiN = [01021201] = [01012020].
And
(0, l)titot2tQt2tit2tQt2tit2tQtito = (0, l)iito^2 (0, l)t2to^2ii^2^ii2ioU^o 
(0, l')titot2tQt2tit2t6t2tlt2totlto = totit2t2tot2tltlt2totlto
(0, l^iio^O^l^O^l^Wl^O = totitot2tltit2totitQ
=4> (0, l)titQt2to^2tit2tot2tit2totito = e
I
=> (0, V)titot2tQt2ti = WJ0Z2ZA2W2
Afoii^o^2^i^o^2 — AZt\tot2tQt2ti G [012120]
Ntotitot2tit2tQt2N = [01021202] = [012120].
The number of single cosets in [01012020] is 1AT|/17/(01012020) | =6/1 = 6, since 
77(01012020) _ orbits of ?7(0101-2020) on T are {0}, {1}, and {2}. We must consider
the double cosets Ntotitotit2tQt2tQt()N, AUotiAAi^oMoZiN, and NtotitotfatotrfcfaN. 
However, NtotitQtit2tot2totoN = JV^iitoti^^o^Af =[0101202]. Also we have:
(1,2)^2^!  =• (1,2)t2ti(l} 2)io^2^o^i^o^i^o^2^o^2^i^o^i^o 
(1, 2)t2^1^2^1^0i2il^0^2^0^2il^0U^0 = il^O^oU^oUio^O^lA^l^O
(1, 2)t2tlt2t()titot2tltQt2tot2tltotitQ — tlt2to^2tQti(l, 2)titQt2tQtit2titotito
(1, 2)t2tit2tQtitot2tltQt2tot2tltotlto = (lj 2)t2tltotltot2tltot2totlt2tltotlto
> (l^^t^totitahiiiohtohtitotitQ = (l,2)t2*ioMo2tiM (0,2)ti$ 0tit2hMo
(1, 2)t2^1^2^O^1^2^1^O^2^O^2^1^oU^O “ (0>2) l)to^l^2^1^2^O^1^2^1^O^l^O
(1,2)t2tit2totitQt2titQt2tot2titotito = (0,2, l)totit2tit2totit2toti(p, 2, l)iiiot2U
=> (1, 2)t2U^oUioi2^1^O^2^2U^O^l^O — (0, 1, 2)i2Wlio^l^2^O^1^2^O^l^O^2^1
(1,2)t 2^i^2^o^i^o^2^iio^2^o^2ii^o^i^o = (0,1,2)t2totitQtit2(0,2, l)l<£o^i£i£o^i
(1, 2)t2tit2tQtitQt2tltot2^2tltotltQ = tlt2io^2ioiltlW2^O^2^1
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=> (1,2)AA AAAAAAAAAAAAAA = e
=> (1,2)AAAAAAA = AAAAAAAAA
=^> NAAAAAAAAA — NAiihioAAh E [0102120]
=> NtoAAAAAAAAN = [010120201] = [0102120].
And
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA = AA(0,2,1)A AAAAAAA AAAAAA
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,2,1)AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA = (0,2,1)AAA(O, l)AAhAi2i2iiAiiAi2Ai2
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,2)AA AAAAAA AAAA
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA = (0,2)AAAAA(1» 2)toi2AiiAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA — (0, l,2)tit2AiiAAAAiiA
=> AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA — (0,1,2)ti AAA AAAA




=+ NAAAAAAAAA = NAAAioiiioA E [0101212]
=^> NiotiiotiAAAAAN = [010120202] = [0101212].
The number of single cosets in [01012021] is |N]/|N^01012021^ | = 6/3 = 2, since 
7y(oioi202i) _ (q, 2), (0,2,1)}. The orbit of jv(010i202i) on y {q, 2} and we only
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAAA-N. However, jVAiiAAi2Ai2iiiiN = 
NAAAAAAAN =[0101202].
Therefore, we have found all double cosets. The result of the double coset 













3.3 Action of the Symmetric Generators and the Genera­
tors of S3 on the Right Cosets of G Over S3
We found that |G| < 6 x 120 = 720. We now show that |G| — 720.
Let X denote the set of all (120) distinct right cosets of N in G that we have 
found in the previous section and we consider G as a subgroup of the symmetric group on 
120 symbols, where the 120 symbols axe the elements of X. The following is the labeling 
of the 120 right cosets:
1 N 25 NtJotito
2 Ntg 26 NtJotitQ
3 NA 27 Nt2tot2tQ
4 Nt2 28 Nt2t\t2ti
5 Wi 29 NM1M2
6 NtQt2 30 Ntot2toti
7 Ntito 31 NtiMik
8 Ntit2 32 Ntit2tito
9 Nt2t0 33 Nt2t0t2ti
10 Nt2ti 34 Nt2tit2to
11 NMik 35 Ntotit2to = Ntitot2ti
12 NtQt2tQ 36 NtikMi = Nt2t]tot2
13 Ntitoti 37 Ntot2tito — Nt2totit2
14 Ntit2ti 38 Ntotit2ti
15 Nt2tot2 39 NtQt2tlt2
16 Nt2tit2 40 Ntoltokk
17 Ntotit2 41 Nt 1 Mok
18 Ntot2ti 42 NkMik
19 Ntitot2 43 Nt2tiMi
20 Ntii2to 44 NMiMik — NiiMiMi
21 Nt2toti 45 Ntokkkk — Nt2tQt2tQt2
22 Nt2tit0 46 NtiMikti = NMiMik
23 NtotiMi 47 NMiMik
24 Ntot2tot2 48 NtQt2tot2ti
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49 7T*io2 81 77*021
50 N* i*2 i*2 o 82 ?7* i*o*i*o*2 o
51 7V*2O1 83 7^41*210
52 77*210 84 77*2 o*2 o*i*o
53 ?7*oi2 85 7^42*120
54 77* o*2 o*i*o 86 77*oi2  = 77*102
55 77* 1*0*i*2 i 87 77* o42* o*i*2 i = 77*201
56 77* i*2 i*o*i 88 7^42*120  = 77* i*i*i*o*2*o
57 77* 2*o*2 i*2 89 77*012
58 77*210 ■ 90 77*021
59 77* o*i*o*2 i = 77*iô '91 77* i*o*2 o*2 i
60 77*021  = 77*201 92 77*120
61 77*120  = 77*210 93 77*201  *012
62 77* o*i*2 o*2  = 77*io2 94 -77*210
63 77*i2o  = 77*2io 95 7V* o*i*o*i*2*o*2
64 77*o2i  = 7^42*012 96 77*021
65 77*oi2 97 774q*i4o*i*2 o*2
66 77* q*2 i*2 i 98 77*120
67 77*102 99 77*2 i*2 i*o*2 o
68 77* i*2 o*2 o 1 100 77*2011
69 77*201 101 77*012
70 77*2io 102 7**o2Ol 1*2
71 7V*oi2  = 7741*012 103 77* i*o*i*o*2 o*2
72 77*021  = 77*201 104 77*120
73 7741*2140  = 7742*120 105 77*2 o*2 o*i*o*i
74 77*012 106 77*210
75 77* o*2 o*2 i*o 107 77to*io2
76 77*102 108 77*o2i
77 77*i2o 109 N*io2
78 77*201 110 77*120
79 7V*2l0 111 77*201








119 Ntotitotitztffati = Ntit2tlt2tQtltQt2 = Nt2tQt2toti 42*1  to
120 Ntot2tot2titQtit2 = Ntitotitot2tit2tQ = Nt2tihtitot2toti
The action of N and the action of t’s is as follows: G x X —> X defined by 
(g,x) i—> gx, and a : G Sx- 1
a = (0,1,2)
a; = a(a?):(l)(2,3,4)(5,8,9)(6,7,10)(ll,14,15)(12,13,16)(17,20,21)(18,19,22)(23,26,27)










(91.93) (92,94)(95,96)(97,100)(98,99)(101,102)(103,105)(104,106)(107,108)  
(109,lll)(110,112)(113,114)(115,117)(116,118)(119,120)
to = a(to):(l,2)(3,7)(4,9)(5,ll)(6,12)(8,20)(10,22)(13,25)(14,32)(15,27)(16,34)(17,35)
(18,37) (19,40) (21,42) (23,44) (24,45) (26,50) (28,52) (29,53) (30,54) (31,59) (33,60) 
(36,63)(38,55)(39,57)(41,68)(43,70)(46,73)(47,74)(48,75)(49,82) (51,84) (56,76) 
(58,78)(61,88)(62,81)(64,80)(65,89)(66,90)(67,72)(69,71)(77,98)(79,99)(83,104) 
(85,106)(86,107)(87,108)(91,103)(92,112)(93,105)(94,110)(95,113)(96,114)
(97,120) (100,119)(101,116)(102,118) (109,117) (111,115)
It is readily verified that | (a;, y, to) | = 720. Note that to has exactly three con­
jugates under conjugation by (2(x), a(y)).
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ti = a(ti) = [2(to)]Q(x)
=(l,3)(4,10)(2,5)(8,14)(7,13)(9,21)(6,18)(16,28)(15,33)(ll,23)(12,30)(20,36)
(19.35) (22,43)(17,38)(26,46)(25,44)(27,51)(24,48)(32,56)(31,55)(34,61)(29,59)  




t2 = a(t2) = [3(ti)]Q(x) 
=(l,4)(2,6)(3,8)(9,15)(10,16)(5,17)(7,19)(i2,24)(U,29)(14,26)(13,31)(21,37)
(22.36) (18,39)(20,41)(27,45) (28,46)(23;47) (25,49) (33,57)(34,58) (30,60) (32,61) 




Now we need to check the additional relations. First we need to check if 3(0,2,1)= 
2(totlt2io^l^2^oil).






(102.106.103) (107,111,110)(108,112,109)(113,117,116)(114,118,115)(119)(120)  
=S(to)<S(ii)5(i2)«(to)a(*i  )3(t2)3(to)3(ti)
Next we check if 3(0,1) = 3(t2tot2fii2ioi2iii2to).









We now have that G/Kera = (rr,y,io) ==> |G| > 720. But earlier we found that 
|<?[ < 720, so we conclude that |G| = 720. In fact, in this case it is easy to show that 
G = PGL2(9). . ■. ‘ 1
3.4 Proof of the Isomorphism between G and PGL%($)
We start by constructing a homomorphism $ from the progenitor 2* 3 : S3 to 
PGL2(9) by defining
$(*)  = rtAP = (1,2,8)(3,4,6)(5,0,oo) and Qfy) = = (l,oo)(2,0)(3,6)(5,8).
Since the orders of 4?(.t), 4>(y), and $(a;)$(y) are 3, 2 and 2 respectively, N = {$>(x), 4?(y))
We now let 4?(to) = = (!> 3)(2,8) (4,. 7) (5,0)(6,00). It is readily verified
that PGL2(9) = ($(+); 4?(y), *(o)).  Next we show that 4? preserves the operation of 2* 3 : 
S3. We find that ^(to)^ = 3 and $(t0) = $(t) = (1,3)(2,8)(4,7)(5,0)(6,00), $(tj) = 
$(tg) = (2,4)(8, l)(6,7)(0,oo)(3,5), 4?(t2) = ^(tg2) = (8,6) (1,2) (3,7) (oo, 5) (4,0), and 
that N permutes the three images of to by conjugation as the group S3 does. +(x) : 
($(t0),^(ti),$(t2)) and $(y) : (4>(t0))(<I?(ti), $fe)). Thus, 4>(2* 3 : S3) = PG£2(9).
Now the additional relation given by [rrto]8 = e <=> titot2titot2tito = (0,1,2) is 
satisfied in PGL2(9) because 4>(ti)$(to)4>(t2)$(ti)4>(to)&(t2)4?(ti)4>(to) = 
(0,oo, 5)(1,2,8)(3,4,6) acts as ($(t0), $(ti), 4>(t2)) by conjugation on the images of the 
three symmetric generators. This shows that PGL2{9) is an image of G. Thus, |G| > 
|PGL2(9)|; but |G| < 720 — |PGZ/2(9)|, and so the equality holds and G = PGL2(9).
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Chapter 4
The Double Cover 2 • M22 ■ 2
4.1 Introduction
M22 is one of the five sporadic simple groups discovered by the french math­
ematician Emile Leonard Mathieu. Simple groups are groups which have no nontrivial 
proper normal subgroups, meaning that they cannot be broken down into products of 
smaller groups. M22 is a group of order 443,520 and it can be thought of as a permu­
tation group on 22 letters. Moreover it is 3-fold transitive, meaning that any triplet of 
symbols can be carried to any other by a suitable permutation in the group. We know 
that M22 : 2 and 2-M22 : 2 are perfect groups and 2-M22 : 2/Z(fl-M22 : 2) = M22 : 2 thus, 
2 • M22 ‘ 2 is a covering of M22 - 2. Moreover, since the order of the center Z(2 • M22 ■ 2) 
is 2, 2 • M22 : 2 is called a double cover of M22 ■ 2.
Consider the progenitor:
2* 7 : L3(2)= (x, y, t\x7 = y2 = (cry)3 = [x, y]4 = e = t2 = [xy, tx*]  = [y, , where x ~
(0,1,2,3,4,5,6) and y ~ (2,6)(4,5). We factor 2* 7 : L3(2) by the following relations: 
[(1,2,4)(3, 6,5)43]8, [(1,3)(2,4,6, 5)t2]10> and [(2,6)(4, 5)^o*2] 4- The first relation [7ri3]8 = 
e, where 7T = (1,2,4) (3,6,5) implies
7rt37ri3'7rt37rt37rt37rt37rt37rt3 = e
=> Vtf tf tftf tftf %t3 = e
(1,4,2)(3, h.Vtctst^trytststfits = e
==?■ (1,4,2) (3,5, &}t^tststs — tst^t^ts (4.1)
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The second relation [v^]10 = e, where 7T = (1,3)(2,4,6,5) implies
7T*27r*27I"*27I'*2fl’*27r*27i’*27I'*2'7l'*27r*2 — C
(2, 6) (4, 5)*4*2*5*6*4*2*5*6*4*2 — ®
(2, 6) (4, 5)*426  — *2465
The third relation [7r*o2] 4 = e, where 7r = (2,6) (4,5) implies
7T*o27rO I'*O2  — e
TT4(*O2) 7r3 (*02/  (*02) K*02  = e 
*0602  — e 
*0602  — *206
(4-2)
(4-3)
4.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration of G Over L^(2)
to find the index of 77 in G we will perform manual double coset enumeration of G over 
N. Thus, we will find all double cosets and determine how many single cosets each one of 
them contains. In fact we will show that | G| is at most 168 x 10560 = 1774080.
We start we the double coset NeN denoted by [*]  which consists of the sin­
gle coset N. Since N is transitive on T = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}, NtoN = {77*̂1%  G 77} = 
{77*0,77123456}  and we denote the double coset NloN by [0]. Thus, 
there are seven single cosets in [0]. Now we determine the orbits of 77<0) = 77° = 
((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6), (1,5,2)(3,4,6)) on T which are {0} and {1,2,3,4,5,6}, and con­
sider the double cosets NfatiN for one *$  from each orbit of 77°. First we find that 
?7*o  = 77 G 77e77, so *0  takes us back to [*].  Next we consider *1,  a representative 
from the orbit {1,2,3,4,5,6} and find that 77*oi77  denoted by [01] is a new double 
coset. The number of single cosets in [01] equals'to |*V|  /177^01^| < 168/4 = 42, since 
jy(oi) > A* 01 = ((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6)) and 7701 has order 4.
The orbits of 77^01^ on T are {0} , {1} , {3}, and {2,4,5,6}. We must consider 
the double cosets 77*oi 7,  77*oi77,  7**01277,  and 7** o*i*377.  However, 77*oi77  = 
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Nto = [0], but NtotJoN, ATMik-W, and NtotikN are new. Now, with the help of 
MAGMA we find that
Mik = tiMi (4-4)
Thus, we have Nk£ik(l5 0)(2,4,5,6) = NtiMi = NMik (1,0)(2,4,5,6) E N^010) 
and N't010) = ((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6), (1,0)(2,4,5,6)) is of order 8, thus the number of 
single cosets in [010] is equal to |N| / |A^010) | = 168/8 = 21. Also, A^012) = {e} is of order 
1, therefore there are 168 single cosets in [012], and M013) = ((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6)) is of 
order 4 which implies that the number of single cosets in [013] is equal to | A7| / | aA013) | = 
168/4 = 42.
The orbits of 7\d010) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets ATkkkk-N, NM1M1-N, NMikkN", and NM1M3N. NkkMoN= 
NtotiN = [01]. Since toil to = tiMi=^ MiMi= tik=(Mi)^1,0^2’6’5,4\ NtoiiMiN= 
NiotiN=[01]. But the other two double cosets are new. We note that AT0102 = {e}, but 
NMiM2(1)0)(4, 6)=Ntitoiit2 = NtotiM2, by (4.4)=> (l,0)(4,6) G M0102\ Therefore, 
the number of single cosets in [0102] is |N| / |N(o1°2) | = 168/2 = 84 since 7\d0102) = 
{e, (1,0)(4,6)}. Also, NMikMl, 0)(2,4,5,6)= ATiiMik = Ntohtot^ by (4.4) 
=> (1,0)(2,4,5,6) G N(°103), thus AA0103)=((2,6)(4,5), (2,4)(5,6), (1,0)(2,4,5,6)) is of 
order 8 which implies that the number of single cosets in [013] is equal to |N| / |aA0103) |= 
168/8=21.
The orbits of N(012) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NM1M1N, NMikk-N, , NtotihtsN, Ntotit^N,
NMikkN and Ntotit2tQN. However, NtokkkN = NtotiN = [01]. But the other 
six double cosets axe new. Now JVMiMo(l> 0)(4,6)=A’A/;okk = NtQtit2to, by rela­
tion (4.1) conjugated by (1,4,3,0,5,2,6) => (l,0)(4,6) G A^0120\ The number of sin­
gle cosets in [0120] is |N| / |N^0120^ |=168/2=84 since AZT0120)= {e, (l, 0)(4,6)}. Also, 
NMiMi(l,2)(3,6)=NkMik = NMiMi, by (4.4)conjugated with (2,0)(3,4). Thus,
(1,2)(3, 6) G and A^0121)={e, (1,2)(3,6)} implies that the number of single cosets
in [0121] is equal to |Nj /1N't0121) |=168/2=84. For the other four double cosets: [0123], 
[0124], [0125], [0126], we have that N^0123^=Nt°124)=Nt0125^=N^0126^={e}, so each one 
contains 168 single cosets. '
The orbits of M013) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider 
the double cosets NMikk-N, NMiMi-N, NM1M2-N, and NMikk-W- NM1M3N =
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JVtotiN = [01]. Now, we have the following:
(toWa)^-4’^3’0) — Mi^o
=> (4o4i4043)(2,6’4’55(3,OJ = 4i434i4o, by (4.4) 
=> (4o4i4o43)'f2’614’5^3’o) = 404i43ii}by (4.3)
=> N4o4i4o43 = 7V4o4i434i ,
=> 7V4q4i434i7V = N4o4i4q43JV = [0103].
But the other two double cosets are new. Now, N4o4i43to(l, 3,0)(4,5,6) =N4i434o4i= 
N4o4i434o, by relation (4.1)=> (1,3,0) (4,5,6) G jV^0130). The number of single cosets in 
[0130] is |JV| / |N<013°) |=168/12=14 since ?A0130)=
((2,6)(4,5), (2,4)(5,6), (1,3,0)(4,5,6)) has order 12. Also, M0132)={e} thus, the number 
of single cosets in [0132] is 168.
The orbits of TV^0102^ on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6} and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtQtitot2toN, Ntotitot2t2N, NtQtitot2t3N, Ntotit^CN and 
N‘4o4i4o4245N. However, N4o4i4o4242N=N4o4itoN=[010]. But the other four double 
cosets are new. We note that 7V4o4i4o4243(l, 0)(4,6)=Ar4i4o4i4243=N4o4i4o4243, by (4.4)=> 
(1,0)(4,6) g7V<01023). Similarly, (l,0)(4,6) € M01020\ and (l,0)(4,6) G M01025X Thus 
the number of single cosets in each one of the following double cosets: [01020], [01023],and 
[01025] is |N| / |N(°102°) (=168/2=84 since jv(01020)=N<01023)=N<0102^ = {e, (1,0)(4,6)}. 
Also, N(01024)={e} thus,the number of single cosets in [01024] is 168.
The orbits of TV^0103) on T are {0,1}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets NtotitotstoN, N'4o4i4o4342N,aiid JV4o4i4o4343JV. N4o4i4o4343N = 
2V4o4i4qAT = [010] and since relation (4.3) conjugated by (1,2,3,6)(4,6) implies that 434o4i 
= 4o4i4o434o, we have that AT4o4i4o434o = 7V434o4i G[013] =A NtstitofatQN = [01030] = 
[013]. So the only new double coset is [01032] and it contains |N| / |N^01032^|=168/2=84 
since N4o4i4o4342(l, 0)(4,6) =N4i4otit342=.Ntotito4342) by (4.4)=» (1,0)(4,6) G A7/01032) 
=> yv(°1O32)={e,(l,0)(4,6)}.
Now, we are going to look at the orbits of A’/0120) on T which are {0}, {1}, 
{2}, {3}, {4,6} and {5}. So we consider the double cosets Ar4o4i424o4oAr, ,
Ntotit2tot2N, N'4o4it24o437V, N totifafatiN, and NtotifatofaN. However, 7V4o4i424o4oN= 
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77*012 7  = [012] and JV*oi217  = Ntot^N = [012] since (4.1) conjugated by 
(1,6,0,5,2,4,3) implies
*102  = (6,3,4)(1,2,0)* 0*i  *201  (4.5)
=> (1,0,2)*!02  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(6,3,4)(l,2,0)* o*i2o
=> (1,0,2)* i*0*2  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(6,3,4)(1,2,0)*oi 2*oi
(1, 0, 2)* i*o*2  = *ol2
=?> 77*012  = -7** i*o*2  G [012]
=> 77* o*i*2 o*i77 = [01201 = [012].
Also, 77*02 7  = *̂01  *02^  = [01020] since
(1,0,2)(3,6,4)*io2  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)*io 2*i2,  by (4.4)
=> (l,0,2)(3,6,4)*i o*i2  = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)(6,3,4)(l,2,0)* o*i 2*o2,by  (4.5)
=> AT*oi2  = *Vio2  G [01020]
=> 7**oi2A r = [01202] = [01020].
But the other three double cosets are new. Now, 77*oi 2*o3(l,  0)(4,6) = 77*io23  = 
N'* o*i*2 o*3  since *i 0*2i3  = (6,3,4)(1,2,0)*oi23,  by (4.1) conjugated by
(1,6,0,5,2,4,3). Thus, (1,0)(4,6) G 77(01203>. Also 77* o*i 2*o5(l,0)(4, 6) = 77*2015  = 
AT*oi25  since *2 o*2*i*5  = (6,3,4)(1,2,O)*oi25  => (1,0)(4,6) G 77(01205). Thus, 
77(01203) = 77<01205) — {e, (1,0)(4,6)}, so the number of single cosets in the double cosets: 
[01203], [01205] is |77| / |M01203)| = 168/2 = 84. Also, 77(01204) = {e} thus,the number 
of single cosets in [01204] is 168.
The orbits of 77(0121) on T are {0}, {1,2}, {3,6}, {4}, and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets 77*012^,  77* o*i*2 i*i77, 77*oi *21377,  77*oi 2*i477,  and 
77*oi25 7.  However, fV*oi277  = 77*oi 277 = [012] and 77*oi24 7  = 
77*oti 2*o577  = [01205] since *oi24  = (1,4,2)(3,0,5)(*oi2 ^ 1,3’4^2’0’6^ But the 
other three double cosets axe new. Now, 77* q*i*2*2 o(1,O)(4, 6) = 77*io 2*oi  = 
77*oi2  since
*io2i  = (1,2,0)(3,4,6)*oi 2*oi,  by (4.5)
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=> = (I,2,0)(3,4,6)4o4i424i404i4i,by (4.4)
=^tfat2toti = (1,2,0)(3,4, 6)4o4i424i4o
Ntfafatoti = Ntotfatfa,
and Ntotfatfa(l, 0,2)(3,6,4) = N424o4i4o42 = Ntotfatfa since
424o4i4o42 = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)4o424i4o424o42,by (4.5)
=> t2totfat2 = (lfO,2)(3,6,4)tot2tit2M2*2,by  (4.4)
=> <2io*iM2  = (1, 0,2) (3,6,4)4o42ti424o
Nt2totfat2 — Ntot2tit2to-
Thus, (1, 0)(4, 6) and (1, 0, 2)(3, 6, 4)g aA01210), and the number of single cosets in the 
double coset [01210] is equal to |JV| / |A^01210^ =■ 168/6 = 28 since tv(°i210) =
{e, (1,0)(4,6), (1,0,2) (3,6,4)}. lV(01213)={e} thus, the number of single cosets in [01213] 
is 168. Also, A4o4i424145(l,2)(3,6) = Ntfatfatg = Ntotfatfa, by (4.4) => (1,2)(3,6) G 
77(01215), so ^(01215) _ {6j (1}2)(3, 6)}. Thus, the number of single cosets in [01215] is 
168/2 = 84.
The orbits of M0123> on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets NtotfatfaN, Ntotfatfa N, NtotfatfaN, NtotfatgtgN, 
NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, and NtotfatfaN. However, NtotfatfaN — NtotfaN = 
[012] and NtotfatfaN = NtotfatfaN — [01024] since tot fat fa =
(1,3,2)(4, 0, SXtoMoto^/1’4’2^3’5’6) = (l,3,2)(4,0,5)toMo^2*  But the other five dou­
ble cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in the double cosets [01230], [01232], 
[01234], and [01235] since Ar(01230) = AZ(01232) = at(°i234) = N^01235) = {e}. Now, 
AZto*ii 2^i(l>2)(5,O) = Ntfatfat2 = Ntotfatfa since
t5t2tfat2 = tfa(5,0,4)(l,2,3)tgtfat3ti,by (4.5)
=> 45^1^2 = (5,0,4)(1,2,3)totfatfatfa
=> = (5,0,4)(l, 2,Sfatfatfa
=> (1,2)(5,0) G JV<01231) A^01231) = {e, (1,2)(5,0)}. Thus there are 84 single cosets in
[01231].
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The orbits of ?X0124) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets Ntot^t^oN, NtQtit2t4t2N,
, and Ntotit^tsN. However, Ntotit^t^N = Ntotit2N = 
[012], and Ntotit2t4t2N = Ntot^totsN = [01205] since MF2M2 =
(1,2,4)3  S^XMiMo^y1,5,3^2,0’6) — (1,2,4)(3,5,0)i6MoMo- Also, =
Ntot^tstsN = [01235] since = (1,4,0,6)(2,5)(ioM2M5)(1,0,2’5^3’6) =
(1,4,0,6)(2,5)t2MsM2- But the other four double cosets are new. There are 168 sin­
gle cosets in the double cosets [01240], [01243], and [01246] since A;(01240) — jy(0i243) _ 
^(01246) = (ej, jVtotiWi(l,4,2)(3,5,6) = M0M1M4 = W1W1 => (1,4,25(3,5,6) 
€ jV(0i241) ^^(01241) = {e?(l,4,2)(3,5,6), (1,2,4)(3,6, 5)}. Thus, there are 
|N| / |2V(O1241) I = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [01241].
The orbits of X<0125) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets MohWoW, Ntotit^tyN, MohWzN’, VMiMsisN, 
Nt0tit2t5t4N, and Ntotit^tsN. However, = XMi^N =
[012], and Ntot^t^tiN = NtQtitot3t2N = [01032] since MiMs^i = 
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)(totiM3t2)^’6^2,0’3’4^ =(2,0,5)(3,6,4)i3M3Mo- Also, NtotipppN — 
Ntotit2t4tiN — [01241] since MF2M3 = (1,6,2,3)(5,OXMi^Mi/1,2’0^3,4,6) = 
(1,6,2,3)(5, OX1M0M2; Ntot^t^N = Ntotit2t3t^,N = [01235] since Mi Ms^i = 
(l,0,5)(3,4, eXto^Ms/2’6,0^3’4’5) — (15 0> 5)(3,4,65^2*16^4^3;  and NtQtit2t^tQN = 
NtQtit2t3t2N = [01232] since MF2 Me = (X0,5)(3,4,6)(to*i23)^ 2’3’4*0^5,6^ = 
(1,0,5)(3,4,6)M1M3*2-  But the other two double cosets are new. VMiM5io(l5 0)(2,5) 
= Ntitotst2ti = Ntotit2t5to since (4.2) conjugated by (1,3,4,0,6,5,2)^ iiMsMi =
(l,5)0,2)MiMsM  Therefore, ZX01250> — {e,(1,0)(2,5)}. Also, Ntotihhh^, 5)(4,6) 
= Ntotit^t2t5 = NtQtit2t5t2, by (4.4) => M01252) = {e, (2,5)(4,6)} . Thus, the number 
of single cosets in [01250] and [01252] is 84.
The orbits of M0126) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4,5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets Ntotit^etoN, NMiMeUA, NtQtit2tot2N, Ntotit^tzN, 
Ni^t^t^N, and A/Mi^MgN. However, Ntotit^tsN = Nt^tipN = [012], and 
A'MiMeM^ = Nt^t^N =[01243] since MF2M3 = 
(2)0,5)(3,6,4)(totiM4^3)^2’0^3’4^ = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)MiM3i4j and NMiMstiN = 
Arto^F2t3^4A' = [01234] since MF2M4 = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(io*i23 ^ 2,0^3’4^ = 
(2,O,5)(3,6,4)M1M4*3«  But the other three double cosets are new.
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WiWo(l,5)(4,O) = 77*4526  = W1*26O  =+ Mol26o> = {e, (1,5)(4,0)} 
77*0126/7(2, 6)(4,5) = 77*oi62  = 77*0126,  by (4.4) => jV(012G2) = 
{e, (2,6) (4,5)}. Thus, the number of single cosets in [01260] and [01262] is 84. The 
number of single cosets in [01261] is 168 since 7r(01260) = {e}.
The orbits of TV^0130) on T are {0,1,3}, {2,4,5,6}. So we only consider the 
double cosets 7**01377  and 77*oi *302 77. However, *Voi  *30  77 = *Voi3  = 
[013], but the [01302] is a new double coset. *Voi  *302  (1,0,3)(4,6,5) = 77*3012  = 
77*oi32  => 77(°1302) = {e, (1,0,3)(4,6,5), (4,5,6)(1,3,0)}. Thus, the number of single 
cosets in [01302] is |77| /177<01302) | = 168/3 - 56.
The orbits of A’(0132) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4,}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets 77*oi3 2*o77,  77*oi3277,  *Voi  *32  77, 77*oi *3277,  
77*01324 7,  and 77*01326/7.  However, 77*0132/7  = 77* 0*i*377  = [013], and 
*̂013277  = *̂01267/  = [01261] since relation (4.5) conjugated by (2,3,4,0)(5,6) 
gives:
(1,2,3) (4,5,0)*43i 2*3  = (1,2,3) (4,5,0)* 4 *3  (5,4,0)(l, 3,2)* 2*1*3*2*i
=> (1,2,3)(4,5,.0)* 4*3i2  = (l,2,3)(4,5,0)(5,4,0)(l,3,2)* o*2i3
(1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 0)*43l2  = *0l32
=> 77*0132  — 77*4312  G [01261]
=> 77*0132 7  = [01321] = [01261].
Also, 77*0132 7  = 77*0123/7  = [01232] since *oi32  = *oi23,  by (4.4); 
77*oi324/7  = 77*01243 7  = [01243] since *oi324  = 
(l,0,5,2)(3,4)(iotit2W3)(1’2’3)(4’5’o) = (1,0,5,2)(3,4)i4*2t35ii;  NtotitititaN = 
Ntotit2t4tsN = [01246] since totii3t2t5 = (1,6,2,3)(5,0)(toti£2i4t6/1,2’0^3’4’6) =
(1,6,2,3)(5,  O)* i*2*o*63;  77*01326/7  = *Wi3o2V  = [01302] since *oi326  =
(1,6)(2, 0,3,4)(* o*i*3 o*2)^ ’2’0,4’6,5,3^ =’ (l,6)(2,0,3,4)*42i 4*o-  The only new double 
coset is [01320]. Wi*32 o(3, 5)(6,0) = 77*6152  = *7oi32  => 77(01320) = 
{e, (3,5)(6,0)}. Thus, [01320] contains 84 single cosets.
The orbits of *V( 01020) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5,}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi2/7,  *V ‘*oi2/7,.7/3V ‘, *Voi24 ,  and 
77*oi25V.  However, /7*oi2/7  = Ntofat^N = [0102], and 77*012//  = 
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N*oi2N  = [0120] since by (4.4) *ol2  = Mikkkk = *oi2-  
The only new double cosets are [010203], [010204], and [010205]. Ar*Qiot 2*o3(l,  0)(4,6) 
= NtiMikAk = N*oi23,  since
ti*oi23  = *oi23,  by (4.4)
=*  titoiihiih ='*oi(6,4,3)(2, 0,1)22*123  by (4.5)
=> 2x20*13  = (6,4,3)(2,0, l)*i 2*2oi3
=> 21*013  = (6,4,3)(2,0,1)21*123
and similarly, AT*oi25(l,  0)(4,6) = Ar*xoi25  = Nto*io25
=> jy(0io203) _ ^(010205) _ (i,o)(4,6)}. Thus, there are 84 single cosets in [010203]
and [010205].
The orbits of aA01023) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5,}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N*oti23N , AT*oi *23 N, N*oi23N,  Nto*io234-N,  
and Mo*iW 2i3i5^' However, N*oti23-N  = N*oi 2-N = [0102]. The other four 
double cosets are new. N* o*i*o*23(1,  0)(4,6) = N*io 2*32  = N*oi23>  since 
21*013  = *oi23  by (4.4) and Nto*io235(l,0)(4,6)  = N*io235  = 
N* o*i*o*235  since *io235  = *oi235  Thus, n(°10232)= N(°10235) = {e, (1,0)(4,6)} 
So, there are 84 single cosets in [010232]and [010235]. On the other hand, there are 168 
single cosets in [010230] and [010234] since A^010230) = AT^010234) = {e}.
The orbits of aA01024) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5} and {6,}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N*oi 2*4oN,  Ntotitot^tiN, Nto*io24-N,  N*oi243-N,  
N*oi24V,  N* o*i*o*245N , and Ar*oi246-N - However, Nto*io24N  = 
N* o*i*o*2N = [0102]; N* o*i*o*245N  = N*oi 2*3N  = [0123], since *oi245  = 
(l,3,0)(2,6,5)(*oi23) C1’2’4^3’6’5> = (1,3,0)(2,6,5)* o*246;  Wi*o*2*4 6N = 
N* o*i*o*234N  = [010234] since *o*io 2*46  = (1,5,2)(3,4, 6)(* o*i*o*234) (1’o,2)(3,6’4) =
(1,5,2) (3,4, 6)* 2*o*2 i*46-  The other four double cosets are new. There are 168 sin­
gle cosets in [010240], since Ar<010240> = {e}. N* o*i*o*24 i(1, 6) (4,0) = Ar*46 2to*6  = 
ATto*i *0241  => Ar<010241) = {e, (1,6)(4,0)} N* o*io 2*4 2(2,4)(5,6) = A**oi42  = 
N*o  1*024,  by (4.4) => a^010242) = {e, (2,4)(5,6)}. Thus there are 84 single cosets in 
[010241]and [010242]. Also, Nto*io243(l,  2,0)(3,4,6) = Ar*it 2t1to*64  = Nr*0*i0243  
=> AT(°10243) = {e, (1,2,0)(3,4,6), (1,0,2)(3,6,4)}, so [010243] contains |N| / |N^010243) | 
= 168/3 = 56 single cosets.
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The orbits of A/X01025) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5, }. So we consider 
the double cosets Ntotfaot2tfaN, Ntotfaot2t5t2N, NtotfafatfaN, NtotfaotfafaN, and 
NtotfafatfaN. However, NtotfafatfaN— NtotfafaN = [0102] and NtotfafatfaN = 
NtotfafatfaN = [010241] since totfaot2tfa = (1,6,2,3)(5, OXtoMo^t^i/1’6’4’0^3’5)’ =
(
(1,6,2,3)(5,0)iiThe  other three double cosets are new. There are 168 single 
cosets in [010250] and [010254] since jv(010250) — 7/(010254) _ £ej Ntotfafatfa(2,5)(4,6) 
■= Ntotfatfafa = Ntotfatfat2, by (4.4) and Ntotfafatfa(l, 5,0,2)(4,6) = Nt2tfatfati 
= Ntotfat2t5t2 => TV<010252) = ((2,5)(4,6), (1,5,0,2)(4,6)). Thus, there are 
|7Vj / |77(010252) | = 168/8 = 21 single cosets in [010252].
The orbits of jv(01032) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtotfafatfaN, NtotfafatfaN, Nt ohtfat2t4N,
and NtotfafatfaN. However, NtotfafatfaN = NtotfafaN = [0103]; NtQtfafatfaN = 
Ntotfatfat2N = [010232] since tfatotfafa = totfatfat2, by (4.4); NtotfafatfaN = 
W1WV = [0125] since totfafatfa = (1,3,0)(2,6,5)(t0 W5)(1,4’3)(2’6,0) = 
(1,3,0)(2,6,5)t2tfatg■ Thus the only new double cosets are [010320] and [010325]. 
There are 168 single cosets in [010320] since jyX010320) = {e}. Ntotfatst2tg(l, 0)(4,6) = 
Ntfatfat2tg = Ntotfafatfa, by (4.4) => 7^(010325) = {e, (1,0)(4,6)}. Thus, there are 
|7/| j 17/(010325) | = 168/2 = 84 single cosets in [010325].
The orbits of AX01203) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtotfafafafaN, Ntotfafafat2N, NtotfafafafaN, NtotfafatfaN, 
and NtgtfafafifaN. However, NtgtfafafatgN = NtotfafaN = [0120]. The other 
four double cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in [012030] and [012034] since 
7/(012030) _ jy(012034) |ej Ntotfafafatfal, 0)(4,6) = Ntfafatfafa = Ntotfafafat2, 
since (4.1) conjugated with (1,6,0,5,2,4,3) yields = (6,3,4)(1,2,Q)totfafatst2
and similarly, Ntotfa2totstfal, 0)(4,6) = Ntfafatfafa = Ntotfafafats => 7f(012032) = 
jy(oi2O35) _ {e, (1,0)(4,6)}. Thus there are |1V| / |jyt012032)| = 168/2 = 84 single cosets 
in [012032] and [012035].
The orbits of T/t01204) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtotfafatfaN, NtotfafatfaN, NtotfafatfaN, NtotfafafatgN, 
NtotfafatfaN, NtotfafatfagN, and NtotfafatfaN. However, NtotfafatfaN =I
NtotfafaN = [0120]. Also, NtotfafatfaN = NtotfafatfaN — [010240] since 
= (1,6,2) (4,5,0)(to4i4o42444o)(li°’5’3i4’2’^ = (15 6, 2) (4,5, tytfafatfaty,
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Ntot^tohtiN = NtQtitot2tot4N = [010204] since toti^toAti =
(2,4)3 6,0, = (2,4)(3,6,0,5)t5tit5t4t5t2; Ntotit2tot4t2N =
Ntotitot2t4hN = [010241] since = (1,2,3,6)(4, SJ^otito^Ati)^1’5,6^2’4,0^
= (1,2,3,6)(4,6)t2t5t2i4t(jty, Ntoti^totJsN = NtQtit2tot3t4N = [012034] since 
toti^toWe = (1,5) (2,0)40^1^0^4- The other two double cosets are new. There 
are 168 single cosets in [012043] since Alt012043) = {e}. Ntotit2tot4t^(2,0,5)(3, 6,4) = 
Wi* 3t2  = ATtoti^to^ts => M012045) = {e, (2,5,0)(3,4,6), (2,0,5)(3,6,4)}. Thus 
there are |1V| / | N't012045) | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [012045].
The orbits of A7!01205) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6},and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets Ntot^t^toN, Ntgt\t2tot$t2N, Ntgtit2tQt$t3N, , and
Ntot\t2tQt3t3N. However, NtQt\t2tot3t3N — Ntot\t2toN = [0120]. Also,
— NtotitQt2t5toN = [010250] since tot^totgto = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(totiiot2t5to/1,0’2’5^3’6) 
= (2,0,5)(3,6,4)i2iot2t5tit2; N totit2tot-,t:iN = Nt0tit2tiN = [0121] since toti^ioisis = 
(1,5,2)(3,4,6)(totit2ti)^’6^2’4,3,0^ = 1,5", 2)(3,4, Gfatettfa Ntot^tohUN ~ NtQtJJiN 
= [0124] since totitrtotsti = (1,5,2)(3,4,6)(totit2i4)^1’3’5’0’2’4’6^ = 1,5,2)(3,4,6)42^3^4^6• 
The only new double coset is [012052]. Art0t1t2tot5t2(l10>2)(3,6,4) = Nt2totit2t^ti = 
Ntot&totsti => AT(012052) =
[e, (2,0)(3,4), (1,2)(3,6), (1,0)(4,6), (1,0,2)(3,6,4), (1,2,0)(3,4,6)}. Thus, [012052] 
contains |AI| / |2V(012052) | = 168/6 = 28 single cosets.
The orbits of A^01210) On y are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6},and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets Ntotit2titotoN, Ntotit2titot3N, and Ntotit2titot3N. However, 
ATtot^titoto-N = Ntotit2tiN = [0121]. The other two double cosets are new.
0)(4,6) = Ntitotrfotitz = NtQtit2titot3 => ^(012103) = {e)(i)0)(4,6)} 
Thus, there are |AT| / |aM012X03)| = 168/2 = 84 single cosets in [012103]. Also, 
AfroMaMoMl/A 0)(3,4,6) = Ntit2tot2t1t3 = and A'toZMitoMl, 0)(4.6)
= = Ntotitrfitots =$> Art012105) =
{e, (l,0,2)(3,6,4), (1,2,0)(3,4,6), (2,0)(3,4), (l,0)(4,6), (1,2)(3,6)}. Thus, there are 
|AT| / |M012105>| = 168/6 = 28 single cosets in [012105].
The orbits of A^01213) on T are {0}, {1},' {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtotifytitstoN, Ntotit2tit3tiN, Ntotit2tit3t2N, Ntotit2tit3t3N, 
Ntotit2tit3t4N, Ntotit2tit3t5N, and Ntotit2tit3tgN. However, Ntotit2tit3t3N = 
Ntgtit2tiN = [0121], Also, Ntotit2tit3toN = NigtitztotiigN = [012043] since 
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totit2tit3to = (1,4,2)(3,5,6)(4o4i424o4443)(1’2’3’6^4)^ = (I,4,2)(3,5,6)4o42434o4546; 
Ntotit2tit3tiN = NtotitQt2tot3N = [010203] since 4o4i424i434i = 
(2,3,450)(5,6)(4o4i4o424o43)(1’5i3’4)(2’6) = (2,3,4,0)(5,6)4o4540464o44; Ar4o4i424i4342Ar = 
JV4o4ito43t240AT = [010320] since 4o4i424i4342 = (1,2,3)(4,5,0)(4o414o43424o)^0,1]2,3’4’5’^ =
(1,2,3)(4,  5,0)4it24i44434i. The double cosets [012134], [012135], [012136] are new and 
each one contains 168 single cosets since A^012134) = ]y(012135) = Aft012136! = {e}.
The orbits of AM01215) on T are {0}, {1,2}, {3,6}, {4}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets NtotifatifatoN, NtotlfatifatiN, NtQtifafafatsN, NtotifatifatiN, and 
NtotifatifafaN. However, Ntotit2tifatGN = NtohfatiN = [0121]. Also, NfatifatifatiN 
— NtQtitot3t2tGN = [010325] since 4o4i424it54i = (2,0,5)(3)6,4)(4o4i4o434245)t1’3’4^2,0,6) = 
(2,0, 5)(3, 6,4)4g434644to45; 7V4o4i424i45437V = NtotitofatstiN = [010234] since 4o4i424i4s43 
= (1,2,4)(5,6,0)(4o414o424344)(2)3’6)<4’0’5) = (1,2',4)(5,6,0)45414543464o; =
Ntotit2tQt3tGN = [012035] since 4o4i424i4544 = (1,4,2)(3,0,5)(4o4i42to4345)(1’3>4)(2>°.6) =
(1,4,2)(3, 0,5)^6 - The only new double coset is [012150]. Nt(jtit2titGto(1,2)(3,6)
= NtQt2tit2t5to = 7V4o4i4241454o,6y(4.4) => ^7(012150) _ (6)(f, 2)(3,6)}. Thus [012150] 
contains 84 single cosets.
The orbits of AT^01230! on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, and {5,6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets 7V4o4i42434o4oJV, Ar4o4i42434o42N', 7V4o4it2434o43./V,
Ntotit^totiN, and NtotifatztotsN. However, NtotifatstotoN = Ntotit^N = [0123]. 
Also, NtQtit2t3totiN = NtotitofatotsN = [010203] since 4o4i42434o4i =
(1.6) (2,0,354)(to4ito424ot3)(2’4^3-6-o’5) = (1,6)(2,0,3,4)454i45444546; Ntofat&tffaN = 
NtQtitQt3t2toN — [010320] since 4o4i42434o42 = (1,5,6)(2,0, 3)(4o4i4o43424o)^’5’6^2,0’3^ =
(1.5.6) (2,0,3)434543424O43; 7Vto4i42434ot37V = Ar4o4]424ot3toAr = [012030] since 4o4i4243to43 
= 4q4i424o434o; W4o4i42434o4sN = N4q4i4o42434o2V = [010230] since 4o4i42434o45 =
(1,2,6,4,0,3,5)(4o4i4o42434o)*' 1,5’3’6,2’4’0^ = (1, 2,6,4,0,3, 5)ii^5^1 The only new
double coset is [012304] and it contains 168 single cosets since jyX012304) = {e}.
The orbits of A^01231^ on T are {0,5}, {1,2}, {3}, {4}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets N4oti42434itoA‘, 7Vtotit2434i4i7V, N'4q4i42434i43A/', NtQtit2t3titiN, and 
NtQtit2t3titGN. However, NtotifatstifaN = NtofafatsN = [0123]. Also, N'4o4i42434i4oAr 
= N4o4i424o44431V = [012043] since 4o4i42434i4o = (1,6,3,2)(4,5)(to4i424cit443)(0’1’2’3’4’5'6) 
= (1, 6,3,2) (4,5)tit243ti45t4; N = N4o4i4o424o43N = [010203] since
4oti4243ti43 — (I,4,6,0)(2,3)(4o4i4o424o43)t1’0’5’3’4’2’6) = (1,4,6,0)(2,3)454o45464544;
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Ntot^tstit^N = NtotitztitstoN = [012150] since AAhhhh =
(1.2.6.3) (4,0)(AAAAAA)(3,5^6,OJ = (l,2,6,3)(4,0)AAAAhA; NAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAAN = [010242] since AAAAAA = (2,6,3)(4,5,0) (AAAAAA/1’4,0’3’6,2,5) =
(2.6.3) (4,5,0)A AAAAA-
The orbits of N't01232) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NAAAAAA-N, , NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN,
NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAN = 
NtoAAA-N = [0123]. Also, NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAA-N = [012304] since 
AAAAAA = (1,0)(2,6,5,4)(A AAAAA/1,2’5’6,0’4,3) = (1,0) (2,6,5,4) A AAAAA; 
NAAAAAAN = NAAAAN = [0132] since AhAAAA = AAAAAA (by (4.4)) = 
AAAA; NAAAAAAN — NAAAAAAN = [012034] since AAAAAA — 
(1,3,4,5)(6,0)(AAAAAA)(1,6’3’e,4’2’0) = (l,3,4,5)(6,0)AAAAAA; NAAAAAA-N = 
NAAAA-N = [0125] since AAAAAA = (A6,4)(2,5,3)(AAAh/2’°’4’3K5’6) = 
(1,6>4)(2,5,3)AAAA; NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010254] since AAAAAA =
(1.6.3) (4,0, 5)(AAAAAA)^1’4,2^3,5’6^ = (T, 6,3)(4,0,5)A AAAAA- The only new double 
coset is [012321]. NAAAAAA(l>2)(5,0) = NAAAAAA = NAAAAAA M012321) = 
{e, (1,2)(5,0)}. Thus, [012321] contain 84 single cosets.
The orbits of 7V(01234) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3,5}, {4}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NAAAAAAN, NA A Ah A AN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAN, and NhAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAN = Nttit-fafaN — [0123]. 
Also, NAAAAAAN = NAAAhAAN = [012135] since AAAAAA = 
(l)6,5)(2)O,4)(AAAAhh)t2’5’3^4’6’0^ = (l,6,5)(2,0,4)AAAAAA; NAAAAAAN = 
NAiiAAAA-N — [012030] since AAAAAA = (l,4,2)(5,0,6)(AiiAAi3A) ’̂6’3’0’2’5’^ =
(1,4,2)(5,0,6)AAAAAA;  NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [012035] since AAAAAA 
= (l,2,5,O)(3,4)(AAAAAh)(2’o’6K3’5’4) = (1,2,5,0)(3,4)AAAAAA; NAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAN = [0126] since AAAAAA = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(AAAh/2,0^3,4) = 
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)AAAA; NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010254] since AAAAAA = 
(2,5,0)(3,4,6)(AAAAAA)(1’2)(3’6) = (2,5,0)(3,4,6)A AAAAA-
The orbits of M01235) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAN, 
NA A AAA AN, NAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAN = 
NhAAAN = [0123]. Also, NAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [012135] since
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*0l2350  = (1, 3, 2, 4, 6, 0, 5)(* o*1235)^ ’6’4’0^3’^ = (1) 3, 2, 4, 6, 0, 5)*! 6*2653;  
77*01235/7  = 77* o*i*2 o*43/7  = [012043] since *oi235  =
(1,5,0,3, 2)6,4)(* o*i*2 o*43) (1’5)(3,4) = (1,5,0,3,2,6,4)* 0*520345  Wi*235/7  = 
/7* o*i*24/7  = [0124] since *oi235  = (1,4,5,3)(2,0)(*o  *124)  ^’5’2,0^3'6^ =
(1.4.5.3) (2,0)*i *504;  77*01235/7  = /7*oi2s/7  = [0125] since *oi235  =
(1,4,6)(2, 3,5)(* 0*i25) (2’0,6y(3’5’4) =(1,4,6)(2,3,5)* 6*io 4; 77* 0*l235 6/7
= 77*01243/!  = [010243] since *oi2356  =
(1.5) (2,4,0,3)(*oi243)( 1’4’3^2’6,0) = (1,5)(2,4,0,3)*2461-  The only new dou­
ble coset is [012354]. 77*012354(1,5, 6)(2,3,4) = 77t0*5*3*4*6£2 = 77* o*i*2*354  =>■ 
7^(012354) = 6j 5}(2)4, 3), (1,5,6)(2,3,4)}. ‘Thus, [012354] contains
|77| / |tt(012354) I = 168/3 = 56 single cosets.
The orbits of 77(01240) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4}, {3}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets 77*0124-/",  -7r*oi24/7 , 7r*oi 2*4  *02-77,  7r*oi 2*4*o3-7 r] 
77*01245 7,  and 77*oi246/7-  However, 77*o  1*240 /7 = 77*0124-77  = [0124]. 
Also, 77* 0*1*24 q*i77 = 77*oi32/7  = [010320] since *oi24  =
(1.4.5.3) (2,0)(* 0*io32) (1’2’0,3’5’4’6^ = (l,4,5,3)(2,0)*3250;  77*0124/7  = 
77* o*i*o*24 o/7 = [010240] since *oi24  = (1,6,5)(2,0,4)(* 0*i*o*24 o/1,6^4’0) =
(1.6.5) (2,0,4)(*46 4*2o4i  7r*0*i247 0*5Ar = 7(* 0*i 2*i35-N  = [012135] since 
*0l2405  = (1,4)(3, 6, 5, 0)(*ol235 ^ 1,5^2,0^ = (1, 4)(3, 6, 5, 0)*25O315  
77*01246-77  = 77*01234/7  = [012304] since *oi 2*4o6  =
(1,2,4) (3,5,0)(*oi234 ^ ’4,5’2’0,3’^ = (1)2,4) (3,5,0)* 3*4*o*635-  The only new dou­
ble coset is [012403]. 77*oi 2*4o3(2,0,6)(3, 5,4) = 77*61035  = NtotitztjtQts => 
jy(0i2403) = (2,6,0)(3,4,5), (2,0,6)(3,5,4)}. Thus, [012403] contains ]77| / |77<012403) |
= 168/3 = 56 single cosets.
The orbits of 7/"(01241) on T are {0}, {1,2,4}, and {3,5,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets 77* 0*1*2*4*i*0/7j /7*oi *241-77,  77* 0*i243-T7.  However, 77* 0*i*2*4*i*i77 
= 77*0124-77  = [0124]. Also, iV* o*i*24 i*o/7 = 77* o*i*2*4 o*377  = [012403] since 
*o*i*24 i*o = (1,5)(2,3,0,4)(* o*i*2*4 o*3) (1’°>4’3-5’6’2) = (1,5)(2,3,0, 4)* 4*0*i*3*4*5  and 
77* o*i*24 i*377 = 77* o*i*25/7  = [0125] since *o*i*2*4*i*3  =
(1,6)(2, 0,3,4)(totit2t5)(1’o)(2’4A6) = (1,6)(2,0,3,4)t1t0t4t6-
The orbits of jV<01243) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con- 
sider the double cosets 77*01243-77,  77* 0*i*2*4*3 i/7, 77*01243-77,  77* o*i*2*4*377,
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*Voi243'Z>  , and However, NtotitzhtshN = ■
Ntotit2t4N = [0124]. Also, Ntotit^tstoN = Ntotit^hN = [0132] since *oi 2*43o  
= (l,4,5,3)(2,0)(totit3t2)(1’3’2)(4’0'5) = (l,4,5,3)(2,0)t5t3t2t1; NtotititJzhN = 
Ntotitot2t3t3N = [010235] since totit2t4t3ti = (1,6,4,5,3,0,2)(totitot2t3t5/1,6^4’0) = 
(1,6,4,5,3,0,2)44*64235;  NtQtit2t4t3t2N' — NtQtit2t()t4t5N = [012045] since 
*oi243  = (1,5,2,4,0,6,3)(Mi*2 o*45) (1’6’2,5,0’3’4) = (l,5,2,4,O,6,3)*365io;  
*Vtoi 2*43A r — NtotitoteN = [0126] since *oi 2*43  —
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)(to*i26 (2’o)(3’4) = (2,O,5)(3,6,4)t2tltot6; WiWMA' = 
NtotititstsUN = [012354] since <0*12/435  = (l,6,3,2)(4,5)(totit2W4)(1'5,6)(2’3’4) =
(1,6,3,2) (4,5)*o *61245;  = A^to*io234V  = [010234] since *oi2436
= (2,4)(3,5,0,6)(to/iM2t344)(0’1’2’3’4’5’6) = (2,4)(3,5,0,6)tit2iit3t4i5.
The orbits of 1V(01246) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con- 
sider the double cosets Ntotit^t^toN, Ntatit^tetiN, Ntotit^tetzN, NtQtit^tQt^N, 
Ntotit2t4tet4N, NtQtM^tQtsN, and Ntotit2t4tQtGN. However, =
Ntotit2t4N = [0124]. Also, Ntotit2t4tQtoN = Ntotit2tot3t4N = [012034] since 
totitlWio = (l,2,4)(3)6,5)(t0tit2*o/3<4) (1’W>(2,6) = (I,2,4)(3,6,5)tot4t6tot5t3; 
*Voi246̂  = Ntotitot2totsN .= [010205] since *oi 2*46i  = 
(l,O)(2,6,5,4)(* o*io25) (1,4’5’2’o’3’6} = (l,0)(2,6,5,4)43*4302;  NtotrffatfaN = 
A7o*  1*2  *304  A’ = [012304] since 404it2= (3,5)(6,0)(td*i24 34o*)^ 2’6,4’5^3’°^ =
(3,5)(6,' 0)43*1635;  *V"oi2463  = ^"40*12035  = [012035] since *oi2463  =
(2,4)3 5,0,6)(*oi235 (1’4’O’3’6’2’5) = (2,4)(3,5,0,6)* 3 *453615  Ntoht&t^N = 
*V4oi4o2t54V"  = [010254] since *oi246  = (2,5,0)(3,4,6)(*o4i24)^ ’0,2X3’6’4^ = 
(2,5,0)(3,4,6)42*02153;  *V4 0*i2465V"  = A+o*i3 2Ar = [0132] since *oit 2*465  = 
(1,4,0,6)(2,5)(4otit3t2)C1’o’2X3’6’4) = (1,4,0,6)(2,5)t2*o6i  •
The orbits of M01250) on T are {0,1}, {2,5}, {3}, {4}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets 4V*oi25A,  A**oi 2*5o 2A*,  ^40*12503)  *V4oi 2*5o4V,  and 
*V4o*i*25 o*6N-  However, *Voi 2*5oV  = = [0125]. Also, *V4 o*i*2*5 o*2V
= *V4oio25ZZ  = [010250] since *01252  =
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)(4o*iot 2*5o) (3,6)(5’0) = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)45*1520;  Wi*25o3V  = 
*Vtoio235V  = [010235] since *oi253  = (1,0,2)(3,6, 4)(4o*i*o*235)^ ’2’6X4’0,5^ = 
(1, 0,2)(3,6,4)45*2534;  *̂4012504  = *V0124  = [010241] since *oi 2*5o4  
= (l)O)(2,6,5,4)(*oi24) C2’6’o)C3’415) = (l,0)(2,6,5,4)* 2*i265;  WiMsMeA" = 
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N*oi23-N  = [010232] since *oi256  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(*oti23 ^ 1,5’6^2’4,0^ = 
(l,0,2)(3,6,A)t2t5t2t4t3h-
The orbits of A^01252) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,5}, {3}, and {4,6}. So we consider 
the double cosets N*oi25N,  N* o*i*2*52 iN, NtoAk *52  N, A^* o*i*253N,  and 
N*oi25 2*4^-  However, N*oi25 2N = N* o*i*25-N  = [0125]. Also, N*oi25N  
= N* o*i*2 i*5 o-N = [012150] since *oit 2*5 2*o  = (*oi25)^ ’2’5,0^3,4^ = *12505  
A**ol25-N  = AT*0l25N  = [012105] since *ol25  = (*0l25)^ 1,5,0^3’6’4^ 
= *15205  Nto*i253-N  = A/’*ot1to*2o5N  = [010205] since *oi253  = 
(1,0,6)(2,5,3)(*0125') (1’6’2^4’5’0) = (l,0,6)(2, 5, 3)*6055  Nt0*l254N  = 
AT*oi234-N  = [012134] since *oi 2*524  = (1,2,3,6)(4,5)(* o*i*2 i*34)^ 1’0^2,6,5’4^ =
(1.2.3.6) (4, 5)* i*o*6 o*32-
The orbits of aX01260) on T are {0,4}, {1,6}, {2}, {3}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A**oi  *260  *o-N,  N*oi  *260  *1N,  N* o*i*26 o*2N,  N* o*i*26 o*3N  , and 
N* o*i*26 o*5N . However, Ar*oi26N  — N*oi26-N  = [0126]. Also, N* o*i*2*6 o*iN 
= N*oi 2*o4N  = [010204] since *o*i*26 o*i = (1,4,5,3) (2,0)(*oi24 ^ 1’4’2^5’0’6^ =
(1,4,5,3)(2,0)*6 *46125  N*oi26-N  = A**oi24N  = [010241] since *oi 2*6o2  
= (*oi24)^ 1,0^4’6^ = *10265  N*oi263-N  = N*o*i*o*235-N  = [010235] since 
*0142603  = (1, 5, 2,0)(3,6)(* 0ti*0235) (1,6’0)(2’3’5) = (l,5,2,0)(3,6)*it 6tit3*52;  
N* o*i*2*6 o*5N'  = Nt0tit0t3t2t5N = [010325] since *oi265  = 
(1,5,2,0) (3,6)(to*io325 C3’5)(6’o) = (1,5,2,0) (3,6)* 6*i6523.
The orbits of A^01261) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N* q*i*26 i*oN, N*otit 2*6iN,  N*oi26N,  ATto*i263-N,  
N* o*i*2*6 i*4N ‘, N*oti26i5-N,  and Nto*i26-N.  However, N* o*i*2*6 i*iN = 
N* o*i*26-N  = [0126]. Also, N*oi *261  *o-N  = AT*oi243N  = [012403] since 
totiWito = (I,2,3,4,5,6,7)(totit2t4tot3)(1’6)(2’o’:’’4) = (l,2,3,4,5,6,7)t3W2t3t4; 
N* o*i*2*612N  = N* o*1*32N  = [0132] since *oi26  =
(1.6.2) (4,5,0)(totit3t2)(1'2’6’3)(4'o) = (l,6,2)(4,5,0)t4t2tii6; WiWitsN = 
NtotitotitotiN = [010204] since totit2t6tit3 = (1,4,6)(2,3,5)(totito<2toi4)^1’3’5^z’l)’6’ =
(1.4.6) (2,3,5)*63o45  N* o*i*26 i*4N"  = N*014234^  = [012304] since *oi264
= (1,3,5)(2,6,0)(t0tit2i3iot4)(1’4’2)(3’0’5) = (WJMOjWiW*  Ntot^tetrteN = 
Ntot1tot3t2toN = [010320] since = (I,6,2)(4,5,0)(toti4ot3t2to/2’6’0^3’4’5' =
(1.6.2) (4,5, 0)* 2*i*246-  Thus the only new double coset is [012615] and it contains
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168 single cosets since A/X012615) = {e}-
The orbits of A^01262) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,6}, {3}, and {4,5}. So we consider 
the double cosets Ar*oi 2*62oAf ) NtotfafafafaN, Ntotfa2tfafaN, Af*oi 2*623A r, and 
NtotfafatfaN. However, Ntotfa2tfat2N =.Ntotfa2tQN = [0126]. Also, NtotfafatfaN 
= NtotfafatfaN = [010242] since totjfatfato = (*oi24)^ 1’0^2,6’5’4^; Ntotfafat2tiN 
= Ntotfa2t3t2tiN = [012321] since totfa2tfah = (1,2,6)(4,0,5)(* o*i*2*3*2 i)^1,6’3^4’0’5^ = 
(1,2,6) (4,0, 5)tfafatfafa\ NtotihtfatgN = Ntotfatotgt^N = [012035] since totfafatfa 
= (l,6,2,3)(5,0)(* 0*i 2*o35) C1’6’5)(2,3’0) = (15 6,2,3)(5, 0)* 2*63 2*o*i; =
NtotfafatfaN = [012136] since totfatfatt. = (1,6,4,0)(3,5)(*oi 2*i36)^ 2’5’4’6^3,0^ = 
(1,6,4,0)(3, tytfafafafafa.
The orbits of A^01302) on T are {0,1,3}, {2}, and {4,5,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets NtotfafatfaN, A^oii^/o^^AZ, and NtotfafatfaN. However, 
NtotfafatfaN = NtotfafaoN = [0130]. Also, NtotfafafatoN = Ntotfa^fatfaN = 
[012032] since *o*i3o 2*o  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(* o*i2o3 2)C1’6’3’2)C4’5) =
(1,0,2)(3, 6,4)* o*6 i*o*2*i; NtotfafatfaN ~ NtotfatfaN = [0132] since totfafatfa ~ 
(1,0,5,2)(3,4)(f0ti^2)(1’3*5’6-4-0’2) = (1,0,5,2) (3,4)* 2 tfafa.
The orbits of it01320) on T are {0,6}, {1}, {2}, {3,5}, and {4}. So we consider 
the double cosets NtotfafafatoN, NtotfafatohN, NtotfafafafaN, NtotfafafafaN, and 
NtotfafatfaN. However, NtotfafatfaN = NtotfafaN = [0132]. Also, NtotfafatfaN 
= NtotjfattfaN = [010203] since totfafafafa — (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(.* o*i*o*2 o*3)^ ’6’3’2^4’5^ = 
(1,0,2) (3,6, tytotfafafaffa] NtotfafafafaN = Ntot-itfatfaN = [012032] since *oi32  
= (l,0,2)(3,6,4)(t0iiW3i2)(1’6!3’2)(4,5) = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)* o*6*io2;  NtotfafatfaN = 
NtotfafafatoN = [010230] since totfafatfa — (1,6,5)(2,3,O)(*oi23 ^ ’6’5^2’3’0^ =
(1,6,5)(2, 3,0)* 2*62303  NtotfafatfaN — NtQtit2tfaot3N = [012103] since *oi324  
= (1,2,0)(3,4,6)(t0*i2iiiots) (1’3’2)(4’0’5) = (l,2,0)(3,4,6)Wi*352.
The orbits of A^010203^ on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets 7V*oi23AZ,  Ntotfaot2tfat2N, Ntotfaot2totfaN, 
NtotfafatotfaiN, and Ntotfaot2totfaN. However, Ntot-ifafafafatgN = Nto A *02  A’ = 
[01020]. Also, Ntotfaot2*o3 N — Ntotfa2tfa)N = [01230] since *oi23  =
(l,3,2)4,O,5)(*ol23) (1’°’4’2’6’3’5) = (1,3, 2) (4, 0,5)*4 *06543  Wl*023V  = 
W1*32OV  = [01320] since *0*io23  = (1,4)(3,6,5, 0)(* o*i*3*2*o)(1’2’3’4’5’6’0) =
(1,4)(3, 6,5,0)* i*2*43 i; TV* o*i*o*2*o*34 AZ = Nt0tfa2tfa3N = [01213] since *oi 2*o34  
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= (1,2)(3,5,6,0)(AhAh*3 (1’4’3’5)(2’^ = (l,2)(3,5,6,0)h*4t6h;  NAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAN = [01231] since AAAAAAA = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)(AAAAA/1,4’3’5^2’6) =
(1.2) (3,5,6,0)AAAAA-
The orbits of N^010204) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, 
NAtiAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01020]. Also, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = 
[01204] since
AAAAAAA = (2,4)(3,6,0,5)(AAAAA/2’4^5’6) = (2,4)(3,6,0,5)AAAAA;
NAAioAhhAN = NAtiA*6oN  = [01260] since AAAAAAA = 
(l,0,2)(3,6,4)(AAAAA)C1’o)(2,4j5’6) = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)AAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAN = [01261] since AAAAAAA = (1,5,6)(3,0,4)(AAAAii)^’3’5^2’6,0^ =
(1,5,6) (3,0,4) A Ah A A*  The other three double cosets are new. Now, 
NAAAAAAA(l>4)(6,0) = NAAAAAAA = NAAAAAAA => (l>4)(6,0) G 7/(0102040) 
= {e, (1,4)(6,0)} and therefore, there are |N| / [N^o1o2O4°)| = 168/2 = 84 single cosets 
in [0102040]. On the other hand [0102043] and [0102046], both contain 168 single cosets 
since 7/(0102043) = 7/(0102045) =
The orbits of 7/(°i°205) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN,
NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, IVA A A AAA AN = NAAAAAN = 
[01020]. Also, NAiiAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01252] since AAAAAAA =
(1.5.2) (3,4,6)(t0tit2t5t2)(1'2’4)(5’6'0) = (I,5,2)(3,4,6)t5t2t4t6t4; IVtotitoWst^ =
= [01246] since toti tn t2 tots t4 = (1,6,2)(4,5,O)(totit2t4t6/1’4’0,2’5'6’3) =
(1.6.2) (4,5,0)AAAAA- The other two double cosets are new. There are 168 single 
cosets in [0102050] since jv(0102050) = {e}. NAAAAAAA(A0)(4,6) = NtiA*iAhA  — 
NAAAAAAA- Then, jv(°i°2052) = ((l,0)(4,6),(1,2)(3,6)) which is of order 6, thus the 
number of single cosets in [0102052] equals |N| / |n(0102052)| = 168/6 = 28.
The orbits of 7/(010230) on T are {0}, {1,3}, {2}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, 
NAtiA*2 io4N,  NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAN = [01023]. Also, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01230] since 
WoWoh = (l,5,4,2,3,6,7)(totit2t3to)(1'°.'4’2'6'3’5) = (1,5,4,2,3,6,7)t4 Wstd;
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/7*oi23-77  = Ntotit3t2toN = [01320] since *oi23  =
(1,0,2,5)(3,6)(*oi32)^ ’5’2’0^3’6^ = (1,0,2,5)(3,6)*i  *56015  *Voi *0235-77  = 
-77*oi243- 7  = [0102043] since *oi235  = (1,5)(3,4)(*oi243 ^ ’0,213’6,5’4^ 
= (1,5)(3, 4)* 2*o*23 i*65  -77* o*i*o*23 o*6-77  = -77* o*i*o*2 o*5 o-77 = [0102050] since 
*0 i*0236  = (1,5)(3,4)(*oi2 ^ ’2,o,4’e’5’^ = (1,5)(3,4)*2 o*43-  The only 
new double coset is [0102304] and it contains 168 single cosets since jy(0102304) = {e}_
The orbits of yvt010232) On T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A* o*i*o*23 oA, A*oi23 2*2A, T7* o*i*o*23-77,  
/7* o*i*o*234/7,  and 77* o*i*o*235-77 . However, 77* 0*i *023-77  = NtQtit0t2t3N = 
[01023]. Also, 77*oi23-77  = 77* 0*i *0246-77  = [0102046] since *o 1*023  = 
(l,0,3)(4,6,5)(*oi246) (1’4’°’6)(2’5) = (1, 0, 3) (4, 6, 5)*6 *465015  77*0123/7  
= 77* o*i*o*32-77  = [01032] since *oi23  = *01325  -77* O* 1*0235-77  = 
77* o*1*25 o-77 = [01250] since *oi235  = (l,6,4)(2,5,3)(*oi25)^ 1,4’2^5’0’^ =
(1,6,4)(2, 5,3)*64io-  The only new double coset is [0102324] and it contains 168 single 
cosets since /rf0102324) = {e}.
The orbits of jv(°10234) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 77*oi 2*34o-77,  77*oi  *02  *341  -77, 77*oi  *0234-77,  
77*oi234-/7,  77*01234-77,  -77*012345- 7,.  and A*o  1*0236-77.  However, 
77*01234/^  = 77*oi23-77  = [01023]. Also, 77*oi *0234-77  = 77* o*io 2*3o4-7 r 
= [0102304] since t0titot2t3t4to = (I,3,6,5,2,0,4)(t0titot2t3tot4)(1'2’3)(4’5'0) = 
(l,3,6,5,2,0,4)*423i55  7/* o*i*o*2*34 i-77 = 77* q*i*o*234-77  = [0102324] since 
*010234  = (l,5)(2,3,0,4)(*ol0234) t2,4^3’°^ = (1, 5)(2, 3, 0, 45*31  *34025  
77*oi 2*342-7 r = 7** o*i*2 i*s-77 = [01215] since *01  *0234  =
(1,5,6)(3,  0,4)(* i*2*i*5) (2’6’3)(4’510) = (1,5,65(3,0,45*4160;  W1*02347/  = 
-77*0124/  = [01024] since *oi 2*34  = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(*oi24 ^ 1’2’0^3’4’6^ = 
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)*i2o65  /7*o 1*02345-77  — 77*01243-77  = [01243] since *oi2345  
= (1,3) (2,5,6,45(*oi23)^ 1,0’6’5’4’3,2^ = (1? 3) (2,5,6,4)* 6*o  1*32-  The only new double 
coset is [0102346] and it contains 84 single cosets since
^(0102346) = (i}2)(3,6)}.
The orbits of 7T(010235) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A*oi 2*35oA,  77*01235-77,  A*oi 2*35-77,  
77*oi2354 7,  and 7/* o*io2357/-  However, A*oi235sA  = 77*0123//  = 
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[01023]. Also, Ntoti4q42t3tGtoN = Ntotitot2tot4t3N ~ [0102043] since ioi1*02£3 isto = 
(O,3,2,4,6,0,5)(to*iotz43)+ 6’0)<3’6’4) = (Q, 3,2,4,6,0,5)ti WaWs;
Ntotitot2t3t5t2N = NtotifatQtoN = [01260] since =
(l,4,5,3)2,0)(ioti* 2t6*o)^ 2’5’3^4,6’0) = (1,4,5,3)(2, 0)Mi454o44; NtotM&tststsN = 
NtotihtstoN = [01250] since totit^fafafa = (2,3,5)(4,0, 6)(t0 iiis^s^o)^1,4’5^2’0,6^ =
(2.3.5) (4,0,6)i6* 4ioiii65 Ntotitot^t^N = NtotyfatitsN = [01243] since toiiioi2i3*si 4 
= (1,0,4,2,6,3,5)(4o4i424443)f1-4)<6-0) = (1,0,4,2, 6,3,5)tQt4t2tit3.
The orbits of jyt010240) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets Ntotlfarfv^totoN, NtotitofatitotiN, NtotitofatitofaN, 
Ntotitot2t4totiN, Ntotitot2titot5N, and NtotittfatitotoN. However, Ntotitot2titotoN 
= NtotifafatiN — [01024]. Also, NtotitofatitotiN — Ntofat2totiN = [01204] since 
tot i4042t4t0i i = (1,0,3) (2,4,6)(totit2iot4/1,6,2’4’3’5’o) = (1,0,3) (2,4, ^^4^3-, 
Ntotitot2t4tot2N = Ntotit2t4toN = [01240] since 4oti4o42t44ot2 =
(1.6.5) (2,0,4)(4o4it2t44o)(1,6^4,0) = (1,6,5)(2T0,4)A^6^2^o^4; A+oiiic^tiiot+V = 
Ntotitot2tot4toN = [0102040] since iotiioi2i4*o4  = ioiiioi2tot4to; Ntotitototfl-QtsN = 
Ntotitot2t3tot4N = [0102304] since totiioi2*4oi5  = (3,6)(5,0)(ioii*o2i3io4 ^ 1,3’5’6’4’0’2^ 
= (3,6)(5,O)4243424i45424o. The only new double coset is [0102406].
AT4o4i4o42444o46(1,6,4)(2,5,3) — NtotGtot5titot4 — 7Vto4i4o42444o46 => (1,6,4)(2,5,3) G 
^(0102406). ThuS) ^(0102406) = {e> (X>6,4)(2,5,3), (1,4,6)(2,3,5)} and the number of 
single cosets in [0102406] is 
|7V| /1 jv(°102406) | = 168/3 = 56.
The orbits of AT(010241) on T are {0,4}, {1,6}, {2}, {3}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets Ar4oti4o42444ito7V, NtotjfafatititiN, 7V4o4i4o42444i42?7, 
N4o4i4o42444i43N, and Ntotitot2t4titGN. However, 7Viotitot2t4tiiiiV = 7Vioii*oi2 4Af = 
[01024]. Also, Ntotitot2t4titoN = Ntotit2tot4N = [01204] since 4o4i4o42t44ito =
(l,2)3,0,6,5)(t oM2toM(1’6’5)(2'°'4> = (l,2)(3,O,6,5)t4t6tot4t2; Ntot1tot2t.itit2N = 
Ntotit2t3toN = [01260] since totiiot2i4tii2 = = titotaMi;
Ntotitot2t4tit3N = Ntotit2t5toN = [01250] since totitot2t4tit3 =
(l,6)2,0,3,4)(to<iWo) (2’°’6)C3’5’4) = (l)6)(2,0,3,4)t6tiW6; Wi*o24i5AT  = 
NtotitofafaN = [01025] since to^titi£5 = (1,0,5,2)(3,4)(to^i^o^2^s)^1,4^3’5^ = 
(1,0,5,2) (3,4)ioi4to*23-
The orbits of yv^010242) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4}, {3}, and {5,6}. So we consider
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the double cosets Ntotitot2t4t2toN, N‘totitot2t4t2tiN’, NtotitQt2t4t2t2N, 
NtQt\tot2t4t2t3N, and NtotitotrfiteigN • However, !Vtotitot2t4t2t2Ar = NtotitffatiN = 
[01024], Also, NtQtitffatitrfoN = Ntotitot^totitoN = [0102040] since tQtitot2t4t2to =
(2,5)(4,6)(totitot 2tot4to)^1’4,2^3’0,5^ = (2,5)(4,6)i5t4t5tit5t2t5; Ntotitot2tit2t1N — 
Ntgt= [01262] since = (tot 1*2^6 12)^1’0^4’6^ = titot2t4t2;
Ntotitot2t4t2hN = Wit2t3tiN = [01231] since totitot2t4t2t3 =
(1.2.4) (3,5,0)(totit2t3ti)^1,3’6,0,2’5’^ = (l,2,4)(3,5,0)t2t6t5t6t3- The only new double 
coset is [0102425]. ATtotitot2t4t2t5(2,3,5)(4,0,6) = Ntgtitgtztotifa = Artotitot2t4t2t5 
=> (2,3,5)(4,0,6) G A'(°102425). Thus, there are |AT|/ |at(0102425)| = 168/3 = 56 single 
cosets in [0102425] since Arf0102425) = {e, (2,3,5)(4,7,6), (2,5,3)(4,6,7)}.
The orbits of AT<010243) on T are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets Artotitot2t4t3toN, Ntotitot2t4t3t3N, and NtotitfaUhtsN. However,i
NtQt1tot2t4t3t3N = Ntotitot2t4N = [01024]. Also, NtQtitot2tit3toN = Ntot-fatstsN = 
[01235] since totitot2t4t3to = (l,6,5)(2,O,4)(totit2t3i5)(1'4’2)(3AO) =
(1.6.5) (2,0,4)43tititsis. The only new double coset is [0102435].
ArtQtitot2t4t3t5(2,5,3)(4,6,0) ='AAt^tsts^ts = NZotitoi^tsts and 
Z7totitot2t4t3t5(l, 4,2)(3,0,5) = — ATtotitot^tsts => (2,5,3)(4,6,0) and
(1.4.2) (3,0,5) G JVC0102435) => M0102435) = ((2,5,3)(4,6,0), (1,4,2) (3,0,5)) , which is a 
group of order 21, thus the number of single cosets in [0102435] is equal to
]2V] / | aK0102435> | = 168/21 = 8.
The orbits of A^010250) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets AfrotiioXMoto-X, Ntptitot2i5totiA/', AI4o4]4ot2t5tot2N, 
N‘totitot2t5tot3N, A/'totitot2t5tot4A/', IVtotitot2t5tot5tV, and AftotitotutstotetV'. However, 
Ntotitot2t5totoN = A/’totitot2t5N' = [01025]. Also, Ntotitot2t^totiN = NtotitJot^N = 
[01205] since totifot2t5toti = (1,5)(2,0)(totii2tot5)^2’0’5^3’6’4^ = (1,5)(2,O)t5titot5t2;. 
Artotitot2t5tot2Af = Ntotit2tJoN = [01250] since totitot2t5tot2 = 
(l,0,2)(3,6,4)(toiit2tsto)(1>5’2’0)(3’6) = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)tit5tot2*i;  NtotitotitstotsN = 
IVtotito^totstotV = [01205] since totitot^stots = totitot2tot5to. The other three double 
cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in [0102503] and in [0102504] since A^0102503) = 
jy (0102504) _ But XtotltOt2t5tOt6(lJ 4, 2)(3, 5, 6) = A'Wot3 = totltot2t5tot6 =>
(1.4.2) (3,5,6) G M0102506) => 7/(0102506) = {e, (1,4,2)(3,5,6), (1,2,4)(3,6,5)} thus the 
number of single cosets in [0102506] is equal to |JVj / |jv(°102506) [ = 168/3 = 56.
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The orbits of A^010252) on T axe {0,1,2,5}, {3}, and {4, 6}. So we consider the 
double cosets N*oi 2*52N,  7Vto*io253N,  and 7V*oi254N.  However, 
JVM1*025 N = ATtoti*025 N = [01025], The other two double cosets are new. 
N*0l253(l,  0)(4, 6) = Nti*ol253  = N*0l253  and 
^■40*10253(1, 2)(5,0) = Nt5*25io3  = N*oi253  => (1,0)(4,6) and
(1,2)(5, 0) G N<0102523) => N(°102523) = ((1,0)(4,6), (1,2)(5,0)) , which is a group of order 
8, thus the number of single cosets in [0102523] is equal to | AT] / | A^0102523) | = 168/8 = 21. 
Also, N*oi254(l,  0)(2,5) =7^41*01524  = N*oi *0254  and 
Artoti*o254(l,2)(5,0)  = Nt5*25itoti4  = *oi254  => (l,2)(5,0) and (l,0)(2,5) 
G A*(° 102524) => yy(01O2524) _ ((}, 2)(5,0), (1,0) (2,5)), which is a group of order 4, 
thus the number of single cosets in [0102524] is equal to | AT| / | at(°102524) | = 168/4 = 42.
The orbits of A^010254) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 7V*oito2547V,  NtoMoMsMi'N, N*oi254 2N, 
N*o  1*0  *25437^,  7V*oi *0254 TV, 7V*oi2547V , and ATo*io  *254  kTV. However, 
7V* o*i*o*2*547V  = N*oi25N  = [01025]. Also, Nto*io 2*54 2N = N*oi234N  
= [0102304] since *oi254  = (1,4,5,2,0,3,6)(*oi234 ^ 1,3’0^2’4’6^ = 
(1,4,5,2,0,3,6)*i34oi  N*oi2543 N = N*oi234N  = [01234] since 
totitoi2t5t4i3 = (1, o, 5)(3,4,6)(t0iiW4)(1’2)(3’6) = (1,0,5)(3,4,6)toi2tit6i4; 
7V*oi2547V  = N*oi23N  = [01232] since *oi254  = 
(l,3,0)(2,6,5)(4oW3* 2)(1’2’4W’5) = (l,3,0)(2,6,5)t0*2W4; Wi =
Ntotititit^N = [01246] since totitotitstits = (1,5,0)(3,6,4)(tbtit2t4t6)(1’2’0^3’4’6' = 
(1,5,0)(3,6,4)41*203-  The other two double cosets are new.
N*olO254(l, 2,4)(5, 6,0) = 7V*52t546l  ~ N*olO254  (1, 2, 4) (5, 6, 0) G
jy(oio254O) 7y (0102540) _ {e, (1,2,4)(5,6,0), (1,4,2)(5,0,6)}, thus the number of single 
cosets in [0102540] is equal to |N| / | Ar(01()2540) | = 168/3 = 56. On the other hand there 
are 168 single cosets in [0102541] since aA0102541) = {e,}.
The orbits of A*( 010320) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets N*oi3 2*oN,  N*oi3 *201  N, N*oi32 2N, 
7Vto*io32-N,  7V*oi324N,  N*oi3257V,  and Nto*iM32o6N ■ However, 
N* o*i*o*32 o*oN = 7V*oi3 2N = [01032]. Also, ATo*io32N  = N* o*i*2*i*3N  
= [01213] since *oi *0321  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(to*i3 ^ 1,0,6’5,4’3,2^ = 
(1,0, 2)(3,6,4)*6 o*i*o*25  N* q *103  *20  N = Nk*it 2t6*iN  = [01261] since *oi *032  
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= (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(AAAAA)(2,0’6>t3’5’4) = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)AAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAN= [01230] since AAAAAAA = (1,6,5)(2,3, OXAAAAA/1’6’5^2’3,0) =
(1.6.5) (2,3, 0)AAA* oA; NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102504] since 
AAAAAAA — (l,5,4}2,3,6,0)(AAAAhAi4)(1,4’3^2’6’o) =
(1,5,4,2,3,6,0)AAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = NAAh*4oN  = [01240] since 
AAAAAAA = (1,2)(3,5,6, OXAAAAA/1’6’4,5,3’0,2) = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)AAAAA- The 
only new double coset is [0103204]. NAAAAAAA(1,5,4)(2,6,0) = NAAAAAAA — 
NAAAAAAA => (1,5,4) (2,6,0) € N<0103204) => N<0103204) =
{e, (1,5,4)(2,6,0), (1,4,5)(2,0,6)}, and the number of single cosets in [0103204] is equal 
to |N| / |N<0103204) | = 168/3 = 56.
The orbits of //(°10325) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = 
[01032]. Also, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102046] since AAAAAAA = 
(1,6,0,4)(2,5)(AAAAAAh/1,4’6^2’3’5) = (1,6,0,4)(2,5) A AAAAAA; NAAAAAAAN 
= NAAAAAAAN = [0102523] since AAAAAAA = AAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAN = [01260] since AAAAAAA = (1,5)(2, S^^XAAAAA/1,0’4’6^3’5) =
(1.5) (2,3,0,4)AAAAh; NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01215] since AAAAAAA 
= (1,3,0)(2,6,5)(AAAAA)(1,G)(2,4’3’0) = (1,3,0)(2,6,5)AAAAA-
The orbits of yyt012030) on {qj, {1}> {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAhhAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01203]. Also, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN 
= [0102504] since AAAAAAA = (l,2,4)(3,0,6)(AAAAAAA)^’4’6^2,3’5^ =
(1,2,4)(3,0,6)AAAAAAA;  NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102046] since 
AAAAAAA = (1,3, 5,4)(2,0)(AAAAAAA)(1,4j3’2’6’5'o) = (1,3,5,4)(2,0)A AAAAAA; 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01230] since AAAAAAA = AAAAA; 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01234] since AAAAAAA =
(l,3,2)4,0,  SXMiW^1,4’5’2,0'3’61 = (l,3,2)(4,0>5)t3tlW5;
NtotitotitotstoN = ,0102050] since totititotitots = (l,3,5,4)(2,O)(toiiio*2oB<o)< 2’4^B’6^ 
= (l,3,5,4)(2,0)AAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102503] since 
totitsioWs = (l,O)(2,4,5,6)(to*lW5^) (1’4X3,6) = (l,0)(2,4,5,6)tot4t0t2t3tot5.
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The orbits of 7f(°12032) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A* o*i*2 *032  *o//,  A* o*i*2*o*32A , A*oi 2*o32-/7,
A*oi  *2034-77,  and A*oi 2*o35-7 r• However, A* o*i*2*o*32A  = A* o*i*2*o*3-77  = 
[01203]. Also, A*oi23A7  = A*oi32-T7  = [01302] since *o*i*2*o*32 o =
(1.6.5) (3,2,0)(*oi3 2)(1’2,3’6^4’^ = (1,6,5)(3,2,0)*o 2*6o35  A* o*i*2*o*32A  = 
A* o*i*32 oA = [01320] since *o*i*2 o*32  = (1,4)(3,6, 5,0)(* 0*i 3*2o) (1’2>3’4’5’6’0) =
(1,4)3  6,5,0)* i*2*43 i; A* o*i*2*o*324A  = 77*01246^  = [0102046] since 
*0l'2034  = (1)O,4)(2,3,5)(* o*i*o*2 o*46) (1’5’4’3J(6’°^ = (1,0,4)(2, 3, 5)*6 *562305  
A*0i235A  = A* o*1O2346A  = [0102346] since *0l235  =
(1,6,0) (2,3,5)(*012346 (1>4,3)(216’0) = (1,6,0)(2,3,5)* 2*4*26i3o-
The orbits of /A012034) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets A* o*i*2*o*34 oA, A*oi234A,  A* o*i*2 o*342A,  
A*oi 2*o34A,  77*oi *2034-77,  A* 0*i *20345-77,  and A* o*i 2*o3 4*6  A. However, 
77*01234-77  = A*0i23A  = [01203]. Also, A* o*i*2*o*34 oA = 77*01246-77  = 
[01246] since *oi234  = (1,6,5)(2,4,3)(*oi 2*46)^ 1’5’3,4^2’6^ =
(1.6.5) (2, 4,3)* o*56 i*55  A*oi 2*o342-77  = A* o*io253-7 r = [0102503] since
*01  *2034  = (1, 5, 6)(2, 3, 4)(*ol0253 t1,0’2’4’5,3’6^ = (1, 5, 6)(2, 3, 4)* 2*024365  
A*oi 2*o34A  = A* o*i*o*23 4-77 = [0102324] since *oi234  = 
(l,0,4,6)(3,5)(*oi234) (2’6’0)C3’4,5) = (1, 0,'4, 6) (3, 5)* 2*12645  A*0l 2*0345A  
= A*oi23 2A = [01232] since *oi 2*o345  = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)(*oii 2*3*2)(1,0’2’4’5’3’6) =
(1,2)(3, 5,6,0)* 2*0465  A*oi 2*o346A  — A*oi24-77  = [01204] since *oi2346  
= (1,5)(2,O)* o*i2o4-  The only new double coset is [0120341].
A*0l234(l,  2, 45(5, 6,0) = A*5243l  = A* 0 *12  *03  *41  => (1, 2, 4)(5, 6, 0) G 
^(0120341). Then, ^(0120341) = (i#2,4)(5,6,0), (1,4,2)(5,0,6)}, and there are
1771 / | Aft0120341) | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [0120341].
The orbits of /d012035) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A*oi 2*o35/7,  A* o*i*2*o*352-77,  A*o 1*20^353-77,  
A* o*i*2*o*35 4A, and A* o*i*2*o*35A.  However, A* o*i 2*o 3*5A ‘ = A*oi  *203//  = 
[01203]. Also, A* o*i*2*o*35 o-77 = 77*oi *246-77  = [01246] since *oi235  =
(1,6)(2, 0,3,4)(* 0*i*24 6)(1’5’2’6,3’0,4) = (1,65(2,0,3,45*456135  W1 *2035-77  = 
A* o*i*2*6 2A = [01262] since *012352  = (1,5,2,0)(3, 6)(* o*i*26)^ ’5’4,6’0,3’2^ = 
(1,5,2,0)(3,65*3510;  A* q*i*2*o*35 A = A* q*i*2 i*sA = [01215] since *oi 2*o35  
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= (l,5,2)(3,4,6)(*oi 2*i5) (1’6)(2j4’3’O) = (155,2)(3,4,6)* 2*645;  Wi*2o354V  = 
A+o*i *234 Ar = [01234] since *oi *20354  = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)(*oi234/ 1,o’2,4,5’3’6> = 
(1, 2) (3, 5, 6, 0)*2O465-
The orbits of ;y(012043) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 77*01243 A, 77*01243̂,  77*o *1204377,  
A*toti2o43V,  A** o*i*2 o*43V,  77to*i2o435Z7 , and A*toi2o436-N-  However, 
77*01243 A" = 77*0124 7  = [01204]. Also, NtOti*2043  77 = Af*ol23-A  = 
[01213] since 
totitsWsio = (l,5,6)(2,3,4)(to*it 2tit3)<1’l!’3'2)(4’5) = (1,5,6)(2,3,4)t0*6i/62;
7/"* 0*i  *2043177  = 77*oi *024677  = [0102406] since *oi243  =
(2.5) (4,6)(*oi24 ^ ’2’6’4’0,3’^ = (2,5)(4,6)43*23604;  77*oi243 277 = 
A**oi254A  = [0102506] since *oi243  = (1,6,5)(3,4,0)(*o *102 *5o4)^ 1,5X3,4^ 
= (1,6,5)(3,4,0)*o2i35  AT*oi *2043 N = 77*01234 /"  = [0102324] since 
*0l2043  = (l)0,4,6)(3)5)(*0l234 ^ ’6’°X3’4’5^ = (1, 0,4, 6)(3, 5)*2164;  
77*012435 7  = 77*01235 7  = [01235] since 40*12035  =I
(1,5,3,6,2,4, O)(* o*i*235) (1,5)(3,4) = (1,5,3,6,2,4,0)* o*5*24i ; TWoWeW = 
77* 0*i *23177  = [01231] since *oi *20436  = (2,5)(4,'6)(to*i23)^ 2’0’4’3X5’6^ =
(2.5) (4, 6)* 4*i*o*2 i-
The orbits of aX012045) on T are {0,2,5}, {1}, and {3,4,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets 7r*oi245^>  77*oi 2*o45x77,  and 77*oi  *2045377.  However, 
AT4o*i2o4577  = 71*0124 77 = [01204]. Also, 7/"*ox  *2045177  = 774o4i*2o3i77  
= [0120341] since *0*i2o45  = (1,2,3,0,6,4,5)(4o4i42*o34i) (1’3)C2’4,6,5) = 
(1,2,3,0,6,4,5)*o *340165  7/Yo* 1*20453  7f = 71*012437/^  = [01243] since 
*0l20453  = (1) 4,0,6)(2,5)(4o*i243 (1’6K2’3) = (1,4,0, 6)(2, 5)* 0*634 2.
The orbits of A^012052^ on T are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets 7^*012577,  77*01253 7,  and 77*0125 /".  However, 
7I*o  1*2  *052  *27^ = 77*01  *2057/"  = [01205]. Also, 7/"*oi253A r — 7/'* o*i*o*2 o*4 o-A 
= [0102040] since *oi253  = (1,5,2,6,3,0J4)(* 0*ito 2*o4)^ 1,0’4X2,3’^ = 
(1,5,2,6,3,0,4)* *0431;  77*o  i* 2*o527f  .= 7f*oi25 27I = [0102052] since 
*01205  = *0l25-
The orbits of aX012103) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi23 7,  7/'* q*i*2 i*o*3 2A', 7/"*oi23A",
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7Vto*l2io34AZ,  and NtotfatfatfaN. However, A* o*i*2*i*o*3AZ  = AZ*oi *210 AZ = 
[01210]. Also, jV*oi23Af  = TV£o*i  *025  *04  AZ = [0102504] since *01  *21  *03  =
(1.2.4) (3,0, 6)(* o*i*o*25 o*4)^ 1,4-6)(2>3>5) = (1,2,4) (3,0,6)i0*403265  TVt0A *21  *032  AZ 
= AZ* o*i*o*2 o*4 oAZ = [0102040] since *0123  =
(1.2.4) (3,0,6)(*oi24 (1,4’6^2i3’^ = (1,2,4) (3,0,6)i0*40365  AZt0*1*203477  
= AZ*oi *0254 AZ = [0102540] since *oi234  =
(1,5,6)2 0  3)(* o*i*o*2*54 o)^1!3’5’0’2’4’^ = (1,5,6)(2,0,3)* 2*324065  TV*oi 2*io3577  
= AZto*i32oAZ  = [01320] since *oi 2*io35  = (1,6,5)(2,4,3)(to*i 2*o)^ 1,2’3^4’5,t)^ =
(1.6.5) (2,4,3)*4 2*i*3*4.
The orbits of jyX012105) on T are {0, l, 2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets AZio*i 2*i  *05  77, N tot fat 1 *053  AZ, and NtotfatfatfaN. However, 
7Vto*i2o5sAZ  = JV£o*i  *210  AZ = [01210]. Also, NtotitfafafatoN = Ntgti*25 AZ 
= [01252] since *oi 2*io5  — *01255  NtotfatfatfaN = TV£g*  1*02  *346  77 
= [0102346] since to*i *21  *053  = (1,2)(5,0)(to*io346 ^ 2,0^3,4^ = 
(1, 2)(5, 0)t2*l2O436-
The orbits of 7V(°12134) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NtotfatfatfaN, TVtoi 1*2  *34177,  NtotfatfatfaN, 
AZto*i *21  *34 AZ, 7Vto*i *21  *34 AZ, 7V*oi 2*i *345 AZ, and NtotfatfatfaN. However, 
NtotfatfatfaN = NtotfatfaN = [01213]. Also, NtotfatfatfaN = 7V*oi *02541  AZ 
= [0102541] since *01  *2*i *340  = (1,3,4,5)(6,O)(*oi24)^ 1,3’6’5,2’0,4^ = 
(1,3,4, 5) (6,0)*4 *340215  AZi0*i 2*i34AZ  = 7V*oi243AZ  = [0102043] since 
*0l234  = (2, 3, 4, 0)(5, 6)(£o*lO243 (1,5,3,4^2’6> = (2, 3,4, 0)(5, 6)*o *506145  
NtotfatfatfaN — 7Vio*io25AZ  = [0102050] since *oi 2*l34 2 = 
(l,4,6,0)(2,3)(*oi25) (115’6)C2’0’3) = (1)4,6,O)(2,3)* 3*53 o*36;  NtotfatfatfaN 
= AZio*io25eAZ  = [0102506] since £0*1  *2134  =
(l,4,2)3,5,6)(*oi256) tl,3)t2’5’6,4j = (l,4,2)(3,5,6)* o*3o5645  NtotfatfatfaN 
= NtotfatfaN = [01252] since *oi 2*i *345  = (2,3,4,0)(5,6)(* 0*i*2*52) C1’0)C2,6’5’4) = 
(2,3,4,0) (5,6)*i  *0645  NtotfatfatfaN = NtotfafatfafaN = [0102503] since 
*0l2346  = (15 0, 5)(3, 4, 6)(*01253 ^ 1,5’2^3’4’^ = (1, 0, 5)(3, 4, 6)* 5*0*52l4-
The orbits of jv(012135) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NtotfatfatfaN, NtotfatfatfaN, NtotfatfatfaN, 
NtotfatfatfaN, NtotfatfatfaN, NtotfatfatfaN, and NtotfatfatfaN. However, 
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NtQtit2tit3tGtGN = Ntotit2tit3N = [01213]. Also, NtotifatitsfatoN = NtotitofafatifaN 
= [0102541] since *oi235  = (1,2,4)(3,0,6)(toti^o^2*5A^i)^ 1,2*4^3’6’5^ —
(1.2.4) (3,0,6)to *204315  N*oi *21  *351  N = 7VYo*i24o-N  = [01240] since 
*O12  *351  = (1,6; 3,2) (4,5)(* o’*i*24 o)(1,5)(2’O) = (1?6,3,2)(4,5)*25O45  
N*o  1*2  *135  *2^  = Nto*  1*02  *5  *04  A- = [0102504] since *01  *2  *135  *2  =
(1,4,5,3)(2,0)(io*io25 4/1,2^3i6) = '(1,4,5,'3)(2,0)*o *201545  Ntotit2t 1*35 N = 
2V* o*i*o*23 o*4^ = [0102304] since *oi 2*i35  = (1,4,6)(2,3,5)(* o*i*o*23 o*4)^ ’3^2’^ 
= (1,4,6)(2,3,5)*o3i45  *̂01  *21  *354^  — Nfatit2t3tGN = [01235] since 
iohWs^ = (l,6)2,5>.O,3,4)(iotiW5)<1'o,4’6,fe5) = (1,6,2,5,0,3,4)44*0253;  
7Vto*i2356A r = 7V'*oi 2*34A r = [01234] since *oi2356  =
(1.2.4) (3,0,6)(tot1t2*34) (2’3'5)(4’016) = (1,2,4)(3,0,6)t6tit3*8*o.
The orbits of jv(012136) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets A7o*i236oN , lVto*i2  *361-^,  A7o*  1*2  *13  *62-^,  
7V*O1236A ‘, 7Vt0*i236 4N, Af*oi2-365^ , and 7Vt0*i236A.  However, 
At0*i *21  *36^  = lV*oi2'3V  = [01213], Also, Nto*l236oN  = ATto*lO23 4A' 
= [0102304] since t0*i 2*i360  = (l,0,2,3,6,5,4)(to*io234) <1’5’2’0)(3!<!) = 
(1,0,2,3,6,5,4)tit5titot6tit4; 7Vto*i236A  = Ntotitot2tot4t3N = [0102043] since 
*O1236  = (1,4) (3-, 0,5,6)(io*io2 4*3) t1,4’0^2’5’^ = (l,4)(3,o, 5,6)tit4tit5tit0*i;  
Ntotit2tit3tGt2N = 7Vto*io2 *<125^  = [0102425] since *oi236  = 
(*0l2 4*25)^ 1’5’3,0,4’6’2'1 = *451635  AYo*l  *1236^  — N*0l254A  
= [0102524] since *oi236  = (*oi234)^ 1’3’5’6’4’0’2^ = *231505  
Ntotit2tit3tGt4N = Ntoti*o254A'  = [0102504] since *oi2364  = 
(1,0,5) (3,4,6)(*oi254 (1’5’2)(3’4’6) = (1,0,5)(3,4,6)t0*501  *2065  Wi*2i 3*65AT  
= W1*26^V  = [01262] since *0*i 2*i365  - (l,3,5,4)(2,0)(* o*i26) (2’M’5)(3’O) = 
(1, 3,5,4)(2,0)* 3*l64.
The orbits of A^012150'^ on T are {0}, {1,2}, {3,6}, {4}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets N*oi 2*i5oA ?’, Wto*i 2*i5oA',  A’io*25o3A,  
Arto*i25o4A r, and Arto*i 2*i5oZZ.  However, 7V*oi 2*i5oA r — Ntot^tifaN = 
[01215]. Also, jV*oi *2150 N = N’to*io25A'  = [0102050] since *oi 2*i *501  =
(l,5,2)3,4,6)(to*io25) (1’°’2)(3’6’4) = (l,5,2)(3,4,6)t2*o 2*i25 2; Wi*2i5o3A;  
= N*oi 2*324A r = [0102324] since *oi2 *503  =
(1.2.4) (5,6,0)(*oi234 t2,3’6^4,0i^ = (1,2,4)(5,6,0)*g *153605  *̂01  *2  *15  *04^  
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•= 7V* 0*i*2*3 iTV = [01231] since *oi 2*i5o4  = (l,2,5,0)(3,4)(*oi 2t3*i)^ 1,2^3’5’6’°^ = 
(1,2,5,0)(3,4)*3t 2*i52;  TV* 0*1*250 TV = TV*oi 2*5 2TV = [01252] since *oi *2150  
= (M1M5* 2)(1,0,5^3’4’6) = *502l
The orbits of A^012304) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets TV*oi 2*3o4TV , Nio*i23o4N,  TV*oi234 2TV, 
ATio*  1*23  *o43  N, AT*oi 2*3o4N,  A* *o*i*2*3 o*45N  , and N*otit 2*3o46N.  However, 
A7* o*i*2*3 o*4N  = N* o*i*2*3 o7V = [01230]. Also, 7V* o*i*2*3 o*4 oTV = TV*oi 2*54iTV  
= [0102541] since *o*i*2*3 o*4 o = (*oi254/ 1’5’2’6’3’0’4) = *456215  
N* o*i*23 o*4 i-N = TV* o*i*26 iTV = [01261] since *o  1*2304  1 — 
(2)0)5)(3,6,4)(i0tit2*6*i)< 1>2,4)(3,5,0) = (2) 0,5)(3, 6, 4)43*265  W1M3W2TV = 
Ntoti*o253-N  = [0102503] since *oi234  =
(1.6.5) (2,3,0)(to*io 2*5o3) (1’2’°’3,5’4’6) = (1,6,5)(2,3,0)43*2045;  TViotit2*3o4TV  
= Ntotit2t4*oN  = [01240] since *oi234  = (l,5,6)(2,4,O)(to*i 2*4o/ 1,6’3,°’2,5’4) =
(1.5.6) (2,4,0)t2*65125  TV* 0* 1*23  *o*4 sTV = 7V* o*i*246TV  = [01246] since *oi 2*3045  
= (2,3)(4,O)(*oti 2*46) (2’5’4,6)(3,O) = (2, 3)(4, 0)43*15625  TV*O 41*2306 TV = 
Nto*i23t2N  = [01232] since *o*i 2*3o46  = (1,0,2,5)(3,6)(to*i23 2)(1,3’4’0’6’5’2) = 
(1, 0, 2, 5)(3, 6)*05-
The orbits of aX012321) on T are {0,5}, {1,2}, {3}, {4}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets TV*oit 2t3* 2*ioTV,  TV*oi 2*3 2*iTV,  7V* o*i*2*32 i*3TV,
AT*oit 2*321  *4V , and TV* o*i*23 i*67V.  However, N* o*i*23 i*iN = TV*oi *23  TV = 
[01232]. Also, TV*oi 2*3 2*ioTV  = TVto*io324TV  = [0103204] since *oi 2*32io  = 
(2, 5, 0)(3, 4, 6)(to*lt032O4 (1,2’O’5)t4’6) = .(2, 5, 0)(3, 4, 6)t5*2*5406;  TV* o*1237V  
= N*otit 2t6*2N  = [01262] since *oi23  = (l)2,3)(4,5,0)(io*i6) C1’3’6’2^4^ =
(1,2,3)4 5 )O)*43125  N* 0*i*23  1*4 TV = TV* o*ito2o5TV  = [0102052] since 
*0l234  = (2, 6)(4,5)(*otito 2*o52)^ ’6’4’5’3,0’^ = (2,6)(4, 5)t2*62135  
TV*oi *23  1*6 TV = TV*oi2346TV  = [0102346] since *oi236  = 
(l,2,5,0)(3,4)(to*io2346) C1’0’6)(2’5’3) = (1,2, 5,0)(3,4)*6 0*6524l-
The orbits of aA012354) on T are.'{0}, {1,5, 6}, and {2,3,4}. So we consider the 
double cosets TVtoti*23t54o7V,  7V*ot 1t2t3t5*4i7V,  and TV*oit 2t3*547V.  However, 
TVto*it2354TV  = TVto*l235TV  = [01235]. Also, TV*otit 2*354oJV  = 7V*olto254TV  
= [0102540] since *oi2354  = (*oi254/ 1’5,2’6’3’0,4) = *456215  
7V* 0*i*2354 iTV = 7V*oi243TV  = [01243] since *oi2354  =
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(1.3) (2,5,6,4)(AAAAA)(1’5’6)(2’4’3) = (1,3) (2,5,6,4) AAAAA-
The orbits of 7/(012403) on T are {0,2,6}, {1}, and {3,4,5}. So we consider the 
double cosets jVAAAAAAAN. NAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01240]. Also, NAAAAAAAN’= NAAAAAN = 
[01261] since AAAAAAA = (1,5)(2,4,0, SXAAAhA/1’2’3’6^4’5) =
(1.5) (2,4,0,3)AAAAA; NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAN = [01241] since AAAAAAA 
= (I,416,0)(2,3)(t0tit2t4ti)<1'0)('1’6) = (l,4,6,O)(2,3)titot2t6to-
The. orbits of jv(012615) on T axe {0,4}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAAN, NA*  1AA A A AN, and NAAAAAAAN. However, NAAhhAAAN = 
NAAAAAN = [01261]. Also, NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102541] since 
AAAAAAA = (1,0,2,5) (3,6) (AAAAAAA/1,3’5^2’6,0) = (1,0,2,5)(3,6)AAAAAAA; 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102046] since AAAAAAA =
(1.3) (2,5,6,4)(t0titot2tot4t6)(2’4)(3’5’0’6) = (I,3)(2,5,6,4)t6tit6i4t6t2«3;
= NAAAAAAAN = [0102324] since AAAAAAA =
(1.6.5) (2,O3X<oW2W4)(1'3,o)(2’4’6) = (I,6,5)(2,0,4)t1t3tit4tot4t6; W1W1M3JV 
= NAAAAAAAN = [0120341] since AAAAAAA =
(1,0,6,5,4,3,2)(totit2tot3t4*l) (1’5’2'4’o’li,3> = (1. o, 6,5,4,3,2)t<5t5titit1tat3-, 
NAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAN = [0102346] since AAAAAAA =
(1,4,2)(3, 0,5)(totitot2t3t4t6)(1’2’6)(4'°'5) = (1,4,2)(3,0,5)i6i2*5i6i3tol  •
The orbits of jv(°102040) On T are {0,6}, {1,4}, {2}, {3}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets NAAAAAAAhN, NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAAN = [010204]. Also, NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010240] since 
AAAAAAAA = (AAAAAA/1,4^6,0) = AAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAAN = [012052] since AAAAAAAA = 
(l,6,4,2,0;5,3)(AAAAAA)(2’5;3)(4’6’0) = (l,6,4,2,0,5,3)AAt5AAh; NAAAAAAAAN 
= NAAAAAAN = [010242] since AAAAAAAA = (1,6)(4,0)(AAAAAA)C1,2)(3’5,6,o) =
(l,6)4,0)AAAAAA;  NAAAAAAAAN — NAAAAAAN = [012103] since 
AAAAAAAA= (1,5,6)(2,4}0)(AAAAhh)(1,6’4)(2’5’3) = (1,5,6)(2,4,0)AAAAAA-
The orbits of 7/(0102043) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, 
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71*012437/^)  7/"*olO24377,  77*012435^7)  and 77*012436 -A- 
However, 77*oi243-A  — 77*oi24 7  = [010204]. Also, 77*oi243N  = 
77*01236-/^  — [012036] since *oi243  = (l>O)(2J4,5,6){Mi*2o36/ 1’°’4X2’3’5) 
= (l,0)(2,4,5,6)*4o35;  71*0124377  = 77*01234 /"  = [012134] since 
*0l0243  = (1,2)(3, 5, 6, 0)(*ol234 ^ 1,4’3’5X2’^ = (1, 2)(3, 5, 6, 0)*4653j  
77*012435 7  = 7/"to*i *023577  = [010235] since *oi2435  =
(1,5,3,6,2,4,0)(io*io 2*35) C1,5)C3’4) = (1,5,3,6,2,4,0)* o*302415  7r* o*io243677  = 
7^0*102377  = [010230] since *oi2436  = (2,5)(4,6)(*oi23/ 1’4’5’6’3,2,0) =
(2,5)(4, 6)41*4102  • The other two double cosets are new.
77*01243(1)  5, 6)(2, 4, 0) = 7/"*25403  = 77*01243  =>
(1,5,6)(2,4, 0) G M01020431) => A^t01020431) = {e, (1, 5,6)(2,4,0), (1,6,5)(2,0,4)} thus, 
there are |77| / |aX01020431) | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [01020431]. Similarly, 
77*01243(1)  6,4)(2,5,3) = 77*065123  = 77*01243  ? =>
(1.6.4) (2,5,3) G 77(°1020432) => ^01020432> = {e, (1,6,4)(2,5,3), (1,4,6)(2,3,5)} thus, 
there are |77| / |at(01020432)| = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [01020432].
The orbits of 7V(°102046) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 77*01246 ^,  77*01246 7,  77o*i  *02  *046  *27/",  
77*012463 7,  77*oi246 7,  7/"*oi246577,  and 7^40*102467/".  
However, 7V*o 1*024677  = 77*oi24 7  = [010204]. Also, 77*oi246 7  = 
77*oi325 7  = [010325] since *oi246  = (1,0,4,6)(3,5)(*oi325 ^ ’o,6X2’5’^ 
= (1,0,4,6)(3,5)*e *062535  N* o*i*o*2 o*46 i77 = 77*0126 *577  = [012615] since 
*0l0246  = (1, 6)(2, 0, 3,4)(to*l26s)< 2’4)(3’6’°* 5) = (1, 6)(2, 0, 3, 4)*5l035  
7^*01246377  = 77*oi23 /"  = [012030] since *oi2463  = 
(1,6,4,0)(3,5)(*oi23 ^ 1,0’5,6’2’3’4) = (1,6,4,0)(3,5)* 5*o354t5;  77*01246^  
•= 77*0123 7  = [010232] since *oi246  =
(1, 2, 0)(3,4, 6)(*0l23 2)C1’6’0,4)(2’5) = (l,2,0)(3,4,6)t4t6*453;  Wi*o 2*ot 4*657^  
= 77*0123^  = [012032] since *oi246s  =
(1,4,2)(3, 5,6)(*oti23/ 1,3’4’5X6’0) = (1,4,2)(3,5,6)46*3264-  The only new coset 
is[01020462]. 77*01246(1,4,  5)(2,0, 6) = 77*64052  = 77*01246  =>
(1.4.5) (2,0,6) G 77(01020462> => 7^(01020462) = {e, (1,4,5)(2,0, 6), (1,5,4)(2,6,0)} thus, 
there are |77| / 17v(01020462) | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [01020462].
The orbits of A7(°1O2O5°) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
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consider the double cosets AYoMofrW'/WoA', £4*oi 2*o5iV , £**oi25 2A4, 
£4*oi253A4,  £4*oi254A4,  £**01425̂,  and NtQtitot2tQt5totgN.
However, NtQtitot2tot3tQtoN = Ntotitot2tot3N = [010205]. Also, NtotitffatotstQi^N = 
NtotifytitJoN = [012150] since *oi254o  = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(toti^^i^sto)^1’2,0^3,4’6^ 
= (2,0,5)(3,6,4)* i*2 o*25 i5 A** o*i*o*2 o*5 o*3V  = Ntot^tohtiN = [012034] since 
40*102453  = (2J5,4,6)(3,O)(4o*i2o34)^ j6’5^2’3’^ = (2,5,4,6) (3,0)*2  *632045  
*V4o*i*o*2 o*5 o*4-N  = A*4oio23A r = [010230] since *oi 2*o54  =
(3,6)5 0 (4o*io23)^ ’3’5’6’4’0,2^ = (3,6)(5,0)* 2*32l55  4V*0l25V  = 
*Voi25V  = [010250) since *oi25  = *01255  £**oi256A4  = 
Ntgti*2*o3A4  = [012030] since *oi256  = (1,2,6,3)(4,0)(*oi2/ 2,4^5,6) = 
(1,2,6, 3)(4,0)*oi4-  The only new double coset is [01020501]. 
£*404x402051(1,3)(4,5)  = £**o324  = £44o*i*o*2 o*5 o*i and 
£4* o*i*o*2 o*5 o*i(1,4)(3,5) = £**o423  = N4o*i*o*2 o*5 o*i => (1,3)(4,5) and
(1,4)3 5  G Aft01020501) => Art01020501) = {e, (1,3)(4,5), (1,4)(3,5), (1,5)(3,4)} thus, 
there are |AT| / |a*( 01020501) | = 168/4 = 42 single cosets in [01020501].
The orbits of A^0102052) on T are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets £**oi25 2A* , A**oi253A,  and £**oi25A4.  
However, A**oi25 2Ar = A**oi25£4  = [010205]. Also, £** o*i*o*2 o*523A  = 
£**0123 A4 = [012321] since *oi253  = (1,0, 5,2)(3,4)(*oi3)( 2,0’6^3’5’4-1 
= (1,0,5,2)(3,4)46*1055  £4*0 125^4  = £44o4i42*o52A4  = [012052] since 
*0l025  — *0l25-
The orbits of yyt0102304) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets £4*oi234A4,  £**oi234V,  £**oi234 2A*,  
£4* o*1O234A4,  £**0l234V,  *V0l2345A4,  and £*4010236^4.  
However, £**oi234A4  = £** o*i*o*23 o*V  = [010230].Also, £**oi234V  = 
£4*01  *21  *35 A4 — [012135] since *oi234  = (l,6,5)(2,4,3)(*oi 2*i35)^ 1’3^2,6^ =
(1,6,5)(2,4,3)*O3615  *̂012344  = £**oi 2* 1*36̂4  = [012136] since 
*0l0234  = (1, 3, 6, 5, 2,0,4)(*0l36)^ 1,0’2’5^3’6^ = (1,3,6, 5,2,0, 4)*205635  
£** o*i*o*23 o*43-A4  = £**oi  *024̂4  = [010240] since *oi234  — 
(1, 5)(3,4)(*oi24/ 1,2’0’4’6’5’3) = (1,5)(3,4)*4 *24065  £4*0123 045̂  = 
£4*01  *0234\4  = [010234] since *0l2345  =
(1,4,6,2,3,0, 5)(* o*i*o*234) C1’312)(4’o>5) = (1,4,6,2,3,0,5)*531205  £**oi2346\
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= A*oi25 4A = [010254] since *oi23 4*6  =
(1,3,6,5,2,0, 4)(*oi25 4)^1,0’3^2,6’4^ = (1,3,6,5,2,0,4)* 3*o 3*652-  The only new 
double coset is [01023040]. A*oi234(l,  3,2)(4,0,5) = A*5 3*5i 2*5o  = 
A* o*io234  => (1,3,25(4,0,5) G M01023040) => N^01023040^ =
{e, (1,3,2) (4,0,5), (1,2,3) (4,5,0)} thus, there are |A| / []y(0102304°) | = 168/3 = 56 single 
cosets in [01023040].
The orbits of 7Z(°102324) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets A*oi234A ‘, A* q*i*o*2*3 2*4*iA, A*oi234A,  
A* o*i*q*2*324  A, A* 0*l0234A,  A* 0*l02345A , and A* 0*102346A.  
However, A* o*i*o*234A  = A* o*i*o*23A  = [010232].Also, A*oi234A  = 
A*oi243A  = [01020431] since *oi23 4*o  =
(2,5,3) (4,6,0)(totitoW4t3ti)(1’5'3)(2’O’6> = (2,5,3) (4,6,0)t6 WoWits;
A*olO234  A = A*oi234A  = [010234] since *0l234  =
(l,5)2,3,O,4)(t otitot2t3t4)(2'4)(3’o) = (1,5)(2,3,0,4)t3tit3t4tot2; Ntotitotitatit&N = 
NtotitititstoN = [012150] since = (l,5,6)(3,O,4)(totit2tit5£o/1,6’2^4’5’°)
— (1,5,6)(3,0,45*4613;  A*oi 2*324A  = A*oi243A  = [012043] since 
*010234  = (1, 2, 3, 6)(4, 5)(*o *120435 (2’°’6h3>5>4) = (1, 2, 3, 6)(4, 55*6103;  
A*olO234sA  = A*O1234A  = [012034] since *0l2345  =
(1.2.3.6) (4,5)(*0i234) (2’0’6)C3*M) = (1,2,3,65(4,55*61053;  A* 0*i *02346 A = 
A*oi26s/7  = [012615] since *o 1*02346  = (2,3,6)(4,0,5)(*oi26 ^ 1,0’3^2’6’4^ 
= (2,3,6)(4,0,5)* 3*o645-
The orbits of jyf0102346) on T are {0}, {1, 2}, {3,6}, {4}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A*oi2346A,  A*oi2346A,  A*oi2346A,  
A*oi2346A,  and A*oi2346sA.  However, A*oi2346eA  = 
A*oi23 4A = [010234]. Also, A*oi 2*3*4*6oA'  = A*oi23A  = [012321] since 
*0l023 *460  = (1, 2, 3, 6) (4, 5)(*ol23)^ 1,6’°^2’3’5^ = (1,2, 3, 6) (4, 5)*i  *6355  
A*0l2346/7  = A*ol *261  *5-77  = [012615] since *0l2346  =
(l,3,6,2)4,0)(*ol265) (1’316)(4’5’0) = (1,3, 6, 2)(4, 05*4321  A*0l2346A  = 
A* o*i*2 i*o*5A  = [012105] since *oi 2*346  = (l,2,5)(3,6,4)*oi255  
A*0i23465A  = A* o*i*2Q3 2A = [012032] since *ol23465  =
(2.3.6) (4,0,5)(*0i23 fl’3’4)(2,0’6) = (2,3,6)(4,0,5)* 6*3*o64-
The orbits of yvC0102406) on T are {0}, {1,4,6}, and {2,3,5}. So we consider the 
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double cosets A7o*i  *024  *06  77, Ato*io246A r, and A7o*i *0246-77.  However, 
77* o*i*o*24 o*6 77 = 7V*oi *024 *o77  = [010240].Also, AZ£o*io 2*4o6A r = 
TVto*io24377  = [01020431] since *01  *0246  =
(1,0,2)(3,6, 4)(* o*i*o*2 o*43 i)^1,5’2’6’3’0’^ = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)*  *546105  
Ntot 1*0246 77 = A*oi 2*o43A r = [012043] since *01  *0246  = 
(1,4,3,0,5,2,6)(t0tit2tot4t3)(1’2’4)(3’°’6) = (1,4; 3,0,5,2,6)t6t2 Wito-
The orbits of jv(0102425) on T are {0,4,6}, {1}, and {2,3,5}. So we consider the 
double cosets AZto*io24577,  AZto*io245AZ,  and Arto*io245AZ . However, 
AZto*io24 2*5AZ  = 77to*io24 277 = [010242].Also, 7Vto*io2 *425 *o77  = 
77*oi  *2*i  *36-77  = [012136] since *oi245  =
(1,2,4)3 6 5 (*oi236)^ 1,5^2’0^ = (1,2,4)(3,6,5)*2 s*o*536-  The only new double 
coset is [01024251]. 77fo*io245(l,4,6)(2, 3,5) = 77*04362  = 
7Vto*lO245  arid A70*l0245(l,  0)(4, 6) = AA*0l *2650  = Ntotitot2t4t2t5ti 
=► (1,4,6)(2,3,5) and (l,0)(4,6) 6 JV<O1°242S1) = <(1,4,6)(2,3,5), (1,0)(4,6)> is a group 
of order 12 => there are 168/12=14 single cosets in [01024251].
The orbit of //X0102435) on T is {0,1,2,3,4,5,6}, so we only consider the double 
coset A*oiio243577  = A*oi 2*437V  = [010243].
The-orbits of az(°102503> on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets Ato*io25377,  77to*io25377,  7V’^o*io253 2Ar, 
Ntot1*0253 77, 77^0*102534-77,  77to*lO253-77,  and 77£o* 1*0253677.  
However, 77to*io253 7  = 7Vto*io25A r = [010250] .Also, TVto*  1*0253-77  = 
TVio*i2o34-7Z  = [012034] since *oi253  = (2,5,0)(3,4,6)(io*i2o34 ^ 1,6’3’5’4’2’^ 
= (2,5,0)(3,4,6)£i*601525  77io*io25377  = Ntotfat3tot4N = [012304] since 
totitoi2i5*oi3 i  = (l,2,O)(3,4,6)(totit2t3tot4)(4’6’4’5’3’o’2) = (1.2,0)(3,4,6)t2t6tiWs; 
77^0*10253-^  = 77*01246-77  = [01020462] since *oi253  =
(3,5)6 0 (*oi246)^ ’5’4’2’3’6,0^ = (3, 5)(6,0)*i fit 3*l *2035  TV£0*l02534V  — 
Ntot fat fat 4N = [012134] since *oi2534  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(*oi23/ 1,2’5^3’6’4) 
= (1,0,2)(3,6,4)*o 2*52635  77*01253-7/'  = 7V*oi243 *2 AZ = [01020432] since 
*0l0253  = (1,3, 2)(4,0,5)(totiio*043 ^ 1,5’2’0^3’^ =
(l,3,2)4,0,5)*i5o46;  Wto*i *0253677  = AZto*i 2*o3A r = [012030] since 
*0i02536  = (1,2,6,3)(4,0)(io*i2oy 1’4^3’^ = (1, 2, 6, 3)(4, O)* 0*4205-
The orbits of aX0102504) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
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consider the double cosets NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, 
NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAAN.
However, NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN — [010250] .Also, N*oAAAAN  = 
NAAA*iAAN  = [012103] since AA AAA*o  = (1,5,6)(2,4,0)(AAAAhh/1,6’4^2’5’3) 
= (1,5,6)(2,4,0)AAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN — NAAAAAAN = [012135] since 
AAAA A AAA = (l^^e^^XAAAAAA/1’2^3’6) = (1,0) (2,6,5,4) A AAAA A; 
NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAA*o43N  = [012043] since AAAAAAAA =
(1.6.5) (3,4,'0)(AAAAAh/1’5^3’4) ~ (1, 6,5)(3,4,O)AAA* o*3A;  NAAAAAAAAN = 
NAAAAAAN = [012136] since AAAAAAAA = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(AAAAhh/1,2’5^3’6’4) 
= (1,0,2)(3,6,4)AAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010320] since
AA AAAAAA = (l,553,6,2,4,0)(AAAAAA)^1’3’4^2’0’^ = (l,5,3,6,2,4,0)AAAAAA; 
NAAAAAAAAN = NAAA*o3N  = [012030] since AAAAAAAA =
(1.5.6) (2,4,0)(AAAAAA)(1’6’4)(2,5’3) = (1,5,6)(2,4,0)* 0 AAAAA-
The orbits of jy(0102506) on T are {0}, {1, 2,4}, and {3, 5,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets NAAAAAAAAN, NAAAAAAAAN, and NAAAAAAAAN. However, 
NAAAAAA*6hN  = NAA*oN  = [010250].Also, NAA*oN  = 
NAAAAAAAAN = [01023040] since AAAAAAAA = (AAAAAAAA/1,6,0’4^2,5) = 
AAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN = NAAA*ih N  = [012134] since AAAAAAAA =
(1,5,2)(3, 4, eXAAAAAA/1’3^2’4’6’5) = (1,5,2)(3,4,6)AAAAAA-
The orbits of 7/(0102523) On T are {0,1,2,5}, {3}, and {4,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets NAAAAAAAAN, NAA* oAAA*3N , and NAA*o A34N.  However, 
NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010252].Also, N*oAAAAA3 N  = 
NAAAAAAN = [010325] since AAAAAAAA = (AAAAAA/1,2’0,5^4,6) = AAAAAA; 
N* o*i*o*2*5234N  = NAAAAAAAAN = [01020501] since *oA* oAAA*34  = 
(1,4,0)(2,5,3)(totitot2tot5ioti)(2’4)(3'5’o’6) = (1,4,0)(2,5,3)t6tit6t4t6tot6ti.
The orbits of jy(01t)2524) on T are {0,1,2,5}, {3}, {4}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets NAAAAAAAAN, NA* i*oAAA*4 N , NAA*o A4N , and 
NAAAAAAAAN. However, NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [010252] .Also, 
NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAN = [012136] since AAAAAAAA = 
(AAAAAA/1’5’3’0’4’6’2) = AAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN = NAAAAAAAAN 
= [01024251] since AAAAAAAA — (1,4)(3,6,5,:0)( AAAAAAAA/1’9’5’3’4’2’6) =
(1,4)(3, 6,5,0)AAAAAAAA; NAAAAAAAAN — NAAAAAAAAN = [01020501] 
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since *0125246  = .(1,5,3) (2,0,6)(*oi25b)^ ’5^2’3,0,4^ =
(1, 5, 3)(2, 0, 6)* 4*5431-
The orbits of 7/(0102540) on T are {0,5,6}, {1,2,4}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets A* o*i*o*254 o*oA, A*oi#o254-7 r, and A*oi  *02543-77•  However, 
A* o*1O254 oA = 77*01254 A = [010254].A1SO, A*0l254/7  = 
A7* o*i*2 *io3A  = [012103] since *oi254 ,= 
(1,6,4,05(3, 5)(*0l23)( 1,0’5’3’4’2’6) = (1,6, 4,0)(3, 5)* 5*06545  A*0l2543A  
= A*0l2354A  = [012354] since *O12543  = (*0l2354)^ 1,4’0’3’6’2’5^ = 
*3456l0-
The orbits of Tft0102541) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, and {5,6}. So we 
consider the double cosets A*oi254A,  A*oi254A,  A*oi *2541-77,  
A*oi2543A,  A* o*i*o*254 i*4A, and A*oi254-T7.  However, 
A*oi254lA  = A*oiO254A  = [010254] -Also, A*o *10254 A = 
A* o*i*2*i*35A  = [012135] since *oi254  — 
(l,4,2)(3,O,5)(io4t2tiW(1’4’2)(3’°'5> = (1,4,2)(3,0,SfttUhktiti; NtohtotltstititzN = 
NtotitztitstiN = [012134] since = (1,4,6,O)(213)(totit2tit3t4/I’4'°’?’s’6’3)
= (1,4,6,0)(2,3)*245io;  A*oi2543A  = A*oi23 4A = [012304] since 
*0l02543  = (*0l234)^ 1,4’0’3’6,2’^ = *345605  A* 0*l0254 4A = 
A*ol2304A  = [01023040] since *0l254  = (*ol234)^ 1’4,0,6^2’5^ = 
*6465305  A*oi254sA  = A* 0*i265-7 r = [012615] since *01  *02541  *5  = 
(1, 0)(2, 5)(*0l26 (1,3)(4,5) = (l,0)(2,5)*0 3*2634-
The orbits of yy(0103204) on T are {0,2,6}, {1,4,5}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets A* o*i*o*32 o*4 oA, A* o*i*o*3 2*o*4 4A, and A*o  1*0324-77.  However, 
A*0lO324-77  = A*oi32A  = [010320]-Also, A*oi *0324-7"  = 
A*oi 2*32i  A = [012321] since *oi324  —
(1,2,0)(3,4, 6)(* o*i*23 i)C2,4)^5’6) = (1,2,05(3,4,6)*oi43;  A* o*i*o*32 o*4 3A = 
A*oi243 2A = [01020432] since *oi324  =
(2,6,0) (3,4, 5)(* 0*i*o*2 o*43 2)C1’510’3’2’6’4) = (2,6,0)(3,4,55*35612-
The orbits of A(0120341) on T are {0,5,6}, {1,2,4}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets A* o*i*2*o*34 i*oA, A* o*i2o34A,  and A* o*i*2*o*34 i*3A.  However, 
A* 0*l  *20341-77  = A* o*i*2O34A  = [012034].Also, A* q*i*2*O341 oA = 
A* o*i*2*6 i*5-77  = [012615] since *o*i*2 o*34 i*o —
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(1,2,3,4,5,6,0)(*oi 2*6i5)^ 1’3'OX2'5’6^ = (1,2,3,4,5,6, 0)*it 3*5 2*36;  77* o*i 2*o34i A7  
= 77*01245^"  = [012045] since *oi234  =
(1,6,5) (2,0,4)(io*it 2to*45) (1’3’4)(2’o’6) = (1,6,5) (2,0,4)t6i3*oi 6ti* 5.
The orbits of 7V(01020431) on T are {0,2,4}, {1,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77* 0*i *02431  77, 77* o*i*o*2 o*43 i*i77, and 77*01243 7.  
However, 77*01243 7  = 77*oi243 7  = [0102043]. Also, 
77* 0tit0*2io43io77  = 77*oi234 7  = [0102324] since *012 *43io  = 
(1,5,4,2,3,6,0)(totitot2t3t2t4)(I’3)(2'5’6’4) = (1,5,4,2,3,6,0)io /3/o/s/i *5/2;
77*01  *o243i A'  = 77*oito246 7  = [0102406] since *oi243  ~ 
(1,5,4,2,3,6,0)(totltot2t4tot6)(1’°’3)<2’6’4) = (1> 5,4,2,3,6,O^WstsW
The orbits of JV(01020432) on T are {0}, {1,4,6}, and {2,3,5}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi243T7 , 77* 0*i *0243177,  and 77*oi243A".  
However, 77*o *1024377  = 77*oi *024377  = [0102043]. Also, 
77to*io243 7  = 77*oi324?7  = [0103204] since *oi243  = '
(1,6,0)(2,3,5)(totitot3t2tot4)(1’4’6’2'3’()’5) = (1,6,0)(2,3,5)t8 WoWei 
lVtotitot2tot4/3/2tilV = NtotitotztstotiN = [0102503] since =
(1,2,4)(5, 6,O)(totitot2 W3)(1’0,2'5)<3’6) = (1,2,4)(5,6,O)t2toWii2«6.
The orbits of yyf01020462) on are {0,2,6}, {1,4,5}, and {3}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi246 7,  77*oi24677,  and 77*oi o*2o46377 . 
However, 77*oi246 277 = 77*01246 7  = [0102046]. Also, 
77*01246 7  = 77*01  *0253 77 = [0102503] since *oi2O46  =
(1,5,3,0,4,6,2)(to*ito 2*5o3) (1’2)(3,6) = (1,5,3,0,4,6,2)*oti56.  But [010204623] 
is a new double coset. There are |77| /177(010204623) [ = 168/21 = 8 single cosets in 
[010204623].
The orbits of aX01020501) on T are {0}, {1,3,4,5}, {2} and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77* o*io2577,  77* 0tito*2o5iA7,  W*otito25i 277, and 
77*01256^7.  However, 77*0125-^  = 77* o*i*o*2*o*5 oA7 = [0102050]. 
Also, 77*01  *02 *5 o*i*277 = 77i0*i  *025377  = [0102523] since *oi25  =I
(1.5.2) (3,4,6)(t0tit0t2t6t2t3)(1’4’0’3’6’2’5) = (1,5,2) (3,4,6)t3t4t3t5tit5tG;
77t0*it 0*2o5i677  = 77*01254 7  = [0102524] since *oi256  =
(1.5.2) (3,4,6)(io*io25 2*4) C2’3)(4’O) = (1,5}2)(3,i4,6)* 4*i435o-  But [010205010] is a 
new double coset. There are |77| / |yy^010205010) | = 168/24 = 7 single cosets in [010205010].
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The orbits of yv(01023040) on T are {0,4,5}, {1,2,3}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets AT*oi234AT,  AZ*oi *02341  AT, and Af*oi2346AT • 
However, AT*oi234AZ  = A**oi234A7  = [0102304]. Also, 
7V*O1234N  = Ar*0l254  N = [0102541] since *0123 *04l  = 
(*0l254/ 156,0’4^2’5) = *465215  N* 0*l *02346^  = A7* 0*l  *025  *06^  = 
[0102506] since *0l2346  = (*01256)^ ’4,0’6^2,5^ = *64521-
The orbits of j\T(01024251) on T are {0,1,4,6}, and {2,3,5}. So we consider the 
double cosets 7V*oi 2*4 2*5iA7 , and Ar*oi245 2A7. However, 
*VoiO245l  Af — AT*oi245Af  = [0102425]. Also, A7"*oi245l 2tV = 
N*oi25 2*4N'  = [0102524] since *oi245  =
(1,0,2,5)(3,6)(totitot2t5t2t4)(1’<!’3’2)(4’5) = (1, o, 2,5)(3,SjtaWiWs.
The orbit of A'C010204623) on y ,s |o,l,2,3,4,5,6}, so we consider the double 
coset AT*01246  *23  AT = A**o  i*q*2  *046  *2  A*  = [010204623].
The orbits of M01020501°) on T are {0,1,3,4,5,6}, and {2}. So we consider the 
double cosets A7*oi 2*o5i A r, and A/'*oi25 2A?r. However, 
A^*oi25A r = AT*oi 2*o5iAr  = [01020501]. But [0102050102] is a new 
double coset.
The orbits of AAo102050102) on T is {0,1,2, 3,4, 5,6} so we only consider the 
double coset Ar*oi25 2*2Ar = A7*oi 2*o5i AT  = [010205010].
Therefore, we have found all double cosets, and the result of the double coset 
enumeration is shown in the Cayley diagram in figure 4.1.
4.3 Proof of the Isomorphism between G and 2 • M22 • 2
In order to prove that G = 2 ■ M22 : 2, we need to show first that
#(y), $(*))  is a homomorphic image of G and that |G| ~ £(y),&(*))|  =
1,774,080. Second, we must show that (4>(z), $(y), $(*))  = 2 ■ M22 : 2, from which we can 
conclude that 2 • M22 : 2 is a homomorphic image of G and G = 2 ■ M22 : 2.
In the previous section we constructed G using manual double coset enumer­
ation and we concluded that G defined by the symmetric presentation must contain a 
homomorphic image of N = L$ (2). The index [G : A] is at most 10,560, since
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Figure 4.1: Cayley Diagram of 2 • M22 : 2 over £3(2)
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|N| |N| |N| |N| |N| |N| |N|
+ 1^(0120) | + |Ar(0121)| + |yy(01213)| + |y(0124)| + •■■+ |yr(0102050102) |
168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168
168+^4+^+—+-+-+V+V+^+-+-+—+- • -+168 = W’ 56°-
That is, [G : TV] = < 10,560. Since the index of N in G is at most 10,560 and
|G| = ® ■ |N|, the order of the homomorphic image group G is at most 1,774,080.
080.
We now consider ($>(£), <&(y), $(*)).  We note that ($(£),$(?/),£(*))  is the group gener­
ated by the action of the generators x, y and t 'on the 10,560 cosets that we have found 
and it is a subgroup of the symmetric group S^ioseo- Let Gi = ($>(£), $(y), $(*)).  It is 
easily verified that |Gi| = 1,774,080. Then, Gi is a homomorphic image of G since:
1. $(N) acts as the group N on the symmetric generators, that is
S(z) : ($(*o),  #(*1),  $(*2),  $(k)> $(*4),  £(*5),  $(*e))  and 
<&(y) : ($(* 2),$(* 6))($(*4), t 5)).
2. to baa exactly seven conjugates under conjugation by $(N):
*0 = {*0,  *1,  *2,  *3>  *4,  *5,  k}-
3. Additional relations hold:
^(t3)^(k)^(k)^(k)$(k)^(k)^(k)^(k) = ($(*1),  $(*4),  S(* 2))(&(*3),  $ (*5),  $(*e))  
^(t2)^(*4)$(k)^(5 ^ t2)$($ k)^(k)^(t4)  = ($(k)^(k))(^(t4),^(k)) 
$(k)^(k)^(k)^(k)^(*o)^(k)^(k)^(k)  = e
Therefore, we have that G//<er(4>) = Gi => |G| > |Gi|. Thus, we proved that |G| = 
1,774,080.
Now, with the help of MAGMA we find that the elements
c = (1,6,5)(2,0,45*20  and d = (1,4,5,3)(2,05*235  in Gi satisfy the following 
presentation of 2 • M22 : 2:
(c, d\c2 = d4 = (cd)11 = (cd2)6 = [c, d]4 = (cdcdcd2cd2)3 = e) . 
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Now, c,d G <?i, thus 2 • M22 : 2 = (c,d) < Gv But |2 ■ M22 : 2| = |GX| = 1,774,080. 
Therefore, G\ = 2 • M22 : 2. Finally, since G = Gi, we conclude that G = 2 • Af22 : 2.
Table 4.1 lists the symmetric representation of the representatives of the 37 con­
jugacy classes of 2 ■ M22 : 2.
Table 4.1: Representatives of the Conjugacy Classes of 2 ■ M22 : 2
Class Representative Class Representative
1 Id(N) 6E (2,0,6) (3,5,4)4346*35016
2A (1,2,5)(3,6,4)*p4io25i4o42 7A (1,6,2)(4,5,0)43*640
2B (1,2,3)(4,5,0)tit3tito*2i5 7B (1,6,4) (2,5,3)*s4
2C (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 0)*5426l 8A (1,0,4, 6)(3, 5)42*162
2D (1,3,5,0,2,4,6)*os *6104 8B (1,0,4,2,6,3,5)46*365
2E (1, 4, 0, 2, 5, 6, 3)*6412 10A (1,6)(2, 3)*20564
2F (2,6)(4,5)44*206 10B (1,6,4,2,0,5,3)*654oi
3 (2, 6, 0)(3, 4, 5)* 3*1 43*032 IOC (1,6,4,2,0,5,3)46*462413
4A (l,0,3)(2,4, 5)* i*45 11 (1,2,5,6,0,4,3)41*5414203
4B (1, 2, 4)(5, 6, 0)*45l *43 12A (1,3,4) (2,0,6) *45  *46  *261
4C (3, 6)(5, 0)*iO654 12B ' (1,3,4)(2,0, 6)4q*i*3
4D (1,4,6,5,0,2,3) *o6  *oi  *5o 14A (1,5, 0)(3, 6, 4)*652
4E (1,2,4)(3,6,5)*io 14B (1,6,2)(4,5,0)*e  *21  *205
4F (1, 3) (2, 4, 6, 5)*6  1*45 14C (1,6,4,2,0,5,3)40*1065
5 (l,4,2)(3,5,6)t2*6i5 14D (1,4) (3,5)45*053412
6A (l,0,2)(3, 6, 4)45*6351 14E (1,3,6,5,2,0,4)*2i  *531
6B (1,2)(3, 6)* i*3502 14F (1,4,0,3,6,2,5) *2  *6  *2  *5  *721




The Automorphism Group of
5.1 Introduction
In the last chapter we proved that 2 • M22 : 2 = 2* 7 : L3 (2). We now factor this 
by Z(2 ■ M22 : 2) = ((1,2,5)(3,6,4)toAM2io^5io*lM 2) ■ Thus, 2* 7 : £3(2) is factored by 
the additional relation (1,2,5)(3,6,4)totitot2tot5toUfr)i2 — e and we are going to perform 
manual double coset enumeration of G over £3(2) to construct M22 ■ 2.
5.2 Manual Double Coset Enumeration
We start we the double coset NeN denoted by [*]  which consists of the sin­
gle coset N. Since N is transitive on T = {0,1,2,3,4,5, 6}, NtoN = {lVto|7r G IV} = 
{Nto,Nti, Nt2, Nt$, Nti, Nt5, Ntg} and we denote the double coset IVIqIV by [0]. Thus, 
there are seven single cosets in [0]. Now we determine the orbits of N° =
((2,6)(4,5), (2,5) (4,6), (1,5,2)(3,4,6)) on T which are {0} and {1,2,3,4,5,6}, and con­
sider the double cosets Ntot{N for one t{ from each orbit of N°. First we find that 
Ntato = N G NeN, so to takes us back to [*].  Next we consider ti, a representative 
from the orbit {1,2,3,4,5,6} and find that NtgtiN denoted by [01] is a new double 
coset. The number of single cosets in [01] equals to [IV, / |1V(O1)| = 168/4 = 42, since 
IV<01) = <(2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6)> has order 4.
The orbits of lV(01)on T are {0} , {1} , {3}, and {2,4,5,6}. We must consider 
the double cosets NtotitoN, IVtoAtilV, Ntotit2N, and lVtotit3lV. However, NtgtitiN = 
Ntg — [0], but NtotJoN, Ntotit2N, and IVtoti^IV are new. Now, we have that totito = 
*101-  Thus, Nto*io(l 30)(2,4,5,6) = N*io  — N*oi  => (l,0)(2,4,5,6) G N^010^ and 
Ad010) = ((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6), (1,0)(2,4,5,6)) is of order 8, thus the number of single 
cosets in [010] is equal to [AT] /■|N^010^| = 168/8 = 21. Also, Aid010) = {e} is of order 1, 
therefore there are 168 single cosets in [012], and aA013) — ((2,6)(4,5), (2,5)(4,6)) is of 
order 4 which implies that the number of single cosets in [013] is equal to |AT] / | Ad013) | = 
168/4 = 42.
The orbits of Ad01°)on T are {0},. {!}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets N*oi -N,  Nt^tJotiN, N*oi 2N, and N* o*i*o*3TV.  N*oi -N=  
N*oiN  = [01]. Since *oi  = *io=>  *oi==()^ 1’0^2,6'5>4\ N*oiN=  
N*oiN=[01].  But the other two double cosets are new. We note that AT0102 = {e}, but 
N* o*i*o*2(1 ) 0)(4, 6)=N* i*o*i*2  — TV*oi 2=> (1,0)(4,6) G Ad0102\ Therefore, the num­
ber of single cosets in [0102] is | AT| / |Ad0102)| = 168/2 — 84 since Ad0102)= {e, (1,0)(4,6)}. 
Also, N*oi *03(1, 0)(2,4,5,6)= TV* i*o*i*3  = N*oi3=>  (1,0)(2,4,5,6) G Ad0103), thus 
Ad0103)=((2,6)(4,5), (2,4)(5,6), (1,0)(2,4,5,6)) is of order 8 which implies that the num­
ber of single cosets in [013] is equal to |N| / | Ad0103) [=168/8=21.
The orbits of AM012) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N*oi 2*oN,  Ntgt^tiN, N*oi2 2N, N*oi 2*3-N,  N*oi24N,  
N*oi25-N  and Ntot^teN. However, N*oi2 2N = N*oiN  = [01]. But the other six 
double cosets are new. Now, AT*oi 2*o(l,  0)(4,6)=ATti*o2i  = N*oit 2*o,  by relation (1) 
(1,0)(4,6) G Ad0120d The number of single cosets in [0120] is |AT| / |Ad0120) |=168/2=84 
since Ad0120)= {e, (1,0)(4,6)}. Also, N* o*i*2 i(1,2)(3,6)=N* o*2 i*2  = N*oi 2*i,  since 
*010  = *10  => (to*i-o)^ 1’2^3’6)=(*iM 1)^’2^3’6^=> *21  = *12-  Thus, (1,2)(3,6) G 
Ad0121) and Ad0121)={e, (1,2)(3,6)} implies that the number of single cosets in [0121] 
is equal to |AT| / |Ad0121) [=168/2—84. For the other four double cosets: [0123], [0124],. 
[0125], [0126], we have that Ad0123)=Ad0124)=Ad0125)=Ad0126)={e}, so each one contains 
168 single cosets.
The orbits of Ad013)on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider 
the double cosets Ar*oi3N,  AT*oi3-N,  AZ'*oi3 2N, and N*oi3 3N. Nt0*i3 3N = 
N*oi  = [01]. Now, we show that toti*3i=(too)^ 2’6’4’5^3’0^■ (*oi3)^ 2’6,4,5^3,0^ = 
*3130  = *13 *io-  N*oi *31  N=N*oi3-N=  [0103]. But the other two double cosets are 
new. Now N*oti3(l,  3,0)(4,5,6) =Ntit3*oi=Nt 3to, by relation (1) 
=> (l,3,0)(4,5,6) G N(o13°). The number of single cosets in [0130] is |AT| / |Ad0130)|=
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168/12=14 since W<0130)= ((2,6)(4,5), (2,4)(5,6), (1,3,0)(4,5,6)) has order 12. Also, 
]V(0132)={c} thus,the number of single cosets in [0132] is 168.
The orbits of A'(0102) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6} and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N*oi  *02 A”, N*oi2 2A', N* o*i*o*2*3N,  Ntotii^tiN and 
N* o*i*o*25N.  However, Ntot 1 *02 N=N* q*i*o N= [010]. But the other four double 
cosets are new. We note that ./V*oi  *023  (1>0)(4,6)=A/'*io 2*3=Noi2  
=> (1,0) (4,6) e M01023\ Similarly, (l,0)(4,6) G M01020>, and (1,0)(4,6) G A'(01()25\ 
Thus the number of single cosets in each one of the following double cosets: [01020], 
[01023],and [01025] is |1V| / |A^01020) (=168/2=84 since 2v(01020LAr(01023)=AT(01025) = 
{e, (1,0)(4,6)} . Also, *V( 01024)={e} thus,the number of single cosets in [01024] is 168.
The orbits of A^0103' on T are {0,1}, {2,4,5,6}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets 7V*oi3A,  7V*oi  *032 N,and *Voi3A r. A7oZ]*o 3*3Ar = 
Ntot\toN = [010] Also, N* o*i*o*3 oN=7V* o*i*3./V=[013]  since *oi3=  
(1,2,0)(3,4,6)*oi35  Ar* 0*i 0*3 27V= 7V* o*i*o*25A /'=[01025] since *oi  *03=  
(*0l3) <'1’6^4,0^ = *463-
Now we are going to look at the orbits of A^0120) on T which are {0}, {1}, 
{2}, {3}, {4,6} and {5}. So we consider the double cosets N* o*1*2*q*qN, *V o*i*2*o*iN, 
A/‘*oi 2*o2A r1 A'*oi23-A r, Ar*oi 2*o4A r, and A**oi  *205  A^. However, A'*oi 2*oA r= 
N* o*i*2N = [012] and A** o*i*2*o*iN = Ntot^N = [012] since *01  *201  = 
(1,0,2)(3,6,4)(totit2)(1’'))(4'6) = (l,O,2)(3,6,4)4,4o42. Also, 4V404i424042^ = 
NtotitffatoN = [01020] since 4o4,424o42 = (I,0,2)(3,6,4)(4o4,4o424o/1,0)<4,6) = 
(1,0,2)(3,6, 4)* i*o*i*2*i. But the other three double cosets are new. Now, 
N*oi 2*o3(l JO)(4,6) = N* i*o*2*i*3  = => (l,0)(4,6) G aA01203\ Also,
*̂0125(110)(4,6)  = 7V*! o*2 i*5  = A*oi *205  => (l,0)(4,6) G A^01205). Thus, 
^(01203) = ^(01205) = (1, 0)(4,.6)}, so the number of single cosets in the double cosets:
[01203], [01205] is |7V| / |ZV<01203) [
= 168/2 = 84. Also, M01204) = {e} thus,the number of single cosets in [01204] is 168.
The orbits of A^0121) on T are {0}, {1,2}, {3,6}, {4}, and {5}. So we con­
sider the double cosets 7V*oi *210^,  A/'*oi 2*iA r, A7*oi 2*i 3A/', AT*oi *214 N, and 
Ntoti*215 N. However, Af*oi 2*iA7  = = [012]; Ar*oi 2*i4A r = Ar*oi 2*osA ir
= [01205] since 4O41424144 = (1,4,2) (3,0,5) (t0iit2tot5)C1’3’4X2’0’6) =
(1,4,2)(3, 0, 5)*6 3*o65-  N*oi 2*igN  = N*oi2A^  = [01020] since *oi25  —
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(1,0,5)(3,4,6)(ioti£o*2o/ 2,0^3’4) — (1,0, 5)(3,4, 6)t2*i2o-  But the other two double 
cosets are new. Now, Ntotfatfafl, 0) (4,6) = 77tito*2oi  — Ntotfatfa and 
77to*i2o(l,0,2)(3, 6,4) = TVt2*oi2  = Ntotfatfa => (l,0)(4,6) and (1,0,2)(3,6,4) 
G 7VXo121o\ and the number of single cosets in the double coset [01210] is equal to 
1^1/1^(01210)1 = i68/6 = 28 since 77<01210) = {e, (1,0)(4,6), (1,0,2)(3,6,4)}. JV^01213) = 
{e} thus, the number of single cosets in [01213] is 168.
The orbits of AZ^0123) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the. double cosets NtotfatfaN, 77i0* 1*2377,  TVto*i23-7Z,  NtotfatfaN, 
7V* o*i*23477,  NtotfatfaN, and NtotfatfaN. However, NtotfatfaN = NtotfaN = 
[012]. Also, NtotfatfaN = NtotfafafaN = [01203] since *oi23  —
(1.6.2.3) (5, OXtotiWa/1’2’6’5’3'4’0) = (1,6,2,3)(5, NWitstiN =
Ntgt^tstgN = [01230] since to ‘̂2^4 = (1,6,2,3)(5,OXto^iMa^o/1,2’6’5’3’4,0' =
(1.6.2.3) (5,0)tfatgtfa. NtotfatfaN = ,AZto*io24-7Z  = [01024] since *oi 2*36  =
(1,3,2) (4,0,5)(to*io24 ^ ’4’2^3i^’^ — (1? 3,2) (4,0,5)*o4i2-  But the other three dou­
ble cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in the double cosets [01230], [01232], and 
[01235] since M01230) = A^01232) = A(o1235> = {e}.
The orbits of TVX0124) on T are {0}., {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, 
NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, and NtotfatfaN. However, NtotfatfaN — NtotfaN 
= [012], NtotfatfaN = NtotfafafaN = [01205] since *oi 2*42  = 
(l,2,4)(3,5,O)(totit2tot5)(1’5’3)(2’°’6) = (1,2,4)(3,5,0)t6tsW3, NtotitititsN = 
Ntot^hN = [01235] since totilaWs = (1,4,0,6)(2,5)(foiit2t3t5)'1’0’2’5^3,6' = 
(1,4,0,6) (2,5)t2*o56i-  NtotfatfaN — NtotfatfaN — [01213] since tot fat fa = 
(l,4,O,6)(2,5)(to*i23)^ 1’3^2’4’6^ = (1,4,0,6)(2,5)to*34i  ■ But the other three dou­
ble cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in the double cosets [01240], and [01243] 
since M01240^ = N(01243) = ?A01246) = {e}. AZto*i24(l,4,2)(3,5,6)  = Ntotfafafa = 
77* o*i*24 i => (1,4,2)(3,5,6) G AZ(01241) => M01241) =
{e, (1,4,2)(3,5,6), (1,2,4)(3,6,5)}. Thus, there are |N| / |?/(01241) | = 168/3 = 56 single 
cosets in [01241].
The orbits of A^012< on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, 
NtotfatfaN, NtotfatfaN, and NtotfatfaN. However, NtotfatfaN = NtotfaN =
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[012], and 7^0*12577  = 77t0*i *032-77  = [01032] since *oi 2*5i  =
I
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)(to*io32 ^ ’6X2’0’3’4^ Also, 77i0* 1*2577  = 77^1*205̂  = [01205] since 
*oi25  = (1,0, 2)(3,6,4)(io*i 2*o5)^ ’2X5,0^ = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)i5i2*i5o;  77^1*253 7  = 
Wi*24 i77 = [01241] since *oi *253  = (1,6,2,3)(5,0)(to*i24/ 1,2’oh3>4>6) =
(1,6, 2,3)(5,0)tiMo*6 2; 77i0*1*25477  = 77ioti*235T7  = [01235] since *oi254  = 
(l,0,5)(3,4,6)(Mi*235)( 2,6’0X3,4’5> = (l,0,5)(3,4,6)t5to*24i;  and 77t0*i25677  = 
77io*i23T7  — [01232] since *oi256  = (1,0,5)(3,4,6)(io*i23 ^ 2’3’4’°X5,6^ =
(1,0,5)(3,4,6)* 2*i*34.  The only new double coset is [01250]. 77to*i 2*5o(l,0)(2, 5) = 
77i1io*52  = 77to*i25o  => 77(01250) = {e, (1,0)(2,5)}.
The orbits of T^0126) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4,5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets NtGtit2tGtQN, Ntot^tetiN t 77to*i26 277, 77Mi*263 7,  
77to*i264 7,  and #$0*126-77.  However, 77$o*i26 7  = 77$o*i2 7  = [012]. Also, 
77to*i26o 7  = 77to*io23 7  =[01023] since *01  *260  = 
(l,5,2,0)(3,6)(to*io23)^ ’°l4’6X3’^ = (l,5,2,0)(3,6)i4io*425,  77t0*i26377  = 
77*01243 7  =[01243] since *oi 2*63  = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)($o*i23 ^ 2’°X3’4^ =
(2,0,5)(3,6,4)Mi*o36,  and 77$o*i *264-77  = 77$o* 1*23477  = [01234] since *oi264  
= (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(io*i23/ 2’°X3,4) = (2, 0,5)(3,6,4)Mi*063-  But the other two dou­
ble cosets are new. 77^*126 7(2,6)  (4, 5) = 77$o*i62  — 77$o*i26  => 77(°1262) = 
{e, (2,6)(4, 5)}. Thus, the number of single cosets in [01262] is 84. The number of single 
cosets in [01261] is 168 since 77(01260) = {e}.
The orbits of 77<0130) on T are {0,1,3}, {2,4,5, 6}. So we only consider the 
double cosets NtotitztQtoN and 77$o*i3o2 7 . However, N ptiptfjtfjN = NtotypN = 
[013], but the [01302] is a new double coset. 77Mi*3o 2(l, 0,3)(4,6,5) = 77Mo*i32  = 
77$o*i3o 2 aX01302) = {e, (1,0,3)(4,6,5), (4,5,6)(1,3,0)}. Thus, the number of single
cosets in [01302] is |77| / |7'(01302)| = 168/3 = 56.
The orbits of 77(°132) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4,}, {5}, and {6}. So 
we consider the double cosets #*013277,  #*o  1*32  *177,  Ato*it 3*2 2#, #*013277,  
#$o*i324#,  and #*0132677.  However, #$o*i  *32#  = NtGtitsN = [013], and 
#*oi3277  = 7^0*12677  = [01262] since *0132  =
(1,6)(2, 0,3,4)($o*i26 ^ ’4’6,5,0’2’3^ = (l,6)(2,0,3,4)t2*435;  #*oi32#  = 
Ntoti*261 77 = [01261] since *oi32  = (1,2,3)(4,5,0)(*oi26)^ ’3’6’2X4’0^ =
(1,2,3)(4,5,0)£ 4*3i2;  Also, #*oi32-7 r = #*oi23 27r =■ [01232] since *oi32  — 
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*o  1*235  N* o*i*324N  = 77*01243̂  = [01243] since *01324  =
(1,0,5,2)(3,4)(t0tit2t4t3)(1’2’3)(4’6’0) = (I,o,5,2)(3,4)t4i2t3i5ii; WlWsW = 
NtotititftgN = [01246] since totit3t2t5 = (1,6,2,3)(5,0)(totit2t4t6)(1,2’OX3’4’6) =
(1.6.2.3) (5,0)*i *20635  N* o*i*326N  = 7V* o*i*302-N  = [01302] since *oi326  =
(1,6)(2, 0,3,4)(totit3toi2)(1’2'o’4’6'6'3) = (1,6)(2,0,3, tyMM-
The orbits ofJV^01020) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5,}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi2N,  77*oi 2*o 2N, N*oi *203 N, 77to*iot 2*o4N,  and 
*V 0*i*o*2 o*5N.  However, 77to*io2^7  — 77*oi 2N = [0102], and 77*oi 2*o 2N = 
7V*oi2N  = [0120] since *oi2  = *012 *o-  N*oito 2*o5N  = N* o*i*2 o-N = [0120] 
since *oi25  = (1,5,2) (3,4,6)(to*i2o ^ ’0,2^3’614^ =(1,5,2) (3,4,6)t2*oi2-  The only 
new double cosets are [010203], and [010204]. 77to*io 2to*3(l,  0)(4,6) = 77ti*oi 2*i3  = 
77*0123  => 77(°10203) = {e, (l,0)(4,6)}. thus, there are 84 single cosets in [010203].
The orbits of 77^01023) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5,}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77* o*i*o*23 oN, Nto*io23 2N, 77*o  1*023 N, N* o*i*o*234N,  and 
77*01235 7.  However, N*oi *23 TV = N*oiA 2N = [0102], Also, 77A* i*o*23 oN 
= 77to*i 2*6N  = [0126] since *oi23  = (2,3,4,0)(5, 6)(A* i*26/ 1,4^3,5) = 
(2,3,4,0)(5,6)to*42e5  Nto*io234N  = Nto*io24-N  = [010204] since *oi234  =
(1.3) (2,5,6,4)(*o *1024 )(2’4)(3,5’0’6) = (1,3)(2,5,6,4)*6ti2-  The other two double
cosets are new. 77*0123(1,0)  (4,6) = N*ito  *23  = NA*io23  and 
Wl*0235(l,0)(4,6)  = ^41*01235  = ^40*10235  M010232) = 7/(010235) =
{e, (1,0)(4,6)} Thus there are 84 single cosets in [010232]and [010235].
The orbits of 7/(01024) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5} and {6,}. So we con­
sider the double cosets 77*oi  *024  *oN,  Ntoti*o24iN,  77*oi24 2N, 77*oi *024377,  
77*oi24N,  774o*i*o*245-N,  and N*oi 2*46N.  However, 77*oi *024 t^N = 
N*oi2N  = [0102]; N*oi 2*4iN  = Ar*oi23 2N = [010232] since *0124  = 
(l,0,5,2)(3,4)(totitot2t3t2)(3’5)(s’0) = (l,0,5,2)(3,4)t6tit6t2t5t2; NtotitotrffaN = 
Ntot,t2t3N = [0123] since = (1,3,0) (2,6,5) (totit2t3)^1’2’‘1-,<-3'6’5-) =
(1,3,0)(2,6,5)4o*2465  7740*10246 7  = 77*oi 2*34N  ~ [010234] since *oi246  =
(1,5,2) (3,4,6)(*oi234 ^ ’0’2^3’6’4^ = (1,5,2) (3,4,6)* 2*o 2*i63-  The other three dou­
ble cosets are new. There are 168 single cosets in [010240] since N(010240) = {e}. 
N*oi24 2(2,4)(5,6) = 77*oi4 2*4  = 77to*io 2*42  => 77(010242) _ (2,4)(5,6)}.
Thus there are 84 single cosets in [010242]. Also, 77*oi243(l,2,0)(3,4,6)  =
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A* i*2*i*o*64  = A* o*i*o*2*43  => M010243) = {e, (1,2,0)(3,4,6), (1,0,2)(3,6,4)}, 
so [010243] contains |A| / |7r(010243) | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets.
The orbits of jv(01025) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5, }. So we consider 
the double cosets A* o*i*o*2*5 oA7, A*oi25 2-/r, A* o*i*o*2*53//,  A* o*i*o*2 s*4A,  and 
A* o*i*o*25  AT. However, A*oi25A  = A* o*i*o*2A — [0102] and A* o*i*o*2*5 oA = 
A*oi 2*5A  = [0125] since *oi 2*5o  = (1,5,2)(3,4, 6)(* o*i*25)^ 1,0,2^3’6’4^ =
(1,5,2)3 4  6)* 2*o*i*5-  A* o*i*o*25 2A — Ntotitot3N = [0103] since *o*i*o*25  = 
(*oi3)^ 1,4^6,0^ = *643-  A*oi253A  = A* o*i*o*2*4*i A = [010241] since 
*oio253  = (1,6,2,3)(5,0)(*oi24) f1,6’4,0^3’^ = (1,6,2,3)(5,0)*1620-  The 
only new double cosets is [010254] and it contains 168 single cosets since 7/'(010254) ={e}.
The orbits of A^01203^ on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5,}. So we consider 
the double cosets A* o*i*2*o*3 oA‘] A* o*i*2*o*3 2A, A* o*i*2*o*3A , A*oi 2*o3 4A, and 
A*oi 2*o3s/7.  However, A*oi 2*o3A  = A*oi 2*oA  = [0120]. Also, 
A*oi 2*o3A  = A*oi 2*3A = [0123] since *oi23  = 
(1,2,0,5)(4,6)(* o*i*23)^ 1,0’4’3’5’6’^ = (1,2,0,5)(4,6)*4 o*i*5-  A* o*i*2*o*3 2A = 
A* o*i*o*2*42 A = [010242] since *oi23  = (l,5,2,0)(3, 6)(* o*i*o*24) C1,3,2,6)(5’o) = 
(1,5,2,0)(3,6)*5 *35645  A* o*i*2*o*35A  = A* o*i*o*2 o*3A  = [010203] since *oi235  
= (l,6)(2,0,3,4)(*oi23)^ 1,6^4’°^ = (l,6)(2,0,3,4)*6 4*243-  The only new double 
coset is [012034] and it contains 168 single cosets since jv(012034) = {e}.
The orbits of A^01204) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets A* o*i*2 o*4 oA, A* o*i*2*o*4 iA, A* o*i*2*042 AT, A*oi243A,  
A*oi 2*o4Ai r, A*oi 2*o45A,  and A*oi24eA\  However, A* o*i*2*o*4*4A = 
A* o*i*2 oA = [0120]. Also, A* o*i*2 o*4 oA' = A* o*i*o*2 4*oA = [010240] since 
*oi2o4  = (1,6,2) (4,5,0)(*oi24 tl,o>5’3’4’2’^ = (1,6,25(4,5,05*5062;  
A*o  1*204  A = A*oi24A  = [010204] since *oi 2*o4i  =
(2,4)3 6 )0,5)(*oi 2*o 4)^2’4^5’^ = (2,4)(3,6,0,5)*o *10425  A* o*i 2*o4 2A = 
A*oi *02417/  = [010241] since *oi 2*o42  = (1,2,3,6)(4,5)(*oi24)^ ’5’6^2’4’0^ =
(1,2,3,6)(4, 55*240;  A* o*i*2 o*43-7/ = A*oi 2*o3 4A = [012034] since 
*0l2043  = (l,0,25(3,6,4)(*0i 2*034) C2,5)(4’6)' = (1,0,25(3,6,45*015365  
A*oi24eA  = A*oi23 4A = [012034] since *oi246  = (1,5)(2, O)* o*i*2 o*345  
The only new double coset is [012045]. A* o*i*2*o*45(2,  0,5)(3,6,4) = AT*5 i*o*532  = 
A* o*i*2 o*45  => A(°12045> = {e, (2,5,05(3,4,6), (2,0, 5)(3,6,4)}. Thus there are
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|AT| / |M012045> | = 168/3 = 56 single cosets in [012045].
The orbits of Af(01205) on T axe {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6},and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets Ntotit2tot3toN, Ntot^totJoN, and
Ntotit^totJ^N. However, Ntot^totgisN = NtgiitJoN = [0120]. Also, Ntot^totJoN 
= = [010250] since to^i^o^o = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(toiito^2i5^o)^1,0’2,5^3’^
= (2,0,5)(3,6,4)t2^2^5^ii2; Ntot^tgtJsN = Ntot^tiN — [0121] since
= (l,5,2)(3,4,6)(totit2ti)(1’6)(2’4’3’0) = (1,5,2)(3,4,6)i2*B4e;  WiWsttJV = 
NtatititiN = [0124] since = (1,5,2)(3,4,6)(fotit2i4)^1,3’5’0’2'4’^ =
(1.5.2) (3,4,6)t2^3^4^6*  The only new double coset is [012052],
Artotit2toM2(l>0,2)(3,6,4) = => aZ012052) =
{e, (2,0)(3,4), (1,2)(3,6), (1,0) (4,6), (1,0,2)(3,6^4), (1,2,0)(3,4,6)}. Thus, [012052] 
contains |1V| / | Af(012052) | = 168/6 = 28 single cosets.
The orbits of A//01210) on T are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6},and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets Ntoti^iMoNi Ntot^titotaN, and NtotitititotgN. However, 
Ntotit2titotoN = Ntgtit2tiN = [0121]. Aftoti^tito^sAT = NtQt\t2tQt^t2N = [012052] 
since toAMiWs = (1,0)(2,5)(toiii2^5*2)^ 1,2^3’6^ ~ (l,0)(2,5)io^iM5^i; The only new 
double coset is [012103]. NtQtit2titot3(l, 0)(4,6) = Ntitot2totit3 ~ Ntotit2titot3 => 
jy(0i2i03) _ {e, q., o)(4,6)} Thus, there axe |1V| / |a//012103) | = 168/2 = 84 single cosets in 
[012103].
The orbits of aA01213) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}.. So we con­
sider the double cosets NtQt\t2tit3toN, , Ntotit2tit3t2N, Ntot^titotgN,
NtotitrtfatiN, Ntotit2tit3t5N, and NtQtit2t-[t3toN. However, Ntgtit2tit3t3N = 
NtQtit2tiN = [0121]. Also, Ntotit2tit3toN = Ntot^tot^N = [012043] since 
totitatitsto = (I,4,2)(3,516)(tofit2tot4t3)(1’2’3’6)(4’5) .= (I,4,2)(3,5,6)i(lt2t3<ot5io; 
Ntotit2tit3tiN —NtotittfatffyN = [010203] since toti^iZjA =
(2,3,4,0)(5,6)(tQt1tQt2tQt3)^>3^2^ = (2,3,4,0)(5,6)to*5toMo4;  A^i^i^A^ = 
Ntotitot3t2t()N = [010320] since — (1,2,3)(4,5,0)(to£i^3£2£o/0’1,2’3’4’5,6) =
(1.2.3) (4,5,0)iii2hAt3ti; NtotifytitgtiN = Ntotit^N = [0124] since to*i234  =
(2,3,4,0)(5,6)(t0Ai2i4)(0’3)(2>5l614) = (2,3,4,0)(5,6)t3W2; NtotJfatstgN = 
NtQtit3t2N = [0132] since — (toiit^/1,0,5’6’2’3’4) = ^^0^4^35 The double coset
[012135] is the only new one and it contains 168 single cosets since £fr012135) = {e}.
The orbits of JVC01230) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, and {5,6}. So we con­
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sider the double cosets TV*oi 2*3oTV,  TV*oik3MiTV , TV*oti23TV,  NtokkMokN, 
TV*oi 2*3o4TV,  and TV*oi23sTV.  However, TV*oi 2*3oTV  = Ntot^hN = [0123]. 
Also, TV*oi 2*3oiTV  = TV*oi23TV  = [010203] since *oi23  =
(1.6) (2,0,3,4)(toti*o 2*o3)^ 2’4^3’6,o’5) = (l56)(2,0,3,4)* 5ti*546;  WikMokN = 
TV*oi32TV  — [010320] since M1M3M2 = (1,5,6)(2,0,3)(*oi2 ^ ’5’6^2’0’3) =
(1.5.6) (2,0,3)43*5325  N*oi 2t3*o3-N  = N*oi 2*o3TV  = [012030] since *oi23  
= *01235  N*ol23O4-N  = N*ol235TV  = [012135] since *0i234  =
(1.6.3) (4,O,5)(totit2ii<3«5)(1’o’3)(2’6’4) = (l,6,3)(4,O,5)t3«oWl«B; Ntot-fatztotsN = 
NtotitQt2t3toN = [010230] since tot^tstots = (1,2,6,4,0,3,5)(totitoi2t3to)^1’5’3’6’2’4’0^ = 
(1,2,6,4,0,3,. 5)*i  *51  *461  •
The orbits of Ad01232) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets N* o*i*2*32 o-N, TV*oi23 2*iTV , TVtoti* 2*32 2TV, N*oi 2t3*23N,  
N*o  1*234 N, TV*oi23 2*5TV,  and TV*oi 2*3 2*6TV.  However, TV* q*i*23 2TV = 
TV*oi 2*3TV  = [0123]. Also, TV*oi 2*32oTV  = TV*oi 2*3o4TV  = [012304] since 
*0l230  = (1, 0)(2, 6,5,4)(*0l234) (1,2’5,6’°’4’^ = (1, 0) (2, 6, 5, 4)* 4*251435  
TV*oi 2*32iTV  = TVtg11*2  *o*3TV  = [012103] since *oi 2*32i  ==
(1.2.3.6) (4,5)(t0iit2tit0t3)(2’6’0)(3’4'5) = (l,2,3,6)(4,5)t2tit6tit2i4; Ntotfat&tsN = 
TV*oi3 2TV = [0132] since *oi 2*3 2*3  = *01325  TV* 0*i 2*324TV
= TV*oi234TV  = [012034] since *oi234  = (1,3,4,5)(6,0)(*oi234 ^ 1’6’3’5’4’2’0^ 
= (1,3,4,5)(6,0)*i6ol 2; TV*o  1*235 TV = TVt0*i25TV  = [0125] since *oi 2*325  —
(1.6.4) (2,5,3)(to*i25 ^ 2’O’4’3)(5’6) = (l,6,4)(2,5,3)t4*ito6;  TV* 0tit2*326TV  = 
TV* o*io254TV  = [010254] since *oi236  = (1,6,3)(4,0,5)(*oi24 ^ 1,4,2^3’5’6^ =
(1.6.3) (4,0, 5)* o*4*o*i*62-
The orbits of Ad01235) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets TV*oi 2*35oTV,  TV*o  1*23  *51  TV, TV*oi 2*35 2TV, TV* q*i*2*35TV  , 
TVto*i 2*354TV,  TV* o*i*2*35TV,  and TV*oit 2*356TV.  However, TV* 0*it 2t3*5 TV = 
TV*oi23TV  = [0123). Also, TV*oi 2*35oTV  = TV*oi 2*i35TV  = [012135] since 
*oi235o  = (1,3,2,4,6,0, 5)(t0ti* 2*i3 5)(1’6,4’0d3>5) = (1,3,2,4,6,0,5)ti*62535  
TVto*i 2*35iTV  = TV* o*i*2 o*43TV  ■= [012043] since *oi235  =
(1,5,0, 3,2, 6,4)(* o*i2o43) (1’5)(3’4) = (1,5,0,3,2,6,4)40*520345  TV* 0*i235 2TV = 
TV* 0tit2*4TV  = [0124] since *0*i235  = (1,4,5,3)(2,0)(* oti*24) C1,5’2’o)C3 =
(1.4.5.3) (2,0)41*545  TV* 0ti*235TV  = TV* 0*i 2*5TV  = [0125] since *oi 2*35  =
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(1,4,6)(2, 3,5)(*oi 2*5/ 2’0,6^3’5’4) = (l,4,6)(2,3,5)* 6*io4;  NtotfatfatgN - 
7740*10243 7=  [010243] since *oi2356  = (1,5)(2,4,0,3)(*oi24 <'1’4’3^2’6,0^ = 
(1, 5)(2,4,0, 3)42*4261-  The only new double coset is [012354].
77*012354(1,  5, 6)(2, 3, 4) = AZ* 0*5*3462  = TV* o*12354  => TV^012354) = 
{e, (1, 6,5)(2,4,3), (1, 5,6)(2,3,4)}. Thus, [012354] contains |AZ| / [aX012354) | = 168/3 = 
56 single cosets.
The orbits of A^01240) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4}, {3}, {5}, and {6}. So we con­
sider the double cosets AZ* o*i*24 o*o77, 77*0124 7,  AZ*oi 2*4o 277, AZ* o*itfatfaN, 
77*012465 7,  and 77* 0*i 2*40677.  However, NtotfatfafaN = NtotfafaN = [0124], 
Also, 7V*oi *240177  — ?7*oi32 7  = [010320] since *oi 2*4oi  —
(1,4,5,3)2 0)(*oi32/ 1,2’0’3’5’4’6) = (1,4,5,3)(2,0)* 2*35o5  A* o*i*2*4 o*277  = 
A* 0*i *024-77  = [010240] since *oi 2*4o2  = (1,6, 5)(2,0,4)(*oi2/ 1,6^4,0) =
(1,6,5)(2, 0,4)44*642;  NtotfatfafaN = 77*oi *213577  = [012135] since *oi 2*4o5  
= (1,4)(3, 6, 5,0)(* o*i235)^ 1’5^2’0'1 = (1,4)(3,6,5,0)* 2*50315  NtotfatfatgN = 
TV*o *12304 AZ = [012304] since *oi 2*4o6  = (1,2,4)(3,5,0)(*oi 2*3o4)^ 1’4’5’2’0’3’6^ = 
(1,2,.4)(3,5,0)*3 *406355  The only new double coset is [012403].
77*oi243(2,  0,6) (3, 5,4) = 77* 6*io365  = Ar*o*i 2*4o3  AZ<012403) =
{e, (2,6,0)(3,4,5), (2, 0,6)(3, 5,4)}. Thus, [012403] contains |77| / |A(012403) | = 168/3 = 
56 single cosets.
The orbits of A7'01241) on T are {0}, {1,2,4}, and {3,5,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets 77*oi 2*4io77 , 77* 0*i 2*4i77,  77*oi 2*4i377 . However, A7* o*i*2*4 i*i77 
= AZ* 0*i *2477  = [0124]. Also, 77*0124 AZ = NtotfafatfaN = [012403] since 
*oi24o  = (1,5)(2,3,0,4)(* o*i*24 o*3)^ ’0’4’3,5’6’2^ = (l,5)(2,3,0,4)*4i3 5 and 
77*01243 7  = 77*0125 7  = [0125] since *oi243  = 
.(1,6)(2,0,3,4)(W2«s)(1'’)(w) = (1,6)(2,0,3,4)tit0t4t6.
The orbits of 2V(°1243) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con- 
sider the double cosets 77*oi *243 *o 77, AZ* 0*i*2*4*3*1AZ, 77*oi 2*43 277, AZ*oi 2*43 377, 
77*01243 7,  A*oi *243577,  and A*o  1*2  *43  *6  77. However, A^o*  1*24377  = 
77*oi24 7  = [0124]. Also, A*oi243AZ  = AAq* 1*32  77 = [0132] since *oi 2*4 3*o  
= (1,4,5,3)(2,0)(*oi2y 1,3’2^4’0,5); A^io*  1 *2431  AZ = A*o  1*023577  = [010235] since 
*0l243  = (1,6, 4,5,3,0,2)(*oi235)^ ’6^4,0^ = (l,6,4,5,3,0,2)*46235;  
77*oi243AZ  = 77*01245-^  = [012045] since *oi 2*432  =
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(1,5,2,4,0,6, 3)(*oi 2*o45)^ ’6’2’5’0’3’4^ = (1,5,2,4,0,6,3)* *653105  A* 0*i 2*43A  = 
A*oi 2*sA=  [0126] since *oi243  = (2,0,5)(3, 6,4)(* o*i*2*6)^ 2’0^3’4^ —
(2,0,5) (3,6,4)*2 *106;  A* o*i*24 3*5 A = A*oi 2*354A  = [012354] since *oi2435  =
(1,6,3,2)(4,5)(*oi35 4)^1,5’6^2’3’4^ = (1,6,3,2)(4,5)*o53465  A* 0*i 2*436A  = 
A* o*io234A  = [010234] since *oi 2*436  = (2,4)(3,5,0,6)(*oi234 ^ 0,1’2’3’4’5’6^ =
(2,4)(3, 5,0, 6)* i*2*i*345-
The orbits of A^01250) on T are {0,1}, {2,5}, {3}, {4}, and {6}. So we consider 
the double cosets A* o*i*2*5 o*oA7, A*oi 2*5o 2A, A*oi 2*5o3//,  A*oi 2*5o 4A, and 
A* o*i*2*s*o*6A.  However, A*oi 2*5oqA  = A* o*i*2 sA = [0125]. Also, A* o*i*2*5 q*2A 
= A* o*i*o*2*5 oA = [010250] since *oi 2*5o2  = (2,0,5)(3,6, 4)(* o*i*o*25 o)^3’6^5,0^ = 
(2,0,5)(3,6,45*5120;  A* o*i*2*5 o*3A  = A* o*i*o*23 sA = [010235] since *oi253  
= (1,0,2)(3,6,4)(* o*io235) (1,2’6)C4,O,5) = (l,0,2)(3,6,45*5234;  A* o*i 2*5o 4A = 
A*oi24A  = [010241] since *oi25 4 = (1,0)(2,6,5,4)(* o*i*o*2 4*i)^2’6’0^3'4,5^ = 
(1,0)(2,6,5,4)*2i65;  A*oi25eA  = A* o*io23A  = [010232] since *oi256  
= (l,0,2)(3,M)(tflW&)^^ = (1,0,2)(U4)WjW4.
The orbits of-JV^01261) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we con- 
sider the double cosets A*oi 2*6ioA,  A*oi 2*eiA,  A*oi 2*6i2A,  A*oi263AT,  
A* o*i*26 i*4 A, A*oi 2*6i5A,  and A*oi26eA.  However, A*oi 2*6iA  = 
A*oi2eA  = [0126]. Also, A*oi 2*6ioA  = A*oi243A  = [012403] since 
totiWito = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7)(totit2t4tot3)(1'6,(2,o’3'4) = (I,2,3,4,5,6,7)t3t6tot2t3f4; 
A*oi 2*6i 2A = A*oi3 2A = [0132] since *oi26  =
(1,6,25(4,5, O5(* o*i*3*2)(1j2’6>3W) = (l,6,2)(4,5,05*4 2*i6;  A+o*i263  A = 
A*oi2 4A = [010204] since *oi 2*6i3  = (1,4,6)(2,3,5)(*oi2 4)^j3’5^2’0'6^ =
(1,4,6)(2, 3,55*6045  A*oi 2*6i 4A = A*oi230 4A = [012304] since *0*i264  
= (1,3,5)(2,6,0)(*oi23 4)C1’4,2)(3,0)5) = (1,3,55(2,6,05*54102;  A*ol265A  = 
A*oi24A  = [010240] since *0*i 2*6l5  = (2,0,5)(3,6,4)(to*io2 4*o) (1’2,oK3’4’6) = 
(2,O,5)(3,6,4)tit2iiiot6ii; NttititzfafatsN = = [010320] since tQtitjtstitQ
= (l,6,2)(4,5,0)(totltot3t2to)(2AO)(3’4’5) = (l,6,2)(4,5,O)t2tlt2t4t6to-
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The orbits of A^01262) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,6}, {3}, and {4,5}. So we consider 
the double cosets A*oi 2*62oA,  A*oi 2*6 2*iA,  A*oi 2*62 2A, A*oi 2*623A,  and 
A*oi 2*e24A.  However, A*oi 2*62 2A = A*oi 2*eA  = [0126]. Also, A* o*i 2*6 2*oA  
= A*oi 2*42A  = [010242] since *oi 2*62o  = (*oi2 4*2)^ 1,0^2’6’5’4^5 A* 0*i 2*6 2*iA ’ 
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= #$0*12377  = [012321] since *oi26  = (1,2,6)(4,0, 5)(* o*i*2$3 i/1,6’3X4,0’5) = 
(1, 2, 6)(4, 0, 5)$5$6*2165  #*0l2$6$23#  — #*0l$235#  = [012035] since *ol263  
— (1,6, 2,3)(5, O)($o*l2035)^ ’6’5^2’3’0^ = (1,6, 2, 3)(5, 0)$2*632015  #*0l264#  — 
#*oit 2*i36#  = [012136] since $0$i$2*624  = (1)6,4,0)(3,5)($0* i*2$ i*36) (2,5’4’6)(3’0) = 
(1,6,4,0)(3, 5)$3* i*5 i*o*2-
The orbits of #(01302) on T are {0,1,3}, {2}, and {4,5,6}. So we consider the 
double cosets #*01327^,  #*0132#,  and #$o$1*302477.  However, 
A*0l32#  = #*Ol3o77  — [0130]. Also, #$0*1  *30277  = #$0*120377  = 
[012032] since $o*i3o2  = (1,0,2)(3,6,4)($o$i$2$o*3 2)^’6’3,2X4,5^ = 
(1,0,2)(3,6,4)$o$6*1025  #*oi324#  = #*oi32#  — [0132] since $o*i3o24  — 
(1,0,5,2)(3,4)($o*i$3 (1’3’5’6’4’O’2) = (1,0,5,2) (3,4)$2*3*5 i 5
The orbits of M010203) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets #*oi237 r, 77$o*io23 27'r, #*oi23T7,  
#$0*1023477,  and #$0*i *023577.  However, #* o*i*o*2 o*377  = #$o*io27 r — 
[01020]. Also, #$o$i*o *2 *o3 77 = #$o*i$23o#  — [01230] since *oi$o23  = 
(1, 3, 2)(4, 0, 5)($o*l23o/ 1,0’4’2’6’3’5) = (1, 3, 2)(4, 0, 5)$4$0*645  #$0*1023#  = 
#$o*i32 #  = [01320] since *oi$o2$o$3  = (1,4)(3,6,5,0)(*oi32/ 1’2,3!4’5’6,0) —
(1.4) (3,6,5,0)$i$2*4315  #*oi *02 *o3 UN = #$0*1  $2*1  *3#  = [01213] since $o*io234  
= (l,2](3,5,6,0)($0*l23) (1’4’3’5)(2’6) = (1, 2)(3, 5, 6, 0)$O$4$6*455  #*0l235#  = 
#*0it23#  = [01231] since $o*io2$35  = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)($o*it23) C1’4l3’5)(2’6) =
(1, 2)(3, 5, 6, O)$o$4$6*54-
The orbits of 7V"(010204) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets #$o*i*o*2$ o*4 o77, #$o*i*o*2 o*4 iT7, #$o*i*o*2 o*42#,  
#$0*1024377,  A$o$i$o*2o477,  N*oiM2$o4577 , and 77$o*i*o*2 o*4677.  However, 
#$0*1024#  = A$o*102 o77 — [01020]. Also, #$0*1024#  = #*0l2$4#  
= [01204] since *oi2$o4 i  = (2,4)(3,6,0, 5)($o$i$2*o*4/ 2’4X5’6) =
(2.4) (3,6,0,5)$o*i4o25  #*oi24 277 = 77$o*i $2*6077  = [01260] since 
totitotzWz = (l,O,2)(3,6,4)(<otiWo)(1’o)(2’4’5’6) = (l,0,2)(3,6,4)t1to*42i;
NtotittfatotitsN = Ntot-it^liLuN = [01243] since totitotltotits =' (ioiA/Ay1,5,2^3’4,6) 
= *051645  #$o*io24 67 r = #$o*io 2477  = [01024] since $0*l0246  = 
(l,0,4,6)(3)5)(*oi24/ 1’4’OX2’5’3) = (1,0,4,6)(3, 5)$i$4$i$5$o5 #* o*i*o*2 o*4577  = 
#*01267^  = [01261] since *o$i$o$245  = (1,5,6)(3,0, 4)($o*i*26 i/1,3’5X2,6)O) =
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(1,5,6)(3,  O,4)*236 o*3-  The only new double coset is [0102040]. 
AT*oi 2*o4(l 5 4)(6,0) = N*6421  = N*oi24  => (l,4)(6,0) G 7V<0102040) 
— {e, (1,4)(6,0)} and therefore, there are 177[ / J7V"(0102040) | — 168/2 — 84 single cosets 
in [0102040].
The orbits of M010232) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets 77*oi23Af,  Af*oi 2*32A,  A/'* o*i*o*23AT,
A'* O*1 *0234 A*,  and AT* q* 1*0235 A*.  However, AT*oi23 2A'r = A7*oi *023 AT = 
[01023]. Also, Ntot 1*023 A*  = A7*oi246A7  = [0102046] since *oi23 2*o  = 
(1,0,3)(4,6,5)(*0i246 (1,4,0’6)(2’5) = (l,0,3)(4,6,5)*6450i;  77*0123^  
= Ar*oi3 2AT = [01032] since *01  *023  = *01325  AT*oi *023477  = 
A7*oi *204  77 = [01204] since *oi234  ~ (l,3)(2,5,6,4)(*oi24)^ 2’4^3’5’0,6^ =
(1.3) (2,5,6,4)* 6*1462;  N*oi235A r = A'*01  *250 A7 = [01250] since *oi235  
= (l,6,4)(2)5,3)(iotiWo)(1’4'2>(5'o’8) = (1,6,4)(2,5,3)t6t4W6-
The orbits of jV(°10235) on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets AT*oi235AT , A** 0*x*0235^,  77*01235^ ”, 
A’*oi2354A r, and 77*01235^.  However, A** 0*io 2*35A r = A** 0*i *023^  = 
[01023]. Also, AT*oi235A  = 77*01243  AT = [0102043] since *oi235  = 
(0,3,2,4,6,0,5)(totit0t2tot4i3)(1'5’0)(3's’4) =
A**oi *0235-77  = 77*oi *260 A7 = [01260] since *oi235  =
(1.4.5.3) (2,0)(*oi 2*6o)^ 2,5’3^4’6,0^ = (1,4,5,3)(2,0)*4 *15045  N* o*io235AT  = 
77*oi *250 A7 = [01250] since *oi *0235  = (2,3,5)(4,0,6)(*oi25 ^ ’4,5^2’0,6^ =
(2.3.5) (4,0,6)*  *40165  AT*oi2354N  = A^*oi *243 AT = [01243] since *oi2354  
= (1,0,4,2,6,3, 5)(* o*i*2*43) C1’4)(6’O) = (l)0,4,2,6,3,5)* 6*42i3.
The orbits of jv(01024°) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 77*oi2 *40 A*,  AT*oi24V , 77*oi24 2Ar, 
77*0124^7,  77*oi245A^ , and A/"*oi24677.  However, 77*oi24AT  = 
77*0124^  = [01024]. Also, AT*oi *0241  AT = A+o*i *204  AT = [01204] since 
*0l024  = (1,0,3)(2,4, 6)(*0 i*2 o*4) (1,6,2’4’3,5’0) = (1,0,3)(2,4,6)*30465  
A/"*oi24Ar  — 77* o*i*24 oA^ = [01240] since *oi24  =
(1.6.5) (2,O,4)(* o*i24o) (1’6)(4’o) = (l)6,5)(2,O,4)*42o5  Wi*o*24 o*4AT  = 
77*oi24A^  = [0102040] since *oi24  = *01245  A+o*  1*024577  = 
AT*oi234A  = [0102304] since *oi245  = (3,6)(5,0)(*oi234 ^ i3’5,6’4,0’2^ 
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= (3,6)(5,O)t2*32i5o-  The only new double coset is [0102406].
77*01246(1)  6,4)(2,5,3) = N* o*6 o*5 i*o*4  = 77to*io246  => (1,6,4)(2,5,3) 6 
^(0102406). ThuS) ^(0102406) = {e, (1,6,4)(2,5,3), (1,4,6)(2,3,5)} and the number of 
single cosets in [0102406] is |77| / |7y(0102406) | _ 103/3 — 55.
The orbits of 7/(010242) on T are {0}, {1}, {2,4}, {3}, and {5,6}. So we consider 
the double cosets N*oito24N , 77*oito24N,  Ntotitotzi^hN, 
77*oi243-N,  and 77*01245^.  However, 77*oi *024 N = 77* o*i*o*2*477  = 
[01024]. Also, 77*o  1*024 N = 77* o*i*o*2*o*4 oN = [0102040] since *oi24  =
(2,5)4 6 (to*io24)^ ’4,2^3,0’^ = (2,5)(4,6)45*4512;  77* o*io24N  = 
N*oi26 2N = [01262] since *oi24  = (*oi26)^ 1,0^4,6^ = *10245  
N* o*i*o*243N  = N*oi23N  — [01231] since *oi2 *423  =
(1.2.4) (3,5,0)(to*l23) (1’6’3’0’2’514) = (l,2,4)(3,5,0)*2650;  77*01245^  = 
N* o*i*3 o*2N  = [01302] since *oi245  — (1,0,2,5)(3,6)(* oti*3o2)f 1’3’2^4’0’^ = 
(1, 0, 2/5)(3, 6)45*3251  •
The orbits of jv(010243) on T are {0,1,2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets N*oi24377 , N*oi243N,  and N* o*i*o*2435N.  However, 
77*01243 7  = 77*0124^  = [01024]. Also, N* o*i*o*243 oN = 77*01235^  
= [01235] since to*ito243o  = (1,6,5)(2,0,4)(i0*i235) C1,4’2)C3’6,o) =
(1.6.5) (2,0,4)* 3*4i65.  The only new double coset is [0102435],
N*oi2435(2,5,3)(4,6,0)  = N*4  1*45623  — 77*oi 2*435  and 
77to*io2435(l)4,2)(3,O,5)  = 77*541203  = Nto*io2435  => (2,5,3)(4,6,0) and
(1,4,2) (3,0,5) G 7X0102435) 77(0102435) = ((2,5,3)(4,6,0), (1,4,2)(3,0,5)> , which is a
group of order 21, thus the number of single cosets in [0102435] is equal to
|77| / |7/(°102435) [ = 168/21 = 8.
The orbits of 7V<010254) On T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets 77to*io 2*54oN , N4o*io254N,  77*oi254N,  
77*012543^,  N*0l254N , Nto*lto254N,  and 77‘*O1 O*2546N.  
However, 77* o*i*o*254-N  = 77*oi25 7  = [01025]. Also, 77*oi254N  = 
77*oi24N  = [01240] since *oti254i  = (1,4,3,5)(2, 6)(* o*i*24 o/2’6’0^3,4’5) =
(1.4.3.5) (2,6)*2i5 2; N*oi254-N  = 77*01234 N = [0102304] since 
*010 2*542  = (1) 4, 5, 2, 0, 3, 6)(iotl*O234/ 1,3,0^2’4’6) =
(1,4,5,2,0,3,6)41*31406;  N*oi 2*543N  = 77*01234^  = [01234] since
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40^0*2^43  = (1, 0) 5)(3,4,6)(* 0*i 2*34) (-1’2)(3’6) = (1,0,5)(3,4,6)*o 2*i645  
NtotitotztJitsN = Ntgt^t^N = [01232] since *oi254s  — 
(I,3,0)(2,6,5)(totit2i3t2)(1’3’‘l)(3’6’5) = (l,3,O)(2,6,5)tot2t4t6t4; NtotitotitskteN = 
NtotitititsW = [01246] since totitotitstits = (l,5, 0)(3,6,4)(toii^2^4^6)^1,2'0^3’4’6^ = 
(1,5,0)(3,6,4)4i42*o*63-  The only new double coset is [0102540],
Al4o*io254(l,2,4)(5, 6,0) = = A^io*! *025 *4o  => (l,2,4)(5,6,0) G
JV(O1O254O) ^(0102540) _ (j, 2,4)(5} 6; 0), (1,4,2)(5,0,6)}, thus the number of single
cosets in [0102540] is equal to |AT| / |jV<0102540) | = 168/3 = 56.
The orbits of M012034) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets Ntot^tQtgtitgN, Ntgt^tQtgtitiN,
NtQtit2tQt3t4t3N, NtQtit2tQt3t4t4N, NtotitztotztitsN, and Ntot^tQhtitgN, However, 
Ntotit2tot3t4t4N = Af*oi t2tot3N = [01203], Also, Ntotit2tot3t4toN — Ntotit2t4tgN = 
[01246] since *o*i*2*o*34 o = (1,6,5)(2,4,3)(*oi 2*46)^ ’5’3’4^2’6^ =
(1, 6,5)(2,4,3)* o*56 i*25  Ntot^tohtitiN = NtQtitffatitoteN = [0102406] since 
.*oi234  = (1,3,6,2)(4,0)(*oi 2*4o6)^ 1’0,3^4’6’5^ = (1,3,6,2)(4,0)434oi3^2^64345; 
A^* o*i*2 o*34 2IV = NtQtitQt2tjQt3N = [0102503] since toiit2tot3t4t2 ~
(l,5,6)2,3,4)(*oi4o253) (1!°’2’4’5,3’6) = (1,5,6)(2,3,4)^2^2*44326;  N* 0*i  *203  *43^  
= N4otito4243t244N = [0102324] since tgi^totstih =
(1,0,4,6)(3,5)(4o*io2 342*4)^ 2,6,0^3’4t5^ = (1,0,4,6)(3,5)t2t1t2tgt4tQt5; Ntot^totgt^Ft 
= AT*oi *23  AT = [01232] since *oi 2*o345  = (1,2)(3,5,6,0)(*oi23 ^ 1,0’2,4’5,3’^ = 
(1,2)(3,5, 6,0)42to*46;  Ntotit2tot3titGN = NtotitzttfaN = [01204] since 4oti424o43t446 
= (1,5)(2jO)4o*i*2*o*4-
The orbits of ;v(012045) on T are {0,2,5}, {!}, and {3,4,6}. So. we consider the 
double cosets Ntot^totitzt^N, , and Ntot^totit^N. However,
Ntot^totit^N = Nigt^totiN = [01204]. Also, Ntot^totitstiN = 
= [0120341] since = (1,2,3,0,6,4, 5)(4o*i*2 o*34 i)C1’3)C2’4,6’5) =
(1,2,3,0,6,4,5)*o  413*0164 ;  Ntot^totit^N = = [01243] since
*oi2o453  = (l,4JO,6)(2,5)(*oi243)^ ’6^2’3^ = (17 4,0, 6)(2,5)*o6342 •
The orbits of Aft012052) on T are {0, l, 2}, {3,4,6}, and {5}. So we consider the 
double cosets Ntot^tot^hN, Ntot^tgi^t^N, and NtotfatotJ^tsN. However, 
IV*oi25AI  = Ntotit2tot5N = [01205], Also, AI*oi253AI  = Ntotitot2tot4toN 
= [0102040] since 4o4i424ot5t243 = (1,5,2,6,3,0,4)(4o4i*o2) C1’°’4)C2,3,5) =
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(1,5,2,6,3,0,4)$4*04315  #*012577  = #*012577  = [0102052] since 
*0l205  “ *0l25
The orbits of A^(012103^ on T are {0,1}, {2}, {3}, {4,6}, and {5}. So we consider 
the double cosets #*oi23# > #*oi 2*io32# , #*oi23#,
#*oi  *21  *034#,  and #$o*i  *21  *035#.  However, #*o$  1*2  *03#  = #*oi277  = 
[01210]. Also, #$o*i*2 i*o*3 o77 = #*01  *02  *5  *04#  = [0102504] since *oi23  = 
(1,2, 4) (3, 0, 6)($0*l0254 ^ 1,4,6X2’3‘5^ = (1,2, 4) (3, 0, 6)$o*403265  #*Ol23 277 
= #*01  *204  *o77  = [0102040] since $0*1203  =
(1.2.4) (3,O,6)(totitoW4<o)(1’4'5)(2’3’5) = (l,2,4)(3,O,6)toW3Wo;
= #*oi25477  = [0102540] since *01  *21  *034  =
(1, 5, 6) (2, 0, 3)($0*l0254 (1,3’5’0’2’4’6) = (1, 5, 6)(2, 0, 3)$2*324065  #*0l2 *035#  
= #$o*i32o#  = [01320] since *oi 2*io35  = (l,6,5)(2,4,3)($otit3*2o/ 1,2’3h4’510) =
(1.6.5) (2,4,3)$4* 2*i34.
The orbits of jv(012135) on T are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, and {6}. So we 
consider the double cosets #*oi23577 , #*0123577,  #*012357^,  
#$o*i235#,  #*oi *21  *354#,  #*0123577,  and #*oi 2*i *356#-  However, 
#*0123577  = #$o*l23#  = [01213]. Also, #$0*1235077  = #*0l254#  
= [0102541] since *oi2 *350  = (l,2,4)(3,0,6)(*oi254)^ ’2’4X3,6,5^ =
(1.2.4) (3,0,6)$o*204315  #*oi 2*i35#  = #$o*i24o#  = [01240] since 
<0*la3B  = (l,6,3,2)(4,5)(t0tit2t4to)(1’5)(2’0) = (1,6,3,2)(4,5)t2t6tot4t2;
#*01  *2135#  = #$0*l0 2*504#  = [0102504] Since $0*l235  =
(l,4,5,3)2,0)(totitot 2t5tot4)(1'2)<3'6) = (1,4,5,3)(2,0)* o*2 o*1 s*o/4; =
Nt<J.ytot2t3totqN = [0102304] since totit2tit3t5t3 = (1,4,6)(2,3,5)(totitoi2i31ot4)^1’3^2’6’ 
= (1,4,6) (2,3,5)$o*306145  #*o  1*2  *3  *5  *477  = #*oi235#  = [01235] since 
*0i2l354  = (1,6,2,5,0,3, 4)(*0 i*2*35/ 1,0j4’6X3’5) = (1,6,2,5,0,3,4)$4 $0*2535  
#*oi2 *356#  = #*oi234#  = [01234] since *oi 2*i *356  =
(1.2.4) (3,0,6)(t0tit2i3i4)(2’3'6)(4’0'6) = (1,2,4)(3,0,6)i6iit3*B*o.
The orbits of jy(°12354) on T are {0}, {1,5,6}, and {2,3,4}. So we consider the 
double cosets #*oi 2*354o7 r, #*01235477,  and #$o*i23 54#-  However, 
#$0*l2354#  ~ #*01  *235#  = [01235]. Also, #*0l2354o77  = #*0125477  
= [0102540] since *0l2354  = (*Ol254o)^ ’5'2’6’3’0’4^ = *456215  
#$0*1235477  = #$o*l 2*43#  = [01243] since *0l2354  =
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(1,3)(2, 5,6,4)(* 0*i243) (1’5’6)(2’4’3) = (1,3)(2,5,6,4)* 0*5*432.
The orbits of yyX012403) on T are {0,2,6}, {1}, and {3,4,5}. So we consider the 
double cosets NfatfatfafafaNNfatfatfatfaN, and NfatfatfatfaN. However, 
NtotfatfatfaN = NtotfatfaN = [01240]. Also, NtotfatfatfaN = NfatfatfaN = 
[01261] since fatfatfafafa = (l,5X2,4,0,3X*oi26y i,2’3’6K4’5) =
(1.5) (2,4,0,3)* o*23 i*25  NtotfatfatfaN = NtotfatfaN = [01241] since *oi243  
= (l,4,6,O)(2,3)(toiit2t4ti)(1'o)(‘1’6) = (l,4,6,O)(2,3)t1f0Wo.
The orbits of jV(0102040) on T are {0,6}, {1,4}, {2}, {3}, and {5}. So we consider ' 
the double cosets NfatfafafatfafaN, NfatfafafatfatiN, NtotfafatotfafaN, 
Ar*oi243 N, and AZ* o*io245AZ.  However, T7*oi24AZ  = 
A*oi24AZ  = [010204]. Also, 77*oi 2*o4iAZ  = NfatfafatfaN = [010240] since 
*0l024  = (*0l24)^ ’4^6’0^ = *64215  77*01  *02  *04  *02^  = 
NfatfafatfaN = [012052] since *0124  =
(1,6,4,2,0,5,3)(t0iii2iot5i2)(2’5’3)(4’610) = (1,6,4,2,0,5,WdoWMA’ 
= jVtotito*244V  = [010242] since to*io243  = (ll6)(4,0)(to*io24/ 1’2^3’5’6’c|) =
(1.6) (4,0)*3 2*3i4;  7V* o*i*o*2 o*4 o*5AZ  = NfatfatfafaN = [012103] since 
*0l024S  = (l,5,6)(2,4,0)(totlt2titot3)(1’6'4)(2A3) = (l,5,6)(2,4,0)t0*650<2-
The orbits of 2V(0102406) on T are {0}, {1,4,6}, and {2,3,5}. So we consider the 
double cosets TV*oi *024677,  Nfafa*0246 faN, and AZ* o*i*o*24 o*6 2A\ However, 
7V*oi *0246 77 = 77* o*i*o*24 o77 = [010240] 1 Also, 77*oi246 7  = 
TV* o*i*o*2 o*43 i77 = [01020431] since *oi246  =
(1, 0,2)(3,6,4X*0l23) (1'5’2’6'3’°’4) = (1. 0,2)(3, 6, 4)t4*S*46l05;
77*0  1*0  *2  *406  *2 AZ = 77*oi 2*o4377  = [012043] since *oi246  =
(1,4,3,0,5,2,6)(to*i2043 (1’2’4)(3'0’6) = (1,4,3,0,5,2,6)t6*2*46i  *o-
The orbit of yyi0102435) on T is {0,1; 2,3,4,5,6}, so we only consider the double 
coset NfatfatfafatfaN = NtotfafatfaN = [010243].
The orbits of jyl0102540) on T are {0,5,6}, {1,2,4}, and {3}. So we consider the 
double cosets NfatfafafatfafaN, NfatfafafatfatiN, and NfatfafafatfafaN. However, 
77*01254 7  — NfatfafatfaN = [010254].Also, NfatfafafatfafaN = 
NfatfatfafaN = [012103] since *oi254  — (1) 6,4,0) (3, 5X* o*i*2 i*o*3/ 1,0,513’4,2’6) 
= (1,6,4, O)(3,5)*5 o*6 o*545  NfatfafafatfafaN = NfatfafatfaN = [012354] since 
*0102543  = (*0l2354)^ ’4’0’3’6’2’^ = *3456l0-
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Therefore, we have found all double cosets. The result of the double coset 
enumeration is shown in the Cayley diagram in figure 3.1.
5.3 Proof of the Isomorphism between G and M22 : 2
In order to prove that G = M22 ■ 2, we need to show first that
($(x), $(y), $(*))  is a homomorphic image of G and that |G| = |(£(k), £(y), 4>(*))|  = 
887,040. Second, we must show that ($(k), $(y), $(*))  = M22 : 2, from which we can 
conclude that M22 : 2 is a homomorphic image of G and G = M22 : 2.
In the previous section we constructed G using manual double coset enumer-
I
ation and we concluded that G defined by the symmetric presentation must contain a 
homomorphic image of A = 1/3(2). The index [G : A] is at most 5,280, since
|1V| IN| , |JV| |iV| |1V| |JV| |AT|
+ |7V(O12O)I + |JV(O121)| + ljy(01213)| + |7V<0124)| + ”' + | jv(0102540) |
168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 168 ■ 168 168 168 168 _ „„„ 
I68+!24 + V+1T+—+—+—+1"+V+—+—+—+'' '+T~ = 5>28°-
That is, [G : A] = < 5,280. Since the index of A in G is at most 5,280 and
|G| = ■ |A[, the order of the homomorphic image group G is at most 887,040.
• |A| < ‘5,280 - |A| = 5,280 • 168 = 887,'040 => |G| < 887,040.
We now consider ($(k), £(y), $(*)).  We note that (4>(k), <&(?/), $(*))  is the group gener­
ated by the action of the generators x, y and t on the 5,280 cosets that we have found 
and it is a subgroup of the symmetric group £5280- Let Gi = (<&(k), £(y), 4>(*)).  It is 
easily verified that |Gi| = 887,040. Then, Gi is a homomorphic image of G since:
1. £(A) acts as the group A on the symmetric generators, that is 
S(x) : (£(*o),  $(*i),  $(i2), $(*3),  $(*4),  $(*5),  $(*e))  and 
£(y) : ($(* 2),$(* 6))(<&(* 4),$(i5)).
2. to has exactly seven conjugates under conjugation by $(A): 
= {to,h^t3,t4,t5,t6}.
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Figure 5.1: Cayley Diagram of the Automorphism Group '2 over £3(2)
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3. Additional relations, hold:
(i) $(A)^(A)$(A)$(A)^(A)^(A)^(h)^(A) = ($(A),^(A),^(A))($(A)}^(A)}$(h))
(ii) $(A)$(A)^(A)^(A)^(A)$(A)^(A)^(A)^(A)^(A) =
(iii) ^(A)^(A)$(A)^(A)^(A)^(h)^(A)^(A) = e
(iv) $(A)^(*o)^(ii)$(to)$(A)$(to)^(A)i(A)^(A)^(io)  =
($(A)> $(A), $(A))($(A), $(A), $(A)) '
Therefore, we have that G/.Ker(&) Gi => |G| > [Gj|. Thus, we proved that |G] = 
887,040.
Now, with the help of MAGMA we find that the elements c = (1,3) (4,5) AAA
and d = (1,3) (2,5,6,4) A AAA AAA in Gi satisfy the following presentation of M22 '■ 2:
(c, d|c2 = d4 = (cd)11 = (cd2)6 = [c, dj4 = (cdcdcd2cd2)6 = e) .'
Now, c, d 6 Gi. Thus M22 : 2 = (c, d) < Gi. But | M22 : 2 | = |Gi| = 887,040. Therefore,
Gi = M22 : 2. Finally, since G = Gi, we conclude that G = Af22 : 2.
Table 5.1 lists the symmetric representation of the representatives of the 21. con­
jugacy classes of the automorphism group Af22 : 2.
Table 5.1: Representatives of the Conjugacy Classes of M22 : 2
Class Representative Class Representative
1 Id(N) 6B (1,5, 0, 6,4, 2, 3)*246
2A (1,0, 3)(2, 6, 4)46*2(6 7A (1,2,5)(3,6,4)*oti3
2B (l,3)(4,5)*450 7B (1,2,3)(4,5,0)f6*ot26
2C (1,3)(2,6)ts 8A (1,5) (2,3,0,4)*53o2
3 (1,4,6,2,3,0,5) *o4  *630  *b 8B (1,5,3,0,4,6,2)*5it 0*65
4A (1, 4, 5, 3) (2, 0) *06  *04  *3  *05 10 (1,2, 5, 0)(3, 4)43*326
4B (2,0,6)(3,5,4)*263o 11 (1,5,4) (2,6,0)46*150
4C (1, 4) (3, 0, 5, 6) *6  *4  *625  1 12 (l,2,5,0)(3,4)t6*53t26
4D (1, 6, 5) (2, 0, 4)*64102 14A (1, 6)(4, 0)*4263
5 (1,3,4,5) (6,0)*4i3o 14B (1,2, 0,3, 5,4, 6)*2o451
6A (1,4,2) (3,0,5)<5t3ti* 5*o*4
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Appendix A
MAGMA Code for Constructing






(x*y,t “(x"'4)) , (y,t"(x~3)), (y * x"-3 * y * x~2 * y*t"(x"3) ) “8,





ts:=[f(t~(x~i)) : i in [1..7]];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially.
*/
v : = pt;
for i in I do




cst := [null : i in [1 .. 10560]] where null is [IntegersO I ];
for i := 1 to 7 do








for i in [l..#T71] do
ss: = [7,l] ~T71[i];
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst Ei] ne •[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71s:-N71;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 then N71s:=sub<N[N71s,g>;
end if; end for;
T7 is:=Transversal(N,N71s);
for i in [l..#T71s] do
ss:=[7,l,7] "T71s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
T712s:=Transversal(N,N712);
for i in [l..#T712s] do
ss:=[7,l,2]-T712s[i]5
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El--10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);
T713:=Transversal(N,N713);
for i in [l..#T713] do
ss:=[7,l,3]”T713[i];
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in E1--10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
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N7172s:=sub<NIN712,g>;
end if; end for;
T7172s:-Transversal(N,N7172s) ;
for i in [l..#T7172s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2] ~T7172s Li] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N713:-Stabiliser(N71,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 then
N7173s:=sub<N|N713,g>; end if; end for;
T7173s:=Transversal(N,N7173s);
for i in [l..#T7173s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,3] “T7173s Li] ;
cstLprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne L] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2“g eq 2 then
N7127s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7127s:=Transversal(N,N7127s);
for i in [1..#T7127s] do
ss:=L7,1,2,7]~T7127s[i];
cst Lprodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst Li] ne LI then m;=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:-Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l'g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 then
N7121s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7121s:=Transversal(N,N7121s);
for i in [l..#T7121s] do
ss: = L7,1,2,1] "T7121s[i] ;
cst Lprodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;




for i in [l..#T7123] do
ss:=[7,l,2,3] "T7123[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T7124:=Transversal(N,N7124); 
for i in [l..#T7124] do 
ss:=[7,1,2,4]"T7124[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
T7125:=Transversal(N,N7125); 
for i in [l..#T7125] do 
ss: = [7,1,2,5]"T7125[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne
N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6); 
T7126:=Transversal(N,N7126);
for i in [l..#T7126] do
ss:=[7,1,2,6]"T7126[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne
[] then m:=m+l; end if;
[] then m:=m+l; end if;
[] then m:=m+l; end if;
[] then m:=m+l; end if;
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);
for g in N do if 7'~g eq 1 and l~g eq 3 and 3“g eq 7 then 
N7137s:=sub<N|N713,g>; end if; end for ;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and l~g eq 7 and 3"g eq 1 then
N7137s:=sub<N|N7137s,g>; end if; end for;
T7137s:=Transversal(N,N7137s);
for i in [l..#T7137s] do
ss:=[7,1,3,7]"T7137s[i]; 








for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7132:=Stabiliser(N713,2);
T7132:=Transversal(N,N7132);
for i in [l..#T7132] do
ss:=[7,1,3,2]~T7132[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
N71727s:=sub<N[N712,g>; end if; end for;
T71727s:=Transversal(N,N71727s);
for i in [1..#T71727s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7]~T71727s [i];
cst[prodimfl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then 
N71723s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71723s:=Transversal(N,N71723s);
for i in [1..#T71723s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3]*T71723s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T71724:=Transversal(N,N7124) ;
for i in [l..#T71724] do 
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4]~T71724[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5~g eq 5 then
N71725s:=sub<N[N7125,g>; end if; end for; 
T71725s:=Transversal(N,N71725s);
for i in El..#T71725s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,5] ~T71725s Ei] ;
cst[prodimCl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cstEi] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then
N71732s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71732s:=Transversal(N,N71732s);
for i in [1.,#T71732s] do
ss: = [7,l,7,3,2]"T71732sEi] ;
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El-.10560] do if cst [i] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"'g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then
N71273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71273s:=Transversal(N,N71273s);
for i in [1..#T71273s] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,7,3]~T71273s[i]; 
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1--10560] do if cst[i] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T71274:=Transversal(N,N7124) ;
for i in El--#T71274] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7,4]~T71274[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
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N71275s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71275s:=Transversal(N,N71275s);
for i in [1..#T71275s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,7,5]~T71275s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then end if; end for; m;
N712:-Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2“g eq 2 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 2 and 2~g eq 7 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71217s:=Transversal(N,N71217s);
for i in [1..#T71217s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1,7]“T71217S [i] ;
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)J :=ss;
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71213:=Transversal(N,N7123);
for i in [l..#T71213] do
ss: = [7,l,2,l,3]"T71213[i] ;
cst [prodim(1, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 5~g eq 5 then
N71215s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71215s:=Transversal(N,N71215s);
for i in [1..#T71215s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,l,5] ~T71215s[i] ;




for i in [1..10560] do if cstLi] ne L] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71237:-Transversal(N,N7123);
for i in [l..#T71237] do
ss:=L7,1,2,3,7]~T71237Li];
cstLprodimfl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in LI.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne L] then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and l~g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 3"g eq 3 then 
N71231s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71231s:-Transversal(N,N71231s);
for i in [1..#T71231s] do
ss:=L7,1,2,3,1]"T71231SLi];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71232:=Transversal(N,N7123) ;
for i in L1..#T71232] do
ss:=L7,l,2,3,2]~T71232Li];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:-Stabiliser(N7123,4) ;
T71234:=Transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T71234] do
ss:=L7,1,2,3,4]"T71234Li];
cstLprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;




for i in [1..#T71235] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,3,5]*T71235Ci] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T71247:=Transversal.(N,N7124);
for i in [l..#T71247] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,7]~T71247[i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4~g eq 2 then 
N71241s:=sub<N[N7124,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 2 and 2~g eq 4 and 4"g eq 1 then 
N71241s:=sub<N|N71241s,g>; end if; end for;
T71241s:=Transversal(N,N71241s);
for i in [1.,#T71241s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,4,1] ~T71241s[i] ;
cstCprodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for; >
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T71243:=Transversal(N,N71234) ;
for i in [l..#T71243] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,3]"T71243Ci] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cstCi] ne C] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71236:=Stabiliser(N7123,6);
T71246:^Transversal(N,N71236) ;
for i in [l..#T71246] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,6] "T71246 [i] ;




for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 5'g eq 2 then
N71257s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71257s:=Transversal(N,N71257s);
for i in [1..#T71257s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,5,7]‘T71257s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:~0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst Ci] ne E] then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:-Stabiliser-(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 5 and 5"g eq 2 then 
N71252s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71252s:=Transversal(N,N71252s);
for i in [1..#T71252s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,5,2]“T71252s[i];
cstCprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El.-10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 2 and 6~g eq 1 then 
N71267s:=sub<N[N7126,g>; end if; end for;
T71267s:=Transversal(N,N71267s);
for i in [1..#T71267s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,.6,7] "T71267s Ci] ;
cstCprodimCl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El..10560] do if cstEi] ne EJ then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6);
T71261:-Transversal(N,N7126) ;
for i in [l..#T71261] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,6,l]"T71261Ci]; 
cstEprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cstCi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 1 and 2~g eq 6 and 6"g eq 2 then
N71262s:=sub<N|N7126,g>; end if; end for;
T71262s:=Transversal(N,N71262s);
for i in [1..#T71262s] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,6,2]~T71262s[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and l“g eq 7 and 3"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N71372s:=sub<NlN7123,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 3 and 3*g  eq 0 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N71372s:=sub<N|N71372s,g>; end if; end for;
T71372s:=Transversal(N,N71372s);
for i in [1..#T71372s] do
ss: = [7,1,3,7,2] ~T71372s Ti] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and l“g eq 1 and 3"g eq 5 and 2“g eq 2 then 
N71327s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71327s:=Transversal(N,N71327s);
for i in [1.,#T71327s] do
ss: = [7,1,3,2,7]"T71327s[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N717273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717273s:=Transversal(N,N717273s);
for i in [1..#T717273s] do 
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,3]"T717273s[i]; 




for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T717274:=Transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [1..#T717274] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,7,4]'*T71 274[i ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7'g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N717275s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
T717275s:^Transversal(N,N717275s);
for i in [1.,#T717275s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,5]"T717275s[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:“Stabiliser(N712,3);
T717237:=Transversal(N,N7123);
for i in [1..#T717237] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,7]"T717237[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N717232s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717232S:=Transversal(N,N717232s);
for i in [1..#T717232s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3,2]"T717232s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;




for i in [1..#T717234] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,3,4]"T717234[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)l :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105601 do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(JJ7123,5) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 and 3~g eq 3 and 
2~g eq 2 then N717235s:=sub<N|N71235,g>; end if; end for;
T717235s:=Transversal(N,N717235s);
for i in [1..#T717235s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,3,5]“T717235s [i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)J :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then mi-m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T717247:=Transversal(N,N7124) ;
for i in [1..#T717247] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,7]‘T717247[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)l :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 4"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N717241s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T717241s:=Transversal(N,N717241s);
for i in [1..#T717241s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,l]"T717241S[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and 1‘g eq 1 and 4"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 then 
N717242s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T717242S:=Transversal(N,N717242s);
for i in [1..#T717242s] do
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ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,2]"T717242S[i] ;
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:-Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 7 and
3"g eq 4 then N717243s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l*g  eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 1 and
3"g eq 6 then N717243s:=sub<N|N717243s,g>; end if; end for;
T717243s:-Transversal(N,N717243s);
for i in [1..#T717243s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,4,3]*T717243s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne □ then m:-m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
T717257:-Transversal(N,N7125);
for i in [1..#T717257] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,5,7] ''T717257[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 5"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 then 
N717252s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l~g eq 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if; 
T717252s:=Transversal(N,N717252s) ;
7 and 5"g eq 5 and 2"g eq 2 then
end for;
7 and 5*g  
end for;
eq 2 and 2"g eq 5 then
2 and 5"g 
end for;
eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 then
1 and 5"g 
end for;
eq 2 and 2"g eq 5 then
5 and 5~g 
end for;
eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 then
2 and 5~g 
end for;
eq 7 and 2~g eq 1 then
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for i in [1..#T717252s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,5,21~T717252s[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
T717254:=Transversal(N,N71245);
for i in [1..#T717254] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,5,4]"T717254[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T717327:=Transversal(N,N7123);
for i in [1..#T717327] do
ss : = [7,1., 7,3,2,7] ~T717327 [i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l*g  eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 5“g eq 5 and
2~g eq 2 then N717325s:=sub<NIN71235,g>; end if; end for;
T717325s:=Transversal(N,N717325s);
for i in [1..#T717325s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,3,2,5]'~T717325s [i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T712737:=Transversal(N,N7123) ;
for i in [1..#T712737] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,3,7]'‘T712737[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l“g eq 7 and 3"g eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N712732s:=sub<N[N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712732:=Transversal(N,N712732s);
for i in [1.,#T712732] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7,3,2]“T712732[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T712734:=Transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T712734] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7,3,4]~T712734[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 and 
5“g eq 5 then N712735s:=sub<N[N71235,g>; end if; end for;
T712735s:=Transversal(N,N712735s);
for i in [1..#T712735s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,3,5] ,'T712735s [i] ; ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst Li] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T712743:=Transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1.,#T712743] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,4,3] ~T712743 [i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 2 and l~g eq 1 and 4"g eq 6 and 2~g eq 5 and 
5~g eq 7 then N712745s:=sub<NIN71245,g>; end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 4"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 7 and
5"g eq 2 then N712745s:=sub<N|N712745s,g>; end if; end for;
T712745s:=Transversal(N,N712745s);
for i in [1..#T712745s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,7,4,53~T712745s Ci];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El..10560] do if cst Li] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71246:=Stabiliser(N7124,6);
T712746:=Transversal(N,N71246);
for i in Cl..#T712746] do
ss: = E7,1,2,7,4,6]"T712746 Li];
cstCprodimCl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cstEil ne [] then m:«m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 then 
N712752s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5*g  eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<N]N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in .N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 1 and 5~g eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<NlN712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2,'g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<N[N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
T712752s:=Transversal(N,N712752s);
for i in [1•-#T712752s] do
ss:=E7,l,2,7,5,2]"T712752sEi];
cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in El--10560] do if cstCi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then
N712173s:=snb<NIN7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712173s:=Transversal(N,N712173s);
for i in El.-#T712173s] do
ss:=C7,1,2,1,7,3]"T712173sEiJ;
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cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l~g eq 7 and 2~g eq 1 
N712175s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 7 
N712175s::=su.b<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 
N712175s:=su.b<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 
N712175s:=sub<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;.
for g in N do if 7'g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"'g eq 1 
N712175s:=sub<NlN712175s,g>; end if; end for;
T712175s:=Transversal(N,N712175s);
for i in [1..#T712175s] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,l,7,5]"T712175s[i]; 
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
and 5~g eq 5 then
and 5~g eq 5 then
and 5~g eq 5 then
and 5~g eq 5 then
and 5~g eq 5 then
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T712134:=Transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T712134] do
ss : = [7,1,2,1,3,4]'‘T712134 [i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)J :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
T712135:=Transversal(N,N71235) ;
for i in [1..#T712135] do
ss:=[7,1,2,1,3,5]*T712135[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
N71236:=Stabiliser(N7123,6);
T712136:=Transversal(N,N71236);
end if; end for; m;
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for i in [1..#T712136] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1,3,6]"T712136[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 5~g 
N712157s:=sub<N|N7125,g>1; end if; end for;
T712157s:-Transversal (N,N712157-s);
for i in [1..#T712157s] do
ss:-[7,1,2,1,5,7] ~T712157is[i] ;
cstlprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4); 
T712374:=Transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T712374] do
ss: = [7,1,2,3,7,4] *T71 2374 [i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne .[] then m:=m+l; end if;
N7123:^Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 3"g 
N712321S:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712321S:=Transversal(N,N712321s);
for i in [1..#T712321s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,3,2,l]"T712321s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if;
N712345:=Stabiliser(N71234,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 4 and 3~g 
5“g eq 1 and 4'g eq 3 then N712354s:=sub<N|N712345,g>; end : 
for g in N do if 7'g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 3 and 3"g 








eq 2 and 
f; end for;
eq 4 and 
if; end for;
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for i in [1..#T712354s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,3,5,4]-T712354s[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234 "Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 6 and 4"g eq 5 and
7"g eq 2 and 3"g eq 4 then N712473s:=sub<NlN71234,g>; end if; end for; 
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 
7~g eq 6 and 3~g eq 5 then N712473s:s=sub<N|N712473s,g>; end if; end for; 
T712473s:=Transversal(N,N712473s);
for i in [1..#T712473s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,4,7,3]"T712473S[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71256:=Stabiliser(N7125,6);
T712615:transversal(N,N71256);
for i in [1..#T712615] do
ss: = [7,1,2,6,1,5] ~T712615 [i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 6 and l“g eq 4 and 2~g eq 2 and 4~g eq 1 then 
N7172747s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T7172747S:transversal(N,N7172747s);
for i in [1..#T7172747s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,4,7] "T7172747S[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T7172743:transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T7172743] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,3]~T7172743[i] ;
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cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71246:-Stabiliser(N7124,6);
T7172746: -Transversal (N ,N71246)
for i in [1..#T7172746] do
ss:-[7,l,7,2,7,4,6]~T7172746[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:-Stabiliser(N712,5);
T7172757:-Transversal(N,N7125);
for i in [1..#T7172757] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,5,7]~T7172757[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cstLi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 2“g eq 1 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<NIN7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 2 and 2“g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2'g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then
N7172752s:=sub<NIN7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5~g eq 5 then
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 5~g eq 5 then
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
T7172752s:-Transversal(N,N7172752s);
for i in [1..#T7172752s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,5,2]',T7172752s [i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :-ss;
end for;
m:=0;




for i in [1..#T7172374] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3,7,41"T7172374[i];
cstCprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst Ci] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T7172324:transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T7172324] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,3,2,4] ''T7172324 [i] ;
csttprodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712346:=Stabiliser(N71234,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l^g eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 3~g eq 6 and
4"'g eq 4 and 6~g eq 3 then N7172346s:=sub<N|N712346,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172346S:=Transversal(N,N7172346s);
for i in [1..#T7172346s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,4,6] "'T7172346s [i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71246:=Stabiliser(N7124,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 6 and 2"g eq 5 and 4*g  eq 1 and
6~g eq 4 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N71246,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l“g eq 4 and 2~g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6 and
6"g eq 1 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N7172476s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172476s:transversal(N,N7172476s);
for i in [1..#T7172476s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,7,6]~T7172476s[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and l~g eq 1 and 2~g eq 3 and 4~g eq 7 and
5"g eq 2 then N7172425s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l“g eq 1 and 2“g eq 5 and 4~g eq 6 and
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5~g eq 3 then. N7172425s:=sub<NIN7172425s,g>; end if; end for;
T7172425S:=Transversal(N,N7172425s) ;
for i in [1..#T7172425s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,2,5]~T7172425s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712345:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 7 and 3~g 
eq 6 and 5"g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N[N712345,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 4 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 5 and 4~g eq 6 and 3"g 
eq 2 and 5"g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 4 and 2*g  eq 1 and 4'g eq 2 and S^g 
eq 7 and 5"g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N]N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 3 and 4*"g  eq 2 and 3"g 
eq 4 and 5~g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2‘g eq 6 and 4~g eq 1 and 3"g 
eq 3 and 5*g  eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4~g eq 7 and 3“g 
eq 1 and 5"g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7'g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 5 and 4~g eq 4 and 3~g 
eq 1 and 5"g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 4 and 2',g eq 3 and 4“g eq 6 and 3"g 
eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2“g eq 7 and 4~g eq 5 and 3~g 
eq 3 and 5“g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N1N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2“g eq 7 and 4~g eq 6 and 3'g 
eq 4 and 5~g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7',g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 3 and 4~g eq 7 and 3“g 
eq 5 and 5~g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 7 and 2“g eq 6 and 4~g eq 2 and 3"g 
eq 5 and 5"g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<NIN7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 5 and 4"g eq 3 and 3"g 
eq 7 and 5“g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 7 and 4~g eq 1 and 3~g 
eq 2 and 5"g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 1 and 4~g eq 5 and 3"g 
eq 4 and 5~g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N[N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 4 and 4~g eq 3 and 3"g 
eq 2 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2*g  eq 6 and 4"g eq 4 and 3*g  
eq 7 and 5~g eq 2 then N7172435s:=snb<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for; 
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for g in N do if 7*g  eq 4 and l*g  eq 3 and 2“g eq 2 and 4~g eq 5 and 3~g 
eq 6 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and l"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 1 and 3"g 
eq 5 and 5~g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l~g eq 7 and 2~g eq 1 and 4~g eq 3 and 3~g 
eq 6 and 5"g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172435s:=Transversal(N, N7172435s);
for i in [1..#T7172435s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,4,3,51~T7172435s[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
T7172573:=Transversal(N,N71235);
for i in [1..#T7172573] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,5,7,31"T7172573[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] ;=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
T7172574:=Transversal(N,N71245);
for i in [1..#T7172574] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,5,7,41~T7172574[i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71256:=Stabiliser(N7125,6);
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 7 and l"g eq 4 and 2~g eq 1 and 5"g eq 6 and
6~g eq 3 then N7172576s:=sub<N|N71256,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l“g eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 5~g eq 3 and
6"g eq 5 then N7172576s:=sub<N|N7172576s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172576s:=Transversal(N,N7172576s);
for i in [1..#T7172576s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,5,7,61"T7172576S[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 2'g eq 5 and 5~g eq 2 and
3"g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N[N71235,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7',g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 5“g eq 5 and-
3~g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"'g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 5*g  eq 2 and
3“g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5~g eq 7 and
3“g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2*g  eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
3~g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<NIN7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 7 and 5~g eq 1 and
3~g eq 3 then N7172523s:=su.b<N[N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2',g eq 7 and 5~g eq 1 and
3"g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172523s:=Transversal(N,N7172523s);
for i in [1..#T7172523s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,5,2,3]~T7172523s[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 5 and 5"g eq 2 and 
4~g eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 7 and 5~g eq 1 and 
4~g eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N7172524s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5~g eq 7 and
4~g eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N7172524s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172524s:=Transversal(N,N7172524s);
for i in [1.,#T7172524s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,5,2,4]~T7172524s[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] :~ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1.. 10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7'g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 4 and 5~g eq 6 and
4“g eq 1 then N7172547s:=sub<NIN71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
4~g eq 2 then N7172547s:=sub<N[N7172547s,g>; end if; end for;
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T7172547s:=Transversal(N,N7172547s);
for i in [1..#T7172547s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,5,4,7]"T7172547s[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
T7172541:-Transversal(N,N71245);
for i in [1..#T7172541] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,5,4,l]"T7172541[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 3“g eq 3 and 2~g eq 6 and
Kg eq 1 then N7173274s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 3"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 7 and
4~g eq 5 then N7173274s:=sub<N|N7173274s,g>; end if; end for;
T7173274s:=Transversal(N,N7173274s);
for i in [1..#T7173274s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,3,2,7,4]~T7173274s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"'g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2,'g eq 1 and 3"g eq 3 and
4"g eq 2 then N7127341s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 4 and 3~g eq 3 and
4"g eq 1 then N7127341s:=sub<N|N7127341s,g>; end if; end for;
T7127341S:^Transversal(N,N7127341s);
for i in [1..#T7127341s] do
ss : = [7,1,2,7,3,4,1] "T7127341.S [i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;.
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
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for g in N do if 7*g  eq 2 and l~g eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 7 and
3"g eq 3 then N71727431s:=sub<N[N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 2'g eq 7 and 4~g eq 2 and
3"g eq 3 then N71727431s:=sub<N|N71727431s,g>; end if; end for;
T71727431s:transversal(N,N71727431s);
for i in [1..#T71727431s] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,7,4,3,l]'‘T71727431s[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 6 and 2~g eq 5 and 4~g eq 1 and
3~g eq 2 then N71727432s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l*g  eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6 and
3"g eq 5 then N71727432s:=sub<N|N71727432s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71727432S:transversal(N,N71727432s);
for i in [1..#T71727432s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,3,2]~T71727432s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71246:=Stabiliser(N7124,6);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 7 and 4"g eq 5 and
6"g eq 2 then N71727462s:=sub<N|N71246,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l~g eq 5 and 2“g eq 6 and 4"g eq 1 and
6~g eq 7 then N71727462s:=sub<N]N71727462s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71727462s:transversal(N,N71727462s);
for i in [1..#T71727462s] do
ss:-[7,1,7,2,7,4,6,2]~T71727462s[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;





for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq 4
N71727571s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 3
N71727571s:=sub<N|N71727571s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 5 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 1
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N71727571s:=sub<N|N71727571s,g>; end if; end for;
T71727571S:-Transversal(N,N71727571s) ;
for i in [1.,#T71727571s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,5,7,1]~T71727571s[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 1 and 3~g eq 2 and 
4~g eq 7 then N71723747s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 3 and 3~g eq 1 and
4"g eq 5 then N71723747s:=sub<NlN71723747s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71723747S:-Transversal(N,N71723747s);
for i in [1..#T71723747s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,3,7,4,7]~T71723747s[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6 and
5~g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq land Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 3 and 4"g eq 4 and
5"g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2“g eq 2 and 4"g eq 6 and
5"g eq 5 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 7 and
5~g eq 2 then N71724251S:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7',g eq 4 and Kg eq 7 and 2“g eq 3 and 4~g eq 1 and
5~g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4~g eq 7 and
5~g eq 5 then N71724251s:==sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 1 and 2“g eq 5 and 4"g eq 6 and
5"g eq 3 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 1 and
5"g eq 3 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 6 and
5"g eq 5 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N7172425Is,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 4 and
5"g eq 3 then N7172425is:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 4 and 2“g eq 5 and 4~g eq 7 and
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5"g eq 3 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71724251S:transversal(N,N71724251s);
for i in [1..#T7172425Is] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,2,5,1]*T71724251s[i]  ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712346:=Stabiliser(N71234,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 1 and
6~g eq 5 and 3-"g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N712346,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l'g eq 5 and 2~g eq 2 and 4~g eq 3 and
6"g eq 1 and 3~g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<NIN717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and l~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 4 and
6"g eq 1 and 3~g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N” do if 7~g eq 3 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 6 and 4~g eq 2 and
6"g eq 4 and 3~g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<NIN717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7',g eq 5 and l~g eq 7 and 2“g eq 3 and 4“g eq 1 and
6"g eq 2 and 3"g eq 4 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 6 and l~g eq 4 and 2~g eq 7 and 4'~g eq 5 and
6"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and l~g eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4*g  eq 7 and
6"g eq 5 and 3"g eq 4 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7'g eq 4 and l~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 5 and 4*g  eq 2 and
6~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<NIN717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l~g eq 1 and 2"g eq 5 and 4~g eq 6 and
6~g eq 3 and 3~g eq 4 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and l"g eq 5 and 2~g eq 4 and 4"g eq 7 and
6*g eq 3 and 3"g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l~g eq 5 and 2"g eq 6 and 4"g eq 1 and
6"g eq 7 and 3"g eq 3 then N717274623s:=sub<NlN717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l~g eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and
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6"g eq 4 and 3~g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 3 and Kg eq 4 and
6"g eq 7 and 3"g eq 5 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 3 and Kg eq 5 and
6"g eq 6 and 3~g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 6 and 4~g eq 3 and
6"g eq 5 and 3“g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l“g eq 3 and 2~g eq 1 and 4'~g eq 7 and
6""g eq 6 and 3~g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 5 and
6"g eq 4 and S^g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2~g eq 4 and 4“g eq 6 and
6~g eq 2 and 3"g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4“g eq 2 and
6"g eq 3 and 3~g eq 5 then N717274623s:=snb<NlN717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 2 and 2'g eq 7 and 4~g eq 6 and
6~g eq 1 and 3"g eq 5 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
T717274623s:=Transversal(N,N717274623s) ;
for i in [1..#T717274623s] do ‘
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,4,6,2,3]~T717274623s[i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:==m+l; end if; end for; m
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
N717275717s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 and 5~g eq 6 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5~g eq 4 then
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 1 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq 3 then
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N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 3 and Kg eq 4 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"'g eq 1 and Kg eq 5 and 2*g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2-g eq 2 and 5“g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5“g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N]N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 5 and 2-g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2“g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N]N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 2-g eq 2 and 5~g eq
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 5 and 2*g eq 2 and 5~g eq




















for i in [1..#T717275717s] do 
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,5,7,1,71~T717275717s[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..10560] do if cst [i] ne [] then end if; end for; m;
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T7172757172s:=Transversal(N,N);
for i in [1..#T7172757172s] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,7,5,7,l,7,2]“T7172757172s[i] ; 











G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t 1 x'~7,y"2, (x*y)'3,  (x,y)~4, t"'2,
(x*y,V~(x~4)) ,(y,t"(x"3)), (y * x“-3 * y * x"2 * y*t~(x~3) )"8,
(x"-2 * y * x~2 * y * x',-2*t''(x"2))''10,  (y*t~(x~2) )^4,




ts: = [f(t"(x~i)) : i in [1..7]];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially.
*/
v := pt;





cst := [null : i in [1 .. 5280]] where null is [Integers() I ];
for i := 1 to 7 do








for i in [l..#T71] do
ss : = [7,1] "T71 [i] ;
cst [prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 then N71s:=sub<NlN71,g>; 
end if; end for;
T71s:=Transversal(N,N71s);
for i in [l..#T71s] do
ss:=[7,l,7]~T71s[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
T712s:=Transversal(N,N712);
for i in [l..#T712s] do
ss: = [7,l,2]~T712s[i] ;
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);
T713:=Transversal(N,N713);
for i in [l..#T713] do
ss:=[7,l,3]~T713[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:-Stabiliser (N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N7172s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
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T7172s:=Transversal(N,N7172s) ;
for i in [l..#T7172s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2] t7172s[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3'g eq 3 then
N7173s:=sub<N]N713,g>; end if; end for;
T7173s:transversal(N,N7173s);
for i in [l..#T7173s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,3]~T7173s[i] ;
cst[prodimCl, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 then
N7127s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7127s:transversal(N,N7127s) ;
for i in [l..#T7127s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7] t7127s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l'g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 then
N7121s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7121S:transversal(N,N7121s);
for i in [l..#T7121s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1] ~T7121s[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;‘
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T7123:transversal(N,N7123);
for i in [l..#T7123] do
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ss:=[7,1,2,3]~T7123[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T7124:-Transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [l..#T7124] do
ss : = [7,1,2,4] ~T7124[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
T7125:=Transversal(N,N7125);
for i in [l..#T7125] do
ss:=[7,l,2,5]~T7125[i]; 
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
N7126:-Stabiliser(N712,6);
T7126:=Transversal(N,N7126);
for i in [l..#T7126] do
ss: = [7,1,2,6]"T7126[i] J
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=ni+l;
end if; end for; m;
end if; end for; m;
N713:=Stabiliser(N71,3);
for g in N do if 7"'g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 3‘g eq 7 then 
N7137s:=sub<N|N713,g>; end if; end for ;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 3"g eq 1 then 
-N7137s:=sub<N|N7137s,g>; end if; end for;
T7137s:-Transversal(N,N7137s); 
for i in [l..#T7137s] do 
ss:=[7,1,3,7]"T7137s[i];




for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7132:=Stabiliser(N713,2);
T7132: transversal (N,N7132) ;
for i in [l..#T7132] do
ss: = C7,l,3,2] t7132[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
N71727s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T71727s: transversal(N,N71727s) ;
for i in [1..#T71727s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7] ~T71727s [i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then
N71723s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71723s:transversal (N,N71723s);
for i in [1..#T71723s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3]"T71723s [i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T71724:transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [l..#T71724] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,41"T71724[iJ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
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N71725s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71725s:=Transversal(N,N71725s);
for i in [1..#T71725s] do
ss : = [7,1,7,2,51 •'T71725s[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2“g eq 2 and 3"g eq 3 then 
N71273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71273s:=Transversal(N,N71273s);
for i in [1..#T71273s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,7,3]"T71273s[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T71274:=Transversal(N,N7124) ;
for i in [1..#T71274] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,4] "'T71274 [i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 5“g eq 5 then 
N71275s:-sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71275s:=Transversal(N,N71275s);
for i in [1.,#T71275s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,5]"T71275s [i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712:-Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 7 and 2~g eq 1 then
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N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2'g eq 7 then 
N71217s:=sub<NIN71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7'g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 then 
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7-'g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 then
N71217s:=sub<N|N71217s,g>; end if; 
T71217s:-Transversal(N,N71217s); 
for i in [1..#T71217s] do 
ss: = [7,1,2,1,7] -T71217S [i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71213:=Transversal(N,N7123) ;
for i in [l..#T71213] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,l,3]~T71213[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71237:-Transversal(N,N7123); 
for i in [1..#T71237] do 
ss:-[7,1,2,3,7]~T71237[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T71232:-Transversal(N,N7123); 
for i in [l..#T71232] do 
ss:=[7,1,2,3,2]*T71232[i]  ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss; 
end for;
m:=0;




[] then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
□ then m:=ni+l; end if; end for; m;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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for i in [l..#T71235] do
ss:-[7,l,2,3,5]~T71235[i];
cstEprodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cstEi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:-Stabiliser (N712.,4);
T71247:transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [l..#T71247] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,4,7]"T71247[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l*g  eq 4 and 2~g eq 1 and 4~g eq 2 then 
N71241s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 1 then
N71241s:=sub<N|N71241s,g>; end if; end for;
T71241S:transversal(N,N71241s);
for i in [1..#T7124is] do
ss:-[7,1,2,4,13 ~T71241s[i] ;
cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..5280] do if cstEi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T71243:transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [l..#T71243] do
ss:=[7,1,2,4,33 t71243Ei] ;
cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in El..5280] do if cstEi] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m; 
N7125:-Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 5~g eq 2 then
N71257s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71257s:transversal(N,N71257s);
for i in El..#T71257s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,5,7]"T71257s[i]; ' '
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cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cstEi] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6);
T71261:=Transversal(N,N7126);
for i in [i..#T71261] do
ss: ~ [7,1,2,6,1] K71261 Ei] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cstEi] ne E] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7126:=Stabiliser(N712,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 2*g  eq 6 and 6“g eq 2 then 
N71262s:=sub<N|N7126,g>; end if; end for;
T71262s:=Transversal(N,N71262s);
for i in [1..#T71262s] do
ss: = E7,1,2,6,2] ~T71262s Ei];
cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [i..5280] do if cstEi] ne El then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 3"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N71372s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 3"g eq 0 and 2“g eq 2 then
N71372s:=sub<NlN71372s,g>; end if; end for;
T71372s:=Transversal(N,N71372s);
for i in El•.#T71372s] do
ss:=E7,1,3,7,2]~T71372sEi];
cstEprodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 3"g eq 3 and 2~g eq 2 then
N717273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717273s:=Transversal(N,N717273s);
for i in El-.#T717273s] do
ss.* = [7,1,7,2,7,31“T717273sEi];
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cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T717274:transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [1..#T717274] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4]*T717274[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N717232s:=sub<NIN7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717232s:transversal(N,N717232s);
for i in [1..#T717232s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,2] t717232s [i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 and 3"g eq 3 and
2~g eq 2 then N717235s:=sub<N[N71235,g>; end if; end for;
T717235s:transversal(N,N717235s);
for i in [1..#T717235s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,5]~T717235s [i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T717247:transversal(N,N7124);
for i in [1..#T717247] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,7]~T717247[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 then 
N717242s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T717242s:transversal(N,N717242s);
for i in [1..#T717242s] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,4,2]-*T71 242s[i]  ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and l"g eq 2 and 4~g eq 6 and 2“g eq 7 and
3~g eq 4 then N717243s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 2 and l"g eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 2~g eq 1 and
3"g eq 6 then N717243s"Sub<NlN717243s,g>; end if; end for;
T717243s: transversal (N, N717243s);
for i in [1.,#T717243s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,4,31 t717243s[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
T717254:transversal(N,N71245);
for i in [1.,#T717254] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,5,4]"T717254[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T712734:transversal(N,N71234);
for i in [1..#T712734] do
ss:=[7,1,2,7,3,4]‘T712734[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245 "Stabiliser(N7124,5);
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for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l~g eq 1 and 4~g eq 6 and 2~g eq 5 and .
5"g eq 7 then N712745s:=sub<NlN71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 4"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 7 and
5~g eq 2 then N712745s:=sub<N|N712745s,g>; end if; end for;
T712745s:-Transversal(N,N712745s);
for i in [1..#T712745s] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,7,4,5]"T712745s[i];
cst[prodim(1, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 
N712752s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 
N712752s:=sub<N[N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
T712752s:-Transversal(N,N712752s);
for i in [1.,#T712752s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,7,5,2]~T712752s[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
and 5~g eq 5 then
and 5~g eq 5 then 
and 5"g eq 5 then 
and 5"g eq 5 then 
and 5"g eq 5 then
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 3"g eq 3 then 
N712173s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712173s:-Transversal(N,N712173s) ;
for i in [1..#T712173s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1,7,3]~T712173s[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;




for i in [1..#T712135] do
ss:=[7,l,2,l,3,5]"T712135[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712345:=Stabiliser(N71234,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 4 and 3~g eq 2 and
5~g eq 1 and 4~g eq 3 then N712354s:=sub<N|N712345,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 3 and 3"g eq 4 and
5*g  eq 6 and 4"g eq 2 then N712354s:=sub<NIN712354s,g>; end if; end for;
T712354S:^Transversal(N,N712354s) ;
for i in [1..#T712354s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,3,5,4] ,'T712354s [i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 6 and 4“g eq 5 and
7"g eq 2 and 3~g eq 4 then N712473s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for; 
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 4"g eq 3 and 
7"g eq 6 and 3"g eq 5 then N712473s:=sub<NIN712473s,g> ; end if; end for; 
T712473S:=Transversal(N,N712473s);
for i in [1..#T712473s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,7,3] -'T712473s [i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then nu=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N7124:~Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2*g  eq 2 and 4~g eq 1 then 
N7172747s:=sub<NlN7124,g>; end if; end for;
T7172747s:=Transversal(N,N7172747s);
for i in [1..#T7172747s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,4,7]"T7172747s[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
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N71246:=Stabiliser(N7124,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 5 and 4~g eq 1 and 
6“g eq 4 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N71246,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6 and 
6~g eq 1 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N7172476s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172476s:=Transversal(N,N7172476s);
for i in [1..#T7172476s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,7,6]"T7172476s[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N712345:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 7 and
3"g eq 6 and 5~g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N712345,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 5 and 4"g eq 6 and
3~g eq 2 and 5"g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4~g eq 2 and
3~g eq 7 and 5~g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 3 and 4"g eq 2 and
3"g eq 4 and 5~g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 6 and 4“g eq 1 and
3~g eq 3 and S'-g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 6 and 2'~g eq 2 and 4"g eq 7 and
3~g eq 1 and 5*g  eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 5 and 4"g eq 4 and
3"g eq 1 and 5~g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N[N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 2 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6 and
3"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2“g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and
3~g eq 3 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7,'g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 7 and 4~g eq 6 and
3~g eq 4 and 5“g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<NIN7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 7*g  eq 6 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 3 and 4"g eq 7 and
3"g eq 5 and 5“g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 6 and 4~g eq 2 and
3“g eq 5 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=su.b<NlN7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 3 and
3"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 5 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 7 and 4"g eq 1 and
3"g eq 2 and 5“g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 5 and
3“g eq 4 and 5~g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<NlN7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 4 and 4‘g eq 3 and
3~g eq 2 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 6 and 4~g eq 4 and
3"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 3 and 2“g eq 2 and 4“g eq 5 and
3~g eq 6 and 5“g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4~g eq 1 and
3"g eq 5 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 3 and
3"~g eq 6 and 5“g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
T7172435s:-Transversal(N,N7172435s);
for i in [1..#T7172435s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,4,3,5]"T7172435s[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..5280] do if cstfi] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; m;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 5"g eq 6 and
4~g eq 1 then N7172547s:==sub<NlN71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
4~g eq 2 then N7172547s:=sub<NIN7172547s,g>; end if; end for;
T7172547s;-Transversal(N,N7172547s);
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for i in [1..#T7172547s] do
ss.-=[7,1,7,2,5,4,71~T7172547s[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] :=ss;
end for;
m:=0;









G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x"7,y"2, (x*y)"3,  (x,y)~4, t"2,
(x*y,t"(x"4)) ,(y,t"(x"3)), (y * x"-3 * y * x"2 * y*t"(x"3)) "8,





ts: = [f(t"(x“i)) : i in [1..7]];
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/♦Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially. */  
v := pt;
for i in I do




per2sym := functional, p)
ww := cst[1"pl;
tt := p * &* [GIIts[ww[#ww - 1 + 1]]: 1 in [1 .. #ww]];




sym2per := function(Gl, x)
xx:=N!x[l]; uu:=x[2];
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 10560]];
for i := 1 to 7 do




T71: transversal (N, N71) ;
for i in [l..#T71] dot
ss: = [7,l] ~T71[i] ;
ptprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss^xx); 
end for;
N71s:=N71;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 then N71s:=sub<NlN71s,g>; 
end if; end for;
T71s: transversal (N,N71s) ;
for i in [l..#T71s] do
ss:«[7,l,7]~T71s[i] ;




for i in [l..#T712s] do
ss:=[7,1,2]"T712s[i];




for i in [1..#T713] do
ss: = [7,l,3]"T713[i] ;
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7"'g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N7172s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7172s .-transversal(N,N7172s) ;
for i in [l..#T7172s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2]"T7172s[i];




for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 3*g  eq 3 then 
N7173s:=sub<N|N713,g>; end if; end for;
T7173s:-Transversal(N,N7173s);
for i in [l..#T7173s] do
ss:-[7,l,7,3]"T7173sEi] ; 
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = prodimG, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N712:-Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2“g eq 2 then
N7127s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7127s:=Transversal(N,N7127s);
for i in [1..#T7127s] do 
ss:-[7,l,2,7]"T7127s[i];
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx); 
end for;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l"g eq 2 and 2“g eq 1 then 
N7121s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T7121s:-Transversal(N,N7121s);
for i in [l..#T7121s] do 
ss:=E7,1,2,1]~T7121s[i]; 




for i in El..#T7123] do
ss:=[7,i,2,3]~T7123Ei] ;




for i in [l..#T7124] do
ss:-[7,l,2,4]~T7124[i] ;




for i in [i..#T7125] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,5]"T7125[i];





for i in [l..#T7126] do
ss:=[7,l,2,6]*T7126[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N713:-Stabiliser(N71,3);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and l"g eq 3 and 3~g eq 7 then
N7137s:=sub<N|N713,g>; end if; end for ;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 3‘g eq 1 then
N7137s:=sub<N|N7137s,g>; end if; end for;
T7137s:-Transversal(N,N7137s);
for i in [l..#T7137s] do
ss:=[7,l,3,7]*T7137s[i];




for i in [l..#T7132] do
ss: = [7,l,3,2] "T7132[i] ;
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss“xx);
end for;
N712:-Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l“g eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 then
N71727s:=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
T71727s:-Transversal(N,N71727s);
for i in [1..#T71727s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7]~T71727s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for; ,
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 3"g eq 3 then
N71723s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71723s:-Transversal(N,N71723s);
for i in [1..#T71723s] do
ss:=C7,1,7,2,3]“T71723sLi];




for i in [l..#T71724] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,4]“T71724[i];
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG. ts, ss*xx) ;
end for;
N7125:-Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then 
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N71725s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71725s:=Transversal(N,N71725s);
for i in [1..#T71725s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,51*T71725s[i] ;
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2~g eq 2 and 3~g eq 3 then
N71732s:=sub<N[N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71732s:=Transversal(N,N71732s);
for i in [1..#T71732s] do
ss:«[7,l,7,3,2]~T71732s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 3*g  eq 3 then
N71273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71273s:=Transversal(N,N71273s);
for i in [1..#T71273s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,3]"T71273s [i];




for i in [1..#T71274] do
ss: = [7,1,2,7,4] ‘T71274 [i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7'g eq 1 and l“g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5*g  eq 5 then
N71275s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71275s:=Transversal(N,N71275s);
for i in [1.,#T71275s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,7,5]"T71275s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N712:=Stabiliser(N71,2);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
N71217s::=sub<N|N712,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 then
N71217s:=sub<NlN71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 7 then
N71217s:=sub<N[N71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 then
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N71217S:=sub<NIN71217s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 then
N71217s:=sub<NlN71217s,g>; end if; end for;
T71217s:transversal(N,N71217s);
for i in [1..#T71217s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,l,7]"T71217s[i];




for i in [l..#T71213] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1,3]~T71213[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 5“g eq 5 then
N71215s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71215s:transversal(N,N71215s);
for i in [1..#T71215s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,1,5]~T71215s[i];




for i in [1..#T71237] do
ss: = E7,1,2,3,7]"T71237[i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 3"g eq 3 then
N71231s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71231s:transversal(N,N71231s);
for i in [1..#T71231s] do
ss:=E7,1,2,3,1]‘T71231sEil;




for i in [1..&T71232] do
ss: = [7,1,2,3,2] ~T71232 Ei] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T71234: transversal (N, N71234);
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for i in [l..#T71234] do
ss:=[7,1,2,3,41"T71234[i];




for i in [l..#T71235] do
ss:=[7,1,2,3,51"T71235[i];




for i in [l..#T71247] do
ss:=[7,l,2,4,7]"T71247[iJ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss“xx);
end for;
N7124:-Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 2 then 
N71241s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 1 then 
N71241s:=sub<N|N71241s,g>; end if; end for;
T71241S:transversal(N,N71241s);
for i in [1..#T71241s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,1]''T71241s [i] ;




for i in [l..#T71243] do
ss: = [7,1,2,4,31"T71243[il ;




for i in [l..#T71246] do
ss:=[7,1,2,4,6]"T71246[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 5"g eq 2 then
N71257s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71257s:transversal(N,N71257s);
for i in [1..#T71257s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,5,7] ~T71257s [i] ;
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p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = prodimCl, ts, ss~xx); 
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 5
N71252s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T71252s:-Transversal(N,N71252s);
for i in [1..#T71252s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,5,2]"T71252s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ssAxx); 
end for;
N7126:-Stabiliser(N712,6);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 2~g eq 2
N71267s:=sub<N|N7126,g>; end if; end for;
T71267s:-Transversal(N,N71267s);
for i in [1.,#T71267s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,6,7]~T71267s[i];




for i in [l..#T71261] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,6,l]"T71261[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7126:-StabiliserCN712,6);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 6
N71262s:=sub<N|N7126,g>; end if; end for;
T71262s:=Transversal(N,N71262s);
for i in [1.,#T71262s] do
ss:-[7,1,2,6,2]*T71262s[i]  ;
ptprodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7123:-StabiliserCN712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 3"g eq 1
N71372s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 3~g eq 0
N71372s:=sub<N|N71372s,g>; end if; end for;
T71372s:=Transversal(N,N71372s);
for i in [1..#T71372s] do
ss:=[7,1,3,7,2]“T71372s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3) ;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 3*g  eq 5 
and 5"g eq 2 then
and 6~g eq 1 then
and 6~g eq 2 then
and 2"g eq 2 then
and 2"g eq 2 then
and 2"g eq 2 then
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N71327s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T71327s:transversal(N,N71327s);
for i in [1.,#T71327s] do
ss:t7,l,3,2,7] ~T71327s[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if T'g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 then
N717273s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717273s:transversal(N,N717273s);
for i in [1..#T717273s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,3]*T717273s[i] ;
ptprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
T717274: transversal (N, N7124);
for i in [1..&T717274] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,4]~T717274[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l“g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N717275s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
T717275s:transversal(N,N717275s);
for i in [1..#T717275s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,5]"T717275s[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] : = prodim'G, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
T717237: transversal (N, N7123) ;
for i in [1.,#T717237] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,7]"T717237[i] ;
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 then 
N717232s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T717232s:transversal(N,N717232s);
for i in [1..#T717232s] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,3,2]~T717232s[i];





for i in [1..#T717234] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3,41"T717234[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N71235:-Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 and 3"g eq 3 and
2"g eq 2 then N717235s:=sub<N|N71235,g>; end if; end for;
T717235S:-Transversal(N,N717235s);
for i in [1..#T717235s] do
ss:-[7,l,7,2,3,5]"T717235sEi];




for i in [1..#T717247] do
ss:=E7,1,7,2,4,7]"T717247[il;
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 4"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 then
N717241s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T717241s:=Transversal(N,N717241s);
for i in [1..#T717241s] do
ss:=E7,l,7,2,4,l]"T717241s[iJ;
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 1 and 4“g eq 2 and 2~g eq 4 then
N717242s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T717242s:-Transversal(N,N717242s);
for i in El-.#T717242s] do
ss:-[7,1,7,2,4,2]~T717242s[i];
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l"g eq 2 and 4“g eq 6 and 2'g eq 7 and
3*g  eq 4 then N717243s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 1 and
3*g  eq 6 then N717243s:=sub<N[N717243s,g>; end if; end for;
T717243s:-Transversal(N,N717243s) ;
for i in El■.#T717243s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,31"T717243S[i] ;





for i in [1..#T717257] do
ss: = [7,l,7,2,5,7KT717257[i];
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7125:-Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l“g eq 5 and 5"g eq 1 and 2“g eq 7 then 
N717252s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 and 2~g eq 2 then 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 5*g  eq 2 and 2"g eq 5 then 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 5"g eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 then 
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 5"g eq 2 and 2~g eq 5 then 
N717252s:=sub<NIN717252s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 5"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 then
N717252s:=sub<NIN717252s,g>'; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 5~g eq 7 and 2“g eq 1 then
N717252s:=sub<N|N717252s,g>; end if; end for;
T717252s:-Transversal(N,N717252s) ;
for i in Cl..#T717252s] do
ss : = [7,1,7,2,5,2]’~T717252s Ci] ;




for i in Cl..#T717254] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,5,4]*T717254[i]  ;




for i in [1..#T717327] do
ss:=[7,1,7,3,2,7]"T717327[i];
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 3“g eq 3 and 5~g eq 5 and
2"g eq 2 then N717325s:=sub<N]N71235,g>; end if; end for;
T717325S:-Transversal(N,N717325s) ;
for i in Cl..#T717325s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,3,2,5] ~T717325s Ci] ;
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for i in [1..#T712737] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,7,3,7]~T712737[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7123:=Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 3"g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 then
N712732s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712732:=Transversal(N,N712732s);
for i in [1..#T712732] do
ss:=’[7,l,2,7,3,2]-T712732Ei];




for i in El..#T712734] do
ss:=>[7,1,2,7,3,4] ~T712734[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xx) ;
end for;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 and 2“g eq 2 and
5“g eq 5 then N712735s:=sub<NlN71235,g> ; end if; end for;
T712735s:=Transversal(N,N712735s);
for i in [1..#T712735s] do
ss: = [7,l,2,7,3,5]"T712735s[i] ;




for i in [1..#T712743] do
ss: = E7,1,2,7,4,3]~T712743 Ci];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 4~g eq 6 and 2~g eq 5 and
5"g eq 7 then N712745s:=sub<NIN71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 4"g eq 3 and 2“g eq 7 and
5"g eq 2 then N712745s:=sub<N|N712745s,g>; end if; end for;
T712745s:=Transversal(N,N712745s);
for i in [1..#T712745s] do
ss: = E7,1,2,7,4,5]~T712745s Qi] ;
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for i in [1..#T712746] do
ss:=[7,1,2,7,4,6]"T712746[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N712752s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<NIN712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 2 and l“g eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then
N712752s:=sub<N|N712752s,g>; end if; end for;
T712752s:transversal(N,N712752s) ;
for i in [1..#T712752s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7,5,2]"T712752s[i];
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7123:-Stabiliser(N712,3);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 3“g eq 3 then
N712173s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; end for;
T712173s:transversal(N,N712173s);
for i in [1..#T712173s] do
ss: = [7,1,2,1,7,3]"T712173s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx); 
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 7 and 2*g  eq 1 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N712175s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l~g eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then 
N712175s:=sub<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 5"g eq 5 then
N712175s:=sub<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5‘g eq 5 then
N712175s:=sub<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5*g eq 5 then
N712175s:=sub<N|N712175s,g>; end if; end for;
T712175s:transversal(N,N712175s);
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for i in [1..#T712175s] do 
ss:=[7,1,2,1,7,5]~T712175s[i]; 




for i in [1..#T712134] do 
ss:=[7,1,2,1,3,4]~T712134[i]; 




for i in [1..#T712135] do 
ss: = [7,1,2,1,3,5]''T712135 [i] ; 




for i in [1..#T712136] do 
ss: =[7,1,2,1,3,6]~T712136[i]; 
p[prodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, 
end for;
N7125:-StabiliserCN712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg 
N712157s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; 
T712157s:-TransversalCN,N712157s) 
for i in [1..#T712157s] do 
ss: = [7,1,2,1,5,7]"T712157s [i]; 




for i in [1..#T712374] do 
ss:-[7,l,2,3,7,4]"T712374[i]; 
p[prodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, 
end for;
N7123:-Stabiliser CN712,3);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg 
N712321s:=sub<N|N7123,g>; end if; 
T712321S:-TransversalCN,N712321s) 
for i in [1..#T712321s] do 
ss:=[7,l,2,3,2,l]~T712321s[i]; 















for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 6 and 2"g eq 4 and 3~g eq 2 and
5"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 3 then N712354s:=sub<N|N712345,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 7 and l*g  eq 5 and 2',g eq 3 and 3"g eq 4 and
5"g eq 6 and 4*g  eq 2 then N712354s:=sub<N|N712354s,g>; end if; end for;
T712354s:transversal(N,N712354s);
for i in [1..#T712354s] do
ss:=[7,1,2,3,5,41 "T712354s[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)l := prodimd, ts, ss“xx);
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and 2"g eq 6 and 4~g eq 5 and 7"g eq 2
and 3~g eq 4 then N712473s:=sub<N[N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 6 and 2*g  eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 7~g eq 6
and 3“g eq 5 then N712473s:=sub<N|N712473s,g>; end if; end for; 
T712473s:transversal(N,N712473s);
for i in [1..#T712473s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,4,7,3]~T712473s[i];




for i in [1..#T712615] do
ss: = E7,l,2,6,l,51~T712615[i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)l := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N7124:=Stabiliser(N712,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 2 and 4~g eq 1 then 
N7172747s:=sub<N|N7124,g>; end if; end for;
T7172747S:transversal(N,N7172747s);
for i in [1..#T7172747s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,4,7]~T7172747s [i];




for i in [1..#T7172743] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,3]"T7172743[il;




for i in [1..#T7172746] do
ss==[7,1,7,2,7,4,61~T7172746[i];
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for i in [1..#T7172757] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,5,7]"T7172757[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N7125:=Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 1 and 5~g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l‘g eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 and 5“g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 7 and 5~g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<NIN7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7*g  eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2*g  eq 2 and 5~g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l"g eq 2 and 2~g eq 1 and 5~g eq 5 then 
N7172752s:=sub<N|N7172752s,g>; end if; end for;
T7172752s:transversal(N,N7172752s);
for i in [1..#T7172752s] do
ss:=[7,l,7,2,7,5,2] t7172752s[i] ;
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss“xx);
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
T7172374: transversal (N, N71234) ;
for i in [1.,#T7172374] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3,7,41"T7172374[i];




for i in [1..#T7172324] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,2,41"T7172324[i] ;
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N712346:=Stabiliser(N71234,6) ;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l*g  eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 3"g eq 6 and 
and 6"g eq 3 then N7172346s:=sub<N|N712346,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172346s:transversal(N,N7172346s) ;
for i in [1..#T7172346s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,3,4,61"T7172346s[i] ;




for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 5 and Kg eq 1
6"g eq 4 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N71246,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4'‘g eq 6 
6~g eq 1 then N7172476s:=sub<N|N7172476s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172476s:-Transversal(N,N7172476s);
for i in [1..#T7172476s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,7,6]~T7172476sEi];
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 7
5“g eq 2 then N7172425s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 1 and 2“g eq 5 and 4"g eq 6 
5"g eq 3 then N7172425s:=sub<N|N7172425s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172425s:-Transversal(N,N7172425s) ;
for i in [1..#T7172425s] do
ss:=E7,l,7,2,4,2,5]"T7172425s[i];
pEprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N712345:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 and Kg eq 7
3"g eq 6 and 5“g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N712345,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 5 and 4“g eq 6
3"g eq 2 and 5~g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<NIN7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 4 and 2“g eq 1 and 4~g eq 2
3*g  eq 7 and 5~g eq 3 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 3 and 4"g eq 2
3*g  eq 4 and 5"g eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 6 and 4“g eq 1
3"g eq 3 and 5"g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4"g eq 7
3"g eq 1 and 5~g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end f or;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 4
3"g eq 1 and 5*g  eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end f or;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 6














end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"'g eq 7 and 4~g eq 5 
3"g eq 3 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 2 and 2*g  eq 7 and 4"g eq 6
3"g eq 4 and 5"g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2*g  eq 3 and 4“g eq 7
3"g eq 5 and 5“g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 6 and 4"g eq 2
3~g eq 5 and 5~g eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 3
3"g eq 7 and 5~g eq 4 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 5 and Kg eq 3 and 2"'g eq 7 and 4“g eq 1
3~g eq 2 and 5*g  eq 6 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 5
3"g eq 4 and S^g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 4 and 4~g eq 3
3“g eq 2 and 5*-g  eq 1 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2~g eq 6 and 4"g eq 4
3"g eq 7 and 5“g eq 2 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and Kg eq 3 and 2“g eq 2 and 4"g eq 5
3"g eq 6 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 1
3"g eq 5 and 5"g eq 7 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 7 and 2*g  eq 1 and 4"g eq 3
3"g eq 6 and 5~g eq 5 then N7172435s:=sub<N|N7172435s,g>;
end if; end for;
T7172435S:-Transversal(N,N7172435s);
for i in [1..#T7172435s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,4,3,5]“T7172435s[i];

















for i in El..#T7172573] do
ss: = E7,l,7,2,5,7,3]'*T 172573[i]  ;




for i in El..#T7172574] do
ss:=E7,l,7,2,5,7,4]"T7172574Ei];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N71256:=Stabiliser(N7125,6);
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 5‘g eq 6 and 
6‘g eq 3 then N7172576s:=sub<N|N71256,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 7 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 5“g eq 3 and 
6“g eq 5 then N7172576s:=sub<N|N7172576s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172576s:=Transversal(N,N7172576s);
for i in El..#T7172576s] do
ss:=E7,l,7,2,5,7,6]‘T7172576sEi];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71235:=Stabiliser(N7123,5);
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 7 and Kg eq 1 and 2‘g eq 5 and 5‘g eq 2 and
3"g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N71235,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 5‘g eq 5 and
3‘g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 1 and Kg eq 7 and 2‘g eq 5 and 5"g eq 2 and
3"g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2‘g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
3‘g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2‘g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
3‘g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 7 and 5‘g eq 1 and
3‘g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 and 5‘g eq 1 and 
3‘g eq 3 then N7172523s:=sub<N|N7172523s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172523s:=Transversal(N,N7172523s);
for i in El..#T7172523s] do
ss:=>E7,l,7,2,5,2,3] ‘T7172523s Ei] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 5‘g eq 2 and
4‘g eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7‘g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2‘g eq 7 and 5‘g eq 1 and
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4'g eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N7172524s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
4*g  eq 4 then N7172524s:=sub<N|N7172524s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172524s:transversal(N,N7172524s);
for i in [1..#T7172524s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,5,2,41"T7172524s[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)l := prodimd, ts, ss*xx) ;
end for;
N71245:=Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 5~g eq 6 and
4~g eq 1 then N7172547s:=sub<N[N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2~g eq 1 and 5"g eq 7 and
4"g eq 2 then N7172547s:=sub<NIN7172547s,g>; end if; end for; 
T7172547S:transversal(N,N7172547s);
for i in [1..#T7172547s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,5,4,71"T7172547sEi];




for i in [1..#T7172541] do
ss:=E7,1,7,2,5,4,1]“T7172541[i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4) ;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 3~g eq 3 and 2~g eq 6 and 
Kg eq 1 then N7173274s:=sub<N]N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 3"g eq 3 and 2~g eq 7 and
4"g eq 5 then N7173274s:=sub<N|N7173274s,g>; end if; end for;
T7173274s:transversal(N,N7173274s);
for i in [1..#T7173274s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,3,2,7,41~T7173274sEi];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss*xx) ;
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2*g  eq 1 and 3~g eq 3 and
4"g eq 2 then N7127341s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 2 and 2~g eq 4 and 3~g eq 3 and
4~g eq 1 then N7127341s:=sub<N|N7127341s,g>; end if; end for;
T7127341S:transversal(N,N7127341s);
for i in El•.#T7127341s] do
ss:=[7,l,2,7,3,4,l]"T7127341s[i] ;




for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and l~g eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 
3"g eq 3 then N71727431s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; 
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 7 
3"g eq 3 then N71727431s:=sub<NlN71727431s,g>; end 
T71727431S:-Transversal(N,N71727431s);
for i in [1..#T71727431s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,4,3,11"T71727431s[i] ;
pCprodimCi, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss“xx); 
end for;
N71234:=Stabiliser(N7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 6 and 2“g eq 5 
3*g  eq 2 then N71727432s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2''g eq 3 
3“g eq 5 then N71727432s:=sub<NIN71727432s,g>; end 
T71727432s:-TransversalCN,N71727432s);
for i in [1..#T71727432s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,3,21*T71727432s[i]  ;
pEprodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss“xx); 
end for;
N71246:=StabiliserCN7124,6);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2~g eq 7 
6"g eq 2 then N71727462s:=sub<NIN71246,g>; end if; 
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2~g eq 6 
6"g eq 7 then N71727462s:=sub<N|N71727462s,g>; end 
T71727462S:-TransversalCN,N71727462s) ;
for i in [1..#T71727462s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,6,21~T71727462s[i];
p[prodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss“xx); 
end for;
N7125:=StabiliserCN712,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 
N71727571s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2*g  eq 2 
N71727571s:=sub<N|N71727571s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 2 
N71727571s:=snb<N|N71727571s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71727571S:-TransversalCN,N71727571s);
for i in [1..#T71727571s] do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,5,7,1]‘T71727571s[i] ;
p[prodimCl, ts, ss)] prodimCl, ts, ss*xx) ; 
end for;
N71234:=StabiliserCN7123,4);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 3 and 2~g eq 1
and 4~g eq 7 and 
end for;
and 4"g eq 2 and 
if; end for;
and 4~g eq 1 and 
end for;
and 4"g eq 6 and 
if; end for;
and 4"g eq 5 and
end for;
and 4"g eq 1 and
if; end for;
and 5"g eq 4 then
and 5“g eq 3 then
and 5"g eq 1 then
and 3~g eq 2 and
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4"g eq 7 then N71723747s:=sub<N|N71234,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and l~g eq 2 and 2"g eq 3 and 3"g eq 1 and
4"g eq 5 then N71723747s:=sub<N|N71723747s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71723747S:-Transversal(N,N71723747s);
for i in [1..#T71723747sl do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,3,7,4,71~T71723747s[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)J := prodim(l, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N71245:-Stabiliser(N7124,5);
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l"g eq 4 and 2“g eq 3 and 4"g eq 6 and
5"g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71245,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq land l"g eq 6 and 2~g eq 3 and 4"g eq 4 and
5"g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 2 and 4“g eq 6 and
5"g eq 5 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and l“g eq 1 and 2"g eq 3 and 4"g eq 7 and
5"g eq 2 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l"g eq 7 and 2"g eq 3 and 4~g eq 1 and
5"g eq 2 then N71724251S:=sub<N|N71724251s,g> ; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4"g eq 7 and
5"g eq 5 then N7172425is:=sub<N|N7172425Is,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and l"g eq 1 and 2"g eq 5 and 4“g eq 6 and
5"g eq 3 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 7 and l"g eq 6 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 1 and
5"g eq 3 then N7172425Is:=sub<N|N7172425Is,g>; end if; end for;
for g in H do if 7“g eq 6 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 6 and
5"g eq 5 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 6 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 4 and
5"g eq 3 then N71724251S:=sub<NIN71724251s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 7 and
5"g eq 3 then N71724251s:=sub<N|N71724251s,g>; end if; end for; 
T71724251S:-Transversal(N,N71724251s);
for i in [1.,#T71724251sl do
ss: = [7,1,7,2,4,2,5,11“T71724251S[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)J := prodim(l, ts, ss"xx);
end for;
N712346:=Stabiliser(N71234,6);
for g in N do if and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 1 and 6~g eq 5
and 3"g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N712346,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and Kg eq 5 and and 4"g eq 3 and 6"g eq 1
and 3"g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<NlN717274623s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 5 and and 6"g eq 1
and 3"g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 7 and 2"g eq 6 and 4“g eq 2 and
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6"g eq 4 and 3~g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l"g eq 7 and 2~g eq 3 and Kg eq 1 and
6*g  eq 2 and 3~g eq 4 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 4 and 2"g eq 7 and 4~g eq 5 and
6~g eq 2 and 3"g eq 3 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 and 4"g eq 7 and
6*g  eq 5 and 3"g eq 4 then N717274623s:-sub<N]N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 5 and 4"g eq 2 and
6‘g eq 7 and 3“g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 5 and 4~g eq 6 and
6“g eq 3 and 3"g eq 4 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 7 and
6~g eq 3 and 3"g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 2 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 6 and 4"g eq 1 and
6“g eq 7 and 3~g eq 3 then N717274623s:=sub<NIN7i7274623s,g>; end if; 
end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 7 and 4~g eq 3 and 
6*g  eq 4 and 3~g eq 6 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 6 and 2~g eq 3 and 4"g eq 4 and
6~g eq 7 and 3~g eq 5 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for; 1
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and Kg eq 2 and 2"g eq 3 and 4"g eq 5 and
6"g eq 6 and 3~g eq 1 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 4 and 2*g  eq 6 and 4"g eq 3 and
6~g eq 5 and 3"g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 1 and 4"g eq 7 and
6"g eq 6 and 3“g eq 2 then N717274623s:=sub<N]N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 2 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 1 and 4""g eq 5 and
6~g eq 4 and 3"g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"’g eq 1 and Kg eq 3 and 2"g eq 4 and 4"g eq 6 and
6"g eq 2 and 3"g eq 7 then N717274623s:=sub<N[N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 7~g eq 7 and l~g eq 4 and 2"g eq 1 and 4~g eq 2 and
6"g eq 3 and 3“g eq 5 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and l*g  eq 2 and 2"g eq 7 and 4'g eq 6 and
6~g eq 1 and 3"g eq 5 then N717274623s:=sub<N|N717274623s,g>;
end if; end for;
T717274623S:transversal(N,N717274623s);
for i in [1..#T717274623s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,4,6,2,31t717274623s[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
N7125:^Stabiliser(N712,5);
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and l"g eq 6 and 2-g eq 2 and 5-g eq 5 then
N717275717s:=sub<NlN7125,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and l~g eq 3 and 2"g eq 2 and 5"g eq 6 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if ; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and l~g eq 7 and 2'g eq 2 and 5-g eq 4 then
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and l~g eq 7 and 2-g eq 2 and 5-g eq 1 then
N717275717s:=sub<NIN717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 4 and l~g eq 7 and 2-g eq 2 and 5“g eq 3 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7'g eq 6 and l"g eq 3 and 2-g eq 2 and 5‘g eq 1 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 3 and l"g eq 4 and 2-g eq 2 and 5"g eq 7 then
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 4 and l"g eq 3 and 2-g eq 2 and 5-g eq 7 then
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 1 and Ug eq 5 and 2-g eq 2 and 5‘g eq 7 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l“g eq 5 and 2-g eq 2 and 5‘g eq 1 then
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 1 and l"g eq 7 and 2-g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
N717275717S:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and l~g eq 3 and 2-g eq 2 and 5"g eq 4 then
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and l"g eq 4 and 2“g eq 2 and 5-g eq 6 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 4 and l"g eq 5 and 2-g eq 2 and 5-g eq 6 then
N717275717S:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7“g eq 3 and l~g eq 1 and 2-g eq 2 and 5-g eq 6 then
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and l"g eq 4 and 2-g eq 2 and 5"g eq 5 then
N717275717s:=sub<N1N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
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for g in N do if 7"g eq 7 and Kg eq 4 and 2~g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 5 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 6 and Kg eq 1 and 2"g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 1 and Kg eq 6 and 2"g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7"g eq 3 and Kg eq 6 and 2“g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 5 and Kg eq 1 and 2~g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for;
for g in N do if 7~g eq 6 and Kg eq 5 and 2"g eq 2 
N717275717s:=sub<N|N717275717s,g>; end if; end for; 
T717275717S:-Transversal(N,N717275717s);
for i in [1..#T717275717s] do
ss:=[7,1,7,2,7,5,7,1,7]*T717275717s[i] ; 
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss~xx);
end for;
T7172757172s:-Transversal(N,N);















ss: = [7,1,7,2,7,5,7,1,7,2]~T7172757172s[i] ; 
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimCl, ts, ss~xx); 
end for;
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